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Elektronisk pasientjournal  allmennlegers vurderinger og krav. 

Sammendrag: 

Ifølge denne avhandling var norske allmennleger godt fornøyd med bruk av 

elektronisk pasientjournal (EPJ) sammenlignet med papirjournaler, men 

tilgjengeligheten av informasjonen i store elektroniske journaler var ikke 

tilfredsstillende. Det ble funnet relativt effektiv tidsbruk av EPJ under 

konsultasjonene. Bruk av EPJ forstyrret ikke konsultasjonene ifølge legene eller 

pasientene som deltok i undersøkelsene. Det ble funnet at allmennlegene får god 

støtte fra EPJ til å utføre 21 av 24 oppgitte kliniske oppgaver. Det var ikke utviklet 

funksjonalitet i systemene til å støtte de resterende tre oppgavene. 19 av de 21 

oppgavene ble svært mye brukt. Systemenes generelle brukertilfredshet og suksess ble 

rapportert som høy eller svært høy. Det var ingen forskjeller mellom systemene med 

hensyn til evne til å understøtte kliniske oppgaver, men et av systemene ble rapportert 

å ha flere maskin- og programvarefeil og noe lavere brukertilfredshet og suksess. 

Resultatene ble sammenlignet med en tilsvarende undersøkelse blant sykehuslegers 

og deres EPJ systemer. Allmennlegene var mer fornøyde med EPJ enn deres 

sykehuskolleger med hensyn på brukertilfredshet, evne til å understøtte kliniske 

oppgaver og effekt på arbeidskvalitet. Selv om allmennlegene var fornøyde, ønsket de 

forbedringer på flere områder i EPJ. De savnet støtte til medisinske beslutninger som 

kunne tilpasses den enkelte pasient. De ønsket at all helsefaglig kommunikasjon 

skulle foregå elektronisk, og de ønsket elektronisk støtte for å kunne konsultere 

spesialister ved behov. De ønsket også at deres EPJ skulle kunne kommunisere med 

pasientene og deres eventuelle framtidige egenjournal. En metode for utvikling av 

funksjonelle kravspesifikasjoner til EPJ ble prøvd ut. De deltagende 

allmennpraktikere valgte ut 67 krav fra EPJ standarden, og formulerte 197 nye 

funksjonelle krav for å kunne oppnå vellykket elektronisk støtte til helsefaglig 

samarbeid i helsevesenet.  

Bakgrunnen for avhandlingen var et ønske om å undersøke hvordan 

allmennpraktikere i Norge vurderte bruken av elektroniske journalsystemer, 

sammenligne disse vurderingene med sykehuslegers vurderinger av sine systemer, og 

undersøke hvordan allmennlegene ønsket sine elektroniske journalsystemer utviklet 



videre. Det ble gjennomført fire studier i denne avhandlingen, og det ble brukt både 

kvantitative og kvalitative metoder. De kvantitative data ble innsamlet gjennom en 

nasjonal spørreundersøkelse. De kvalitative data ble innsamlet ved fokus gruppe 

intervjuer, ved observasjoner av allmennleger i klinisk arbeid og ved 

dokumentanalyse og metoder fra aksjonsforskning. En av studiene var kvantitativ og 

benyttet kun data samlet inn fra spørreskjemaundersøkelsen. I to av studiene var 

metodene triangulerte, og det ble benyttet data fra spørreskjema, intervjuer og 

observasjoner. Den siste studien var kvalitativ og samlet inn og analyserte data fra 

dokumentanalyser og metoder fra aksjonsforskning. 
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            Trondheim, October 7. 2008 

PREFACE 

I have worked as a general practitioner in a medical practice for 18 years with the same 

population, most of the time as a specialist in general medicine according to the rules of 

the Norwegian Medical Association. During this period I have also worked part time in a 

local hospital, in maternal and child health centers, and in school health services. In my 

years as a general practitioner I have used both paper patient records and several 

electronic patient record systems. At our medical centre we were all impressed when we 

could move from paper to electronic patient records after installation of the hardware and 

software on the weekend, receiving training on Sunday afternoon, and welcoming 

patients the following Monday morning on a nearly normal schedule. A general 

practitioner designed this electronic patient record. We were quite inexperienced with 

computers, and were glad to experience that use of the patient record represented a minor 

step from paper records. Every day we enjoyed having administrative work taken over by 

the computer, and our working day was eased. An update to a full Windows version 

several years later was a much bigger step. The many modules, keyboard combinations, 

and innumerable options lengthened the training process to 3 or 4 days. It took another 3 

months to “reprogram” the operators’ fingers. Step by step, we came to appreciate all the 

new possibilities. There were many initial problems with the new patient record software. 

Many failures were corrected, but new ones appeared. Our medical center was also 

involved in beta testing of new versions, and we experienced many failures due to 

problems that survived internal and external tests. Nevertheless, we ultimately became 

satisfied users of the system. 

At that time I was leading a group of general practitioners and collaborating 

hospitals. The group gradually became interested in moving patient-related cooperation 

from paper to an electronic platform. As a result of this interest and our unified efforts, all 

colleagues in our county began receiving all medical information electronically within a 

period of some years. I am forever grateful to our local and regional hospitals for meeting 

this challenge. Failures related to incoming electronic health information, such as 

laboratory and X-ray reports as well as discharge letters, could themselves cause delays, 
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but the benefits far exceeded the problems. We also discovered that national standards 

either did not exist or weren’t mandatory, and the solutions did not support electronic 

health communication outside the region. 

My leadership of a national health communication project and my position as 

medical adviser of the national project on electronic prescription, plus being an adviser in 

several other IT projects, have given me additional insight into the use of electronic 

patient record systems in hospitals and primary care.  

The interactions between general practitioners and patients and their next of kin 

can be rather complex. I believe that neither the deductive thinking of biomedicine nor 

the linear models of informatics can address the complexity of primary care. Knowledge 

gained from continuous study of various aspects of primary care may be used to improve 

the ability of electronic patient records to support clinical work. General practitioners 

work by experience, pattern recognition, and clinical hunch as well as by patient-

adjusted, evidence-based knowledge. Hence, the electronic patient record must support 

these different approaches, and more studies are needed to achieve that goal.  

General practitioners in Norway use electronic patient record systems as a tool to 

support clinical and administrative tasks, but the possibility of improving clinician 

performance and patient outcome has not yet been fully explored. When the University of 

Trondheim asked me to apply for a scholarship to explore physicians’ opinions and 

further expectations of electronic patient records, I was very interested, but had to think 

twice. The hardest step was to leave my colleagues and patients at the medical center and 

my colleagues and friends in the local hospital and other parts of the health and social 

services. But my motivation and curiosity led me to apply and be accepted as a student. 

After starting the research, I realized that having a background similar to that of the 

respondents was an advantage in that it eased access to existing educational groups and 

medical practices for the collection of data, although I am aware that it might have led to 

possible blind spots as well. I hope the results of my research can contribute to further 

development of electronic patient record systems to provide better support of clinical 

work in primary care.  
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ABSTRACT 

Aims 
Four evaluation studies have been conducted in this thesis. The first study examined the 

Norwegian GPs´ use of EPR systems compared to previous use of paper patient records, 

the time spent on using the EPR systems, and the potential effects on the clinician-patient 

relationship. The second study evaluated how GPs judged the ability of the EPR systems 

to support important clinical tasks, the effect of the systems on the overall user 

satisfaction and success, as well as quality and efficiency of the work. In addition, 

differences of reported ability to support clinical tasks, software and hardware failures 

and user satisfaction between the systems were evaluated. Support of clinical tasks, user 

satisfaction and impact of quality of work were compared with results from a similar 

study of hospital physicians. The third study analyzed what kind of improvements GPs 

wanted in the next generation of EPR systems. The last study explored how GPs could be 

engaged to draw up the functional requirements they found necessary to achieve 

successful electronic collaboration in health care.  

 

Methods 
The methods used in this thesis were both quantitative and qualitative. A national 

questionnaire survey was conducted to collect representative quantitative data. The 

qualitative data was collected from focus group interviews and from observations in 

primary care medical practices. Two of the studies of the thesis were triangulated and 

collected and compared data from questionnaires, interviews and observations. One of 

the studies was quantitative and used data collected from the questionnaire. The last study 

collected the data from document analysis and methods from action research in a project 

to draw up functional requirements. 

  

Results 
We found that GPs in Norway prefer their always-available EPR systems compared to 

paper patient records, but the availability of the information within large EPRs was not 

satisfactory. The time used to register and document was shorter in the observation study 
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(88% < 3min) compared to the questionnaire study (31% < 3min). Use of EPR systems 

did not disturb the clinician–patient relationship in this study. The GPs reported to get 

assistance from their EPR systems while conducting 21 of 24 clinical tasks. The 

remaining three tasks were not supported by the system. 19 of the 21 tasks were used 

extensively. The GPs rated the overall satisfaction and the success of the systems to be 

good or excellent. They reported that their work had been easier to perform and that the 

quality of their work had increased. The GPs reported no differences between different 

EPR systems as to support of clinical tasks, but one of the systems was reported to have 

more hardware and software failures and less user satisfaction and success.  GPs were 

significantly more satisfied with the electronic patient records than were their hospital 

colleagues, when comparing the results with a similar hospital study. They also judged 

the ability of the GP-oriented systems to support clinical tasks and the impact of clinical 

work to be better. The GPs wanted improvements in several areas, although they were 

overall satisfied with the electronic record systems. They missed decision support that 

could be adjusted to the individual patient. They wanted all communication to become 

electronic and to be able to consult specialists electronically. They also considered 

whether the electronic patient records should be integrated with personal health records. 

A method for the development of functional requirements was tried out. The participant 

GPs selected 67 requirements from the exciting EPR standard and formulated 197 new 

functional requirements to achieve successful electronic collaboration in health care.  

 

Conclusion 
The balance between time spent examining and talking to patients and time spent on 

reading and documentation in EPR systems is of great clinical importance. The observed 

and reported timesavings documented in this thesis are challenged by previous time 

studies, and more research is needed to describe how time is spent and how 

administrative workload on GPs can be reduced. 

 The clinician-patient relationship is of great concern for clinical practice, but the 

respondents of this thesis denied that use of computers disturbed this relationship. The 

clinical relevance of reduced overview in large EPRs should be studied more in depths. 

The respondents of this thesis suggest that a problem-oriented record might solve some of 
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these difficulties. Although the quality of the documentation in the records probably has 

increased, possible effects on the quality of the clinical work have to be studied further. 

 The ELIN-method represents user-driven bottom up organized national projects 

that are fully financed. The method has demonstrated a complete production line starting 

with user-developed requirements that are tested stepwise and end up implemented in 

routine clinical work and with revised standards and requirements. Later studies of GP 

use of the EPR systems after implementation of the requirements from this thesis can 

reveal if success is achieved in the field of interchange of health information. The tools 

from the ELIN-method can be used to realize the mandate from the responders of this 

thesis to develop problem-orientated EPRs with decision support adjusted to the 

individual patient, as well as integration of PHRs and consultations with specialists.  

INFORMATICS IN PRIMARY CARE  

The four studies presented in my thesis represent an empirical assessment to the 

development and use of EPR systems in primary care. My comprehension of the field has 

been that the development of the EPR systems has been an iterative process influenced by 

a mix of local organization, regulations, traditions, values, research and the development 

of the technology itself.  There is a need for insight into the context and characteristics of 

general practice to fully understand and explain the empirical material put forward in this 

thesis. General practice diverges from other fields of medicine in many ways. Some 

authors even claim that informatics in primary care qualify as a field of its own.1  

A framework for understanding the development and use of EPR 
in general practice  

Primary care is the first point of contact with the health system, distinguished from other 

aspects of care by the clinical characteristics of the patients and their problems. Primary 

care practitioners are distinguished from colleagues in secondary and tertiary care by the 

variety of problems they encounter.  

Several definitions of primary care have been proposed and discussed. The 

Starfield definition of primary care as “First contact, continuous, comprehensive and 

coordinated care provided to individuals and populations undifferentiated by age, gender, 
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disease or organ system;” has often been cited.2 The Institute of Medicine defines primary 

care as “the provision of integrated, accessible, health care services by clinicians who are 

accountable for addressing a large majority of personal health care needs, developing a 

sustained partnership with patients, and practicing in the context of family and 

community.”3 The Medical Research Council of the United Kingdom defines primary 

care as health services which provide the first (primary) point of contact for individual 

members of the public (in contrast to secondary referral services), although it accepts that 

some of these services are provided by hospitals.4 It also points out that primary care 

incorporates elements of social care, community care, and primary caring provided by 

families or unpaid individual members of the public. The definition from WONCA 

Europe is complex but can be simplified into three core activities:5 

 

• Heuristic decision making (based on intelligent rules of thumb), rather 

than deductive reasoning (take a full history, examine and investigate the 

patient), is used in a context in which patients often have vague symptoms 

and unstructured problems. 

• The more holistic, biopsychosocial model is used ahead of the more 

straightforward biomedical one. There is often a long-term relationship 

between individuals, families, and their primary care providers. 

• Primary care has its own scientific body of knowledge whose application 

enhances practice delivered using a patient-centered consulting style. 

 

Primary care services are characterized by attributes that include accessibility, 

comprehensiveness, co-ordination, continuity, and accountability.6 Table 1 summarizes 

some of the most important characteristics of general practice that have implications for 

designing EPR systems that support the work of GPs. Table 1 also illustrates how these 

needs are different from specialist care.7  

Primary care practitioners are distinguished from colleagues in secondary and 

tertiary care by the rapid shifts of patient consultations, on average 15 to 20 minutes per 

patient. Their income too is based on high turnover. GPs may accordingly be very 
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sensitive and thereby negative to software solutions that slow them down as shown in 

study one and four.  

The GPs are fronted with a great variety of problems at the encounter. They also 

work independently without supervision or guidance by colleagues. This explains why 

GPs are interested in decision support (study three) and why it has been successful in 

general practice. On the other hand it has also been shown that the EPR functions as an 

aide memoire that helps the GP in this rapid and frequent change of topics to make 

patients feel continuity and personal commitment by the GP.8  

As described in table 1 the patient-doctor relation in general practice is often 

continuous over many years, sometimes decades, and deals with many problems, some of 

them reappearing or chronic. This supports the need of a problem-oriented EPR and 

methods for better overview, expressed both directly and indirectly by the GPs that 

participated in the survey. This explains why the GP responders in this thesis said that 

even if each EPR was easily available, this was not always the case for the information 

needed within each patient record. 

The face-to-face encounter with the patient and doctor alone is a situation based 

on great confidence to and empathy from the doctor. This gives an understanding of why 

the GPs were concerned if the computer on the desk might disturb the patient-doctor 

relationship as discussed in study one. This also explains why GPs more often than their 

hospital colleagues have expressed more skepticism to let others have access to their EPR 

systems and have supported strict regulations of confidentiality. 

On the other hand table 1 state that GPs communicate with a broad number of 

other instances both inside and outside health care. The GPs in Norway have an extensive 

gatekeeper and coordinator role. This explains the GPs’ great interest in the development 

of electronic communication expressed in study four.  

It is also worthy to notice in table 1 that GPs in contrast with their colleagues in 

hospitals usually spend their time staying in one place having the patients come to them. 

This tells us that the context of general practice probably has more in common with 

ordinary office work than in specialist care where health personnel in hospital 

departments are highly mobile and running several tasks in parallel. This indicates that 

the experience that vendors have from other settings is easier to transfer to general 
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practice than to clinical departments, and this could explain some of the greater success 

of EPR systems in general practice compared to hospitals as shown in study two. The 

obstructions that logon procedures have caused in hospitals are an example that reflects 

some of the difference between general practice and specialist care when routines from 

office work are transformed to health care.  

 

Table 1 Characteristics of business management and health problem assessment in 
general practice compared to specialist care 

Business management 
General practice Specialist care 

Organization Decentralized, autonomous. 
Solo or in small groups 

Governed, hierarchic. Large 
organizations. Dedicated ICT 
departments and personnel. 

Economy Piecework, self-employed. Per 
capita plus fee for service. 
Low costs 

Fixed salary. Combination of fixed 
budget and prospective payment 
system. High costs. 

Services Broad/general 
Large volumes per doctor 
Short encounters 

Segregated/specialized 
Small volumes 
Day and night 

Collaboration with 
external partners  

Many, medical and non-medical 
Gate-keeper, coordinator, advocate 

Few and mainly with primary care 
Finalization 

Patient-doctor 
relationships 

Continuous – over years 
Personal, committed  

Rare and short periods 
Large staff, shift work 

Patient sharing 
information with the 
doctor 

Often intimate information  Cautious information sharing 

Health problem 
assessment   

Health problems Most often several, in parallel 
Whole spectrum of diagnoses 

Usually one, or one at the time 
Limited number of diagnosis 

Mobility One patient at the time, mainly in 
one spot (by doctor’s desk) 

Move from bed to bed 
(High mobility) 

Disease development Early, few and unspecific 
symptoms  

Characteristic symptoms/signs 

Prevalence Low, not selected  High and selected 

Diagnostics  Early pattern recognition 
Exploring probability 
Low predictability 
ICPC (symptom, process and 
disease classification) 

Systematic, complete 
” Jig-saw puzzle ” 
High predictability 
ICD10 (end point disease 
classification) 

Tests Few and simple Many and advanced 
Decision GP single-handed. Adherent to 

patient preferences 
Often by teams 
Adherent to guidelines 

Treatment ADL and relief-oriented 
Simple, exploring 

Organ and cure oriented 
Advanced, based on reliable 
diagnosis 
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 Informatics in primary care is then dependent on theory and concepts that support 

the patient-centered approach, and parts of these are already referred to in the definitions.  

The theory and concepts are described by de Lusignan in the following four sections.1 

 

• An Epistemology of knowledge and an Ontology for Primary care 

Although evidence-based medicine is a cornerstone of patient treatment, it also 

has its limitations. According to Polyani and later Goldman and de Lusignan, only 

explicit knowledge is represented as evidence based, and we still lack an adequate 

framework to address and value the tacit knowledge gained in primary care.9-11 One 

has to consider the relationship between clinical judgments based upon the 

knowledge, setting, and needs of the individual patient as well as the evidence-based 

advice from medical science at the patient group level. Hence, the clinical decisions 

should be adjusted to the individual patient when possible.11, 12 The clinical 

judgments can possibly be devalued by the believers in evidence-based medicine.13, 

14  

Whether terminologies such as SNOMED CT (Systematized Nomenclature of 

Medicine–Clinical Terms) and classifications such as ICPC (International 

Classification of Primary Care) are sufficient to describe the patient-centered primary 

care is still debatable.15 

 

• Heuristic instead of deductive reasoning in decision making in primary care 

Although the analyzing methods of deductive reasoning are most important and 

successful in medicine as described by Musen,16 primary care calls for 

supplementary methods such as ‘intelligent rules of thumb’ to adjust decision making 

to the full context of the individual patient.17 Suchman concluded that set cognitive 

models in the computer interface may not be appropriate to address what is important 

and dominant for the patient in the consultation, and the common sense drawn from 

experience can be in conflict with decision support, even though the decision support 

is evidence-based.18 Decision support is also used rather infrequently when available 

in the treatment of chronic diseases, a finding possible related to these aspects.19 
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Things are complicated further by Balint who showed that the clinician-patient 

relationship is in itself therapeutic.20 According to Chapman, IT experts are 

extremely good at linear, reductionist, positivist thinking and not so good at 

constructing social solutions and appreciating other perspectives.21 Complex adaptive 

systems should therefore be studied to achieve robust models of primary care.22, 23 

 
• Using the Biopsycosocial rather than the Biomedical model 

More than medicine in general, primary care with its longitudinal information 

gathering is dependent on a model that includes more than a strict biomedical view: 

it has adopted a holistic approach, considering social, behavioral, and psychological 

as well as biomedical factors.24, 25 Due to this complexity, modeling in primary care 

is a challenge and is not satisfactory reflected in the modeling of informatics.26, 27 

The modeling in primary care informatics should provide technology that supports 

the complexity of the consultation rather than expecting the consultation to adjust to 

inadequate technology.28, 29 

 

• Patient-centered rather than disease-centered consultations 

Balint started the movement toward patient-centered consulting in the 1950s.20 

According to work by Byrne and Long in 1976 and 1984, the most frequent reason 

for patients to leave their consultation disappointed was that their agenda was not 

addressed.30 Consultations in primary care are patient-centered more than disease-

centered,31 and according to Pendleton patients who explain their ideas and beliefs 

need to be understood for there to be agreement on medical advice and treatment 

plans.32  

 

 Primary care informatics can already be considered an established specialty or 

subdomain of health informatics in some jurisdictions, and specialist groups and 

specialized journals exist.1, 33 Studies of the uptake and use of EPR and its possible 

effects on the clinician–patient relationship are included in this field. Studies of 

implementation in different primary care settings are also important in identifying factors 

important for success. Issues such as comparing paper-based with electronic patient 
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records, EPR uptake and adoption, data quality, and the secondary use of data also add to 

this potential medical informatics subspecialty. Clinical communication is important to 

support the patient’s trajectory and to integrate clinical data in the EPR within and across 

health services, and requires a common architecture of interaction. Clinical coding and 

concepts, education and training, and patient access to medical records also add to this 

field.6 

Electronic patient records in Norwegian primary care 

I have chosen to use the concepts EPR and EPR systems in this thesis, and I find EPRs to 

be synonymous with computer-based records as well as electronic medical records, 

although there might be differences. Several definitions are known, and several concepts 

have been developed. According to Institute of Medicine (IOM) on page 55 and 56 in 

“The computer-based patient record: An Essential Technology for health care” from 

1997; a computer-based patient record is defined as an electronic patient record that 

resides in a system specifically designed to support users through the availability of 

complete and accurate data, practitioner reminders and alerts, clinical decision support 

systems, links to bodies of medical knowledge, and other aids. A patient record system is 

the set of components that form the mechanism by which patient records are created, 

used, stored, and retrieved, and is usually located within a health care provider setting.34 

This definition from IOM is found most suitable for this thesis.  

Functional descriptions by Weed and Shortliffe also are relevant to this thesis. 

According to Weed, EPR systems that are comprehensive should be oriented by problems 

and episodes where diagnostic and therapeutic plans should be linked to the medical 

problems.35 As referred to by Shortliffe (Medical Informatics, page 333), they should 

include integrated views of patient data, clinical order entry and documentation, clinical 

process and decision support, and access to knowledge resources as well as integrated 

communication support. EPR systems should provide for practice organization and 

administration, patient care and statistical overviews, and research. They normally consist 

of a set of sections or functional modules such as basic, medical, pharmacy, scheduling, 

financial, communication, and possible research modules and should also have source 

and chronological views.36 
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In this thesis the concept electronic health records (EHR) is used when referring a 

few articles, and therefore should be defined. The Healthcare Information and 

Management Systems Society (HIMSS) define the EHR as a "longitudinal electronic 

record of patient health information generated by one or more encounters in any care 

delivery setting." It does more than store information: It "supports other care-related 

activities directly or indirectly, including evidence-based decision support, quality 

management and outcomes reporting.37  

 A personal health record (PHR) can be defined as “an electronic application that 

individuals can access, manage and share their health information, and that of others for 

whom they are authorized, in a private, secure and confidential environment”.38 

 

The development of Norwegian GP EPR systems 

 In Norway the development of computerized medical record started in the second 

half of the 1970s. At the University of Tromsø work was in progress on the Balsfjord 

system from 1976 and the systems was introduced in a medical practice in 1980. The 
requirement specification developed was given free of charge to other developers.39 The 

development of the computerized medical record DOC110, claimed by some to be the 

first operative EPR in Scandinavia, followed in Bergen in the late seventies, and was later 

replaced by a system called PROMED.40 At the same time, and partly in collaboration 

with the developer of PROMED, the EPR system Infodoc Dos was developed and 

introduced in medical practices.41 It was later replaces by Infodoc Windows, and in 2007 

a new system called Infodoc Plenario, was released. In the early 1980s a general 

practitioner developed another system called Profdoc Dos and this system was released in 

1985.42 In 1993 the EPR system WinMed was released, and in 1995 the first system with 

real windows functionality, Profdoc Vision, was released.  

General practitioners designed all these pioneer systems inspired by the lack of 

overview and statistic possibilities in their paper records as well as by the upcoming new 

technology.39 General practitioners themselves programmed Profdoc DOS and 

PROMED, and the other EPR systems were programmed in close cooperation with 

dedicated GPs and user groups, a process that may be labeled user-driven design.42 
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 These early pioneers were possibly also inspired from European and US groups 

who developed EPR systems from the 1970s and a few of them are briefly referred to. 

The most famous of the US systems are Massachusetts general hospital Utility 

Multiprogramming System (MUMPS),43 Technicon Medical Information System (TMIS) 

and HELP,44 as well as the Regenstrief Medical Record System (RMRS).45 A Problem-

Oriented Medical Information system (PROMIS) was developed,46, 47 as well as 

Computer Stored Ambulatory Record (COSTAR) 47, 48 that was followed by its Nordic 

variants SWEDESTAR,49 NORSTAR and FINSTAR.50 In Iceland the Egilsstadir Project 

started in 1975 with a problem oriented medical record system for primary health care,51 

and in a bit later it was described what kind of components a Danish EPR system should 

include.52  

 

EPR systems in the Norwegian marked today 

Three different EPR systems dominate the GP market in Norway today. The EPR 

systems are windows applications oriented by time and source only and don’t provide 

research modules or integrated medical knowledge as decision support or medical 

procedures.42 They support medical processes and can provide links to medical 

knowledge systems and are usually located within a health care provider setting. The 

systems are used in many specialist practices as well.  

In the public health centers and in the company health services, modified GP-EPR 

systems are dominating the market, while the health service in schools is seldom 

supported by informatics. In nursing homes and home nursing care, three different 

systems are competing for contracts in a market yet to be developed in many 

communities. The systems in nursing homes mainly support nursing activity, but they are 

increasingly more supportive of the supervising physicians as well, who most often are 

GPs.  

The hospital market for generalized EPRs has been divided between three 

vendors. One of them recently won large contracts at the expense of the other two, 

indicating a probable future one-vendor domination in the Norwegian market for 

hospital-wide EPR systems. Nursing systems are included in the hospital-wide EPR 

systems in Norway. Hospital EPR systems provide the same functions as the systems 
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used in primary care, but at the time of the hospital survey one of the systems did not 

provide a prescription module.53 One of the systems has no patient administrative 

module, and is therefore integrated with such systems already installed in the hospitals. 

The hospital systems are oriented by time and source, but can to a certain degree 

represent problems from the diagnostic lists and episodes of hospitalization.53 In large 

parts of the hospital sector in Norway, multiple clinical department systems still play an 

important role despite hospital-wide EPR systems introduced in most hospitals several 

years ago.54 As of today, all hospitals in Norway have EPR systems.  

Only a few hospitals, clinics and laboratories are private owned. Several specialist 

medical practices are private, as well as most of the GP medical offices with enlisted 

patients. Nearly all have some kind of public financial support or refunds. 

The Norwegian EPR market early diminished into a few vendors. Many European 

countries still have a great number of vendors competing in the market. The few and 

sustainable vendors in the Norwegian market probably made it easier to implement 

common functionality and standards. 

Evaluation of information systems in health care 

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is used in all parts of the health 

services, including administration, clinical departments, health communication, 

education, and teaching as well as research. ICT used in health services can influence the 

patient’s life and health both directly and indirectly, and in this aspect the use of ICT in 

health care differs from many other areas in society. All systems have their own life cycle 

that starts with an idea or new possibilities, followed by an abstract information model. 

After this model is programmed, it will eventually be tested as an information system in 

clinical practice. The system then is implemented and used on a large scale. Figure 7 

from Friedman and Wyatt on page 6 in their book Evaluation Methods in Biomedical 

Medicine demonstrates the field of evaluation in medical informatics related to evaluation 

methods, medicine and health care, and information systems.55 Evaluation is important 

because errors and failures in the information systems can lead to unwanted 

consequences and health damage, just as can drugs and surgical procedures. According to 

Friedman and Wyatt, we also have promotional, scholarly, pragmatic, ethical, and 
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medico-legal reasons to evaluate information systems in health care. When demonstrating 

information systems to be effective and safe, evaluation promotes the systems among 

physicians, patients, educators, researchers, and health authorities. The scholarly reasons 

ensure continuous studies due to the establishment of medical informatics as a scientific 

field.56 The pragmatic reasons ensure that developers can understand the results and 

effects of their systems, and allow others to learn from mistakes and successes. Ethical 

aspects of evaluation are related to the opportunity for health planners and others to 

understand and defend the choice of information systems as opposed to other innovations 

competing for the same budget.57 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Evaluation in medical informatics 

 

The medico-legal reasons reduce the risks of liability by giving the developers accurate 

information and users the opportunity to exercise their skills and judgment when using 

the systems.58 There is a fine line of difference between evaluation and research, though 

the methods are the same. Evaluation is often related to assignments from authorities, 

leaders, organizations, and others, while research is most often driven by the goal of 

acquiring missing knowledge. The success of evaluation often is dependent on the 

problems to be answered being obvious and easy to understand.59 
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To evaluate health informatics, competence and methods from social science, 

medicine and informatics are used, often in parallel or in combination. Compared to 

medicine, informatics is a young and recently established science. Evaluation is 

important through every phase in the continuous development of IT systems, but requires 

different methods and qualifications.26  

 The four studies in this thesis deal with the evaluation of different parts of the life 

cycle.59, 60 The first and the second study are evaluation studies in phase 5 when EPR are 

in use, while the third study is mainly related to ideas and requirements of phase 1 as well 

as phase 5. The fourth study suggests a method for engaging physicians to develop 

testable functional requirements related to phase 1, but also points to testing during 

programming in phase 3 and implementation in phase 4. Figure 7 summarizes the five 

phases of the life cycle and the different areas of evaluation. 59, 60  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Quantitative methods like randomized controlled trials (RCT), before and after 

studies, and interrupted time series can measure the size of effects,61 and questionnaires 

can rank evaluations.56 Qualitative methods can illustrate what the effect means to those 

involved as well as wider outcomes.62 Observations, individual or focus group interviews, 
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Figure 7 Phases in the development of new ICT-solutions 
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document analyses, and methods from action research are the most commonly used 

qualitative methods.63, 64 The methods can be used at all phases in the life cycle, 

according to some authors.65-67 Although quantitative methods are used for comparison in 

the second study of this thesis, qualitative methods are also used to compare health 

information systems.68 Qualitative methods hold an important place among methods 

suitable for evaluating health information systems.69  

 The processes of the life cycle are iterative and include reprogramming and 

testing throughout the life cycle of the solutions. All phases are tightly connected and 

every new step depends on knowledge generated by previous phases. The model requires 

an interdisciplinary approach that can be challenging to carry out. A user-centered design 

with tests of user requirements in close collaboration with software vendors and 

researchers is another basic attribute of this model 70 

In many ICT projects in the health sector, users of the systems are best 

represented in the phases of ideas and analysis, and are often organized into user groups. 

The design process itself is iterative, including specification of the context of use, 

specification of requirements, and the development and evaluation of a design.71 

Involvement of health personnel in the idea phase as well as in the modeling and 

programming phases, ensures their contribution to the development of user requirements 

that can be tested in iterative processes.72, 73 Complex contexts can easily be overseen or 

treated superficially both by medical staff and others, and medical requirements often are 

scarcely described. The identification of requirements and processes  should preferably 

be organized and run like a research project using different methods, and many ICT 

projects fail for these reasons.74 In the third study of this thesis ideas are suggested, and in 

the fourth study requirements are suggested and refined. 

Phase 2, modeling, is dependent on functional requirements, processes, the 

possibilities of ICT, and the creativity required to suggest a dynamic reflection of 

reality.75 Modeling as such has the qualities normally associated with research. Acting by 

intentions challenges the models and reduces their predictive value. When models are not 

satisfactory, they will be further developed in building new theories, and the effects of 

technology can be calculated.76 In some cases this can be the only option, and effect 
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studies as RCTs cannot be performed. The expectations from paper 3 need to be 

converted to functional requirements before models and designs can be suggested. 

Programming in phase 3 is a creative challenge, enabling computers to do what 

they have not done before. In this phase the requirements from paper 4 will be converted 

into testable solutions that can be used in clinical practice. Although innovation is not a 

science as such, it can include theory building and thus approach research. Software 

should be tested often in laboratories before pilot testing and clinical use.77, 78 When 

systems are developed and tested, health personnel often are distant or not participating at 

all.72 When system users are introduced to the programmed or implemented solutions too 

late for reprogramming or adjustments, intolerable extra costs and loss of time may be the 

result, and users may have to accept systems that are not sufficiently adjusted to their 

processes and medical needs.79 Another consequence of insufficient requirements and 

user testing at an early stage is that systems and vendors can be rejected by users, in 

contrast to projects with careful and iterative testing throughout the development phase.80  

By following the development through iterations with subsequent updates of user 

requirements, the development of the systems can adapt to user needs.81 Use cases often 

are local and often not developed by users and customers as national cases for all market 

vendors when relevant, but several international initiatives tries to establish common 

archetypes for EHR development.82 

Study four also point to the implementation phase. Organizations need to adapt to 

new technology, and implementation in phase 4 must be done according to the best 

knowledge of the organizations and work environment. Although health personnel are 

commonly involved in the phase of piloting or implementation, the opportunity to do 

direct structured and systematic testing often are missing.83 Barriers, adaptation, change 

of roles, patterns of interactions, and communications are interesting phenomena that can 

be studied if based upon theory and validated methods from process or formative 

evaluation.84 Systems often have many unexpected failures in the implementation phase. 

Some are technical and some are functional. The sector could possibly profit from 

improvements in several aspects related to modern system development theory:85, 86 

• The technical platform and architecture 

• Collection of user experiences from earlier versions and systems 
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• User involvement and dynamic and testable user requirements 

• User tests with fictive patient data in every iteration, and later on with real data 

• Adjustments from few to many users during implementation and normal run 

• Criteria and procedures for scientific evaluation 

 

When systems are implemented and in use (phase 5), qualitative and quantitative 

methods can be used to collect data, and the first, the second and parts of the third study 

belong to this phase. When parts of the systems are finished, users will normally see new 

possibilities in cooperation with skilled programmers. When turning from few to several 

or many users, the systems often need to be adjusted. User groups may not have been 

representative of all user needs, and simultaneous use can stress the system and reveal 

unexpected failures. Reprogramming and new tests often must be done in the 

implementation phase as well as when in use.72 In spite of improvements in recent years, 

too many failures and dysfunctions often survive into the next releases of the systems and 

defined methods could enhance EPR development, as well as to give advice on 

improvements.59 The first and the second study of this thesis are related to phase 5. 

Although effect studies are not included in these studies, it is important to emphasize 

that the evaluation of effects is possible when systems are implemented and in use. At 

this point RCTs can be performed. The method can be difficult to use in analyzing 

complex processes and organizations,61 but have been successful to study reminders.87 

Endpoints that shall be measured are decided in advance through knowledge of possible 

outcomes. This is often difficult when studying health information systems, due to a wide 

spectrum of possible outcomes, which are often unknown.61 EPR and electronic health 

communication deal with whole systems of IT solutions and changes affect all parts of 

the organization using the system. In such cases it will not be possible to randomize at the 

patient or user level, but at the levels of medical practices, nursing homes, and hospitals. 

When randomizing is difficult and changes are large and specific, before and after studies 

and interrupted time series often are preferred, although the risk of bias is increased.59, 88 

Through these methods it is possible to find effects in organizations using health 

information systems when compared with those not using them. Control groups often 

have the same confounders as the intervention groups.   
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Use of questionnaires in evaluation studies 

Large amount of data from representative samples of a population can be collected by the 

use of self-administered questionnaires, and the conduction of the survey must be 

carefully planned.89 The design of the questions is important, especially when the 

respondents are completing the questionnaires alone. Questions must be well formulated, 

reworded and tested in environments as similar to the intended responders as possible. 

Equal interpretation when reading the questions and completing the questionnaire is an 

important precondition when analyzing the results.90 Low response rates may call into 

question if the results are representative, and eventual bias of non-responders must be 

excluded. 91 In studies achieving response rates lower than 70%, follow-up studies of the 

non-responders should be considered. 92 Development and use of the questionnaire in this 

thesis are described under the heading “Validation of the questionnaire” in the method 

chapter. 

Selection of respondents in qualitative studies 

It is not possible to generalize for whole populations in the same way as in quantitative 

studies, and the selection of respondents is crucial for the data material and the 

conclusions. A strategic selection of respondents account for a data material with the 

complexity needed to answer the research questions. It is important to consider a 

purposeful sampling according to problems, theoretical framework and pre-

understandings in the group that is the subject of the study. 93 On the other hand, samples 

that are very homogenous sometimes can hinder diversity, variety of questions and new 

knowledge. Richness of the data can enhance the judgments of margins of error, as well 

as judgments of competitive results and conclusions. A strategic selection can strengthen 

the reliability of the results. 63 In qualitative research the data material from a strategic 

selection can represent knowledge relevant for other contexts than the study selection. In 

contrast to qualitative studies, data material from few units and selections can be of high 

transfer value if produced in accordance with high standards of research. 94 Transfer 

value is a way of addressing the external validity. Even though it is not possible to 

generalize results from qualitative research to the populations as a whole the way it is 

possible with results from studies with adequate quantitative design, the results can be of 
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great value in other contexts.64 Selection of respondents to the studies of this thesis is 

described in the method chapter.  

Aims 

For more than four decades, EPR systems and other patient-centered information 

systems have been thought of as efficient remedies for a sector burdened with patient data 

archived on paper and corresponding labor-intensive, manual routines.95 Since their 

inception in the 1960s, EPR systems have undergone continuous development and are 

increasingly being employed in hospitals and primary care facilities throughout the 

world.36 Adoption of EPR systems may be profitable,96 but in industrialized countries and 

regions their adoption show great variation, both in primary care and in hospital use.97-99 

Although several barriers against adoption have been described,100, 101 several 

jurisdictions such as Denmark, The UK, Netherlands, Australia and NZ demonstrate high 

uptake of GP EPR systems,97, 102 but not all of these are paperless.103 The high uptake of 

EPR systems in primary care in several countries may seem like evidence of their value, 

but what constitutes the actual benefits and effects of the use of EPRs from the 

perspective of the GPs, patients, and healthcare processes has not been fully 

characterized.  

Simultaneous access and better legibility compared to handwriting are obvious 

advantages. Other benefits are flexible visualization of patient data, automated collection 

of data from medtech devices, automated search, and the generation of reports in 

different formats, but estimation of benefits might be difficult.104 Potential disadvantages 

can be numerous, such as cumbersome data entry, insufficient overview over the patient’s 

data, non-intuitive interface layouts, and defects in software or hardware.105 Regarding 

GPs’ attitudes toward EPR systems compared with their paper-based ancestors, studies 

point at positive attitudes,106 although one study showed that clinicians were far more 

positive about the quality of paper records than expected.107 More should be known about 

the Norwegian GPs´ use of different EPR systems and how they evaluate this use 

compared to previous use of paper records.42  

By being time efficient, the EPR system could possibly ease the burden of 

documentation and accounting, allowing the GP to spend more time in direct interaction 
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with the patient. Even though order entry can take longer time by computers than by 

paper, clerical errors are reduced, and use of computers may help to reduce total 

treatment time.108, 109 Time studies on EPRs have failed to demonstrate any noticeable 

reduction in the time spent on clinician–patient encounters.110, 111 Some studies have 

demonstrated an opposite effect; that is, that GPs spend more time.109  

Patients may feel reassured by an impression of great technical and organizational 

support given by computers compared to paper folders.112 On the other hand, the screen 

may act as a barrier between the clinician and patient,113 and EPRs that do not present 

reliable or relevant data to clinicians when needed could detract from the relationship.114 

No Norwegian studies are found that describe the time spent on using the patient 

electronic records, and the potential effects on the clinician-patient relationships.   

 Having an EPR system gives no guarantee of comprehensive use, and reports 

from areas of relatively low adaption show variability in the functions available and in 

the extent to which physicians use them.115 Clinical usability of configurable EPR 

systems have been studied in parts of hospital care,116 and unraveling of the care process 

and the redistribution of tasks between professionals and the IT application can ensure 

better support of clinical tasks.117 Quality and safety of health informatics systems are 

addressed in several studies,58 and assessments of quality and efficiency of the systems as 

well as user satisfaction can be important contributions to the evaluation of the systems.70, 

106 At first glance, concerning hospital systems, it may seem like a paradox that some 

health care providers and organizations hesitate to implement a technology that many 

regard as sufficiently mature. However, establishing an EPR system entails large 

expenses and profound organizational changes must be made before return on investment 

is achieved. In some cases, employees have also failed to embrace the EPR system, 

impeding its adoption.118, 119 Factors such as the size of the organization, its "change 

readiness," and properties of the EPR system and its implementation project are thought 

to influence the outcome of an EPR system implementation. Longer experience with EPR 

and less complexity in primary care may lead to expectations of variations in use and 

assessments of EPR systems among hospital physicians and GPs in some domains.120 The 

ability of the Norwegian EPR systems to support important clinical tasks, the GPs 

opinions of the systems, and the effect of the EPR systems on the overall quality and 
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efficiency are understudied and should preferably be compared with results from studies 

of hospital physicians.53 

Since implementation of the first EPR in Norwegian general practice in 1979, 

several systems have come to market.41 The most recent EPR iteration in Norway 

emerged in the early 1990s 42. Up until that time, the GP could expect new functionality 

with every upgrade. However, the basic structure and functionality of EPRs have changed 

relatively little in the last 10 years in the three EPR systems dominating the market at the 

time of the studies of this thesis. This could possibly indicate either the impending 

emergence of a new, more complete EPR system for GPs in Norway, or a lack of impetus 

for the further development of EPR systems. We know that almost all EPR systems in 

Norwegian general practices, in spite of their success, are time and source oriented and 

do not support medical decision making by being helpful in the sense of presenting 

medical procedures and guidelines. Some studies have suggested that decision support in 

patient records can be adjusted to the individual patient and improve clinical outcome.121, 

122 Although studies recommend that patient records should be oriented by problems and 

episodes,35 few have actually evaluated such systems, and the potential for success is 

uncertain.123, 124 Norwegian GPs expectations for the next generation of EPR systems 

have not been studied. 

Few studies report representative user demands for further development of GP-

EPR systems.125, 126 Studies that describe functional requirements within the hospital 

sector often confine themselves to specific clinical domains of interest.127-129 The distance 

between technology and the health disciplines is great, and can possibly explain some 

features of this scenario. The link between users and developers is based on a translation 

process wherein professional health information and knowledge must be operationalized 

and adapted to machine processing, and formulating the requirements of small and 

scattered health units can be difficult. In participatory design projects the work system 

(department with clinicians) and the IT system (providing IT functionality) must be 

considered when developing user requirements.130 In this thesis the requirements to the 

EPR system is emphasized. Several authors have emphasized the call for user-centered 

design of EPRs,131 and Hasman and Tang have described a method of combining research 

and prototyping to better understand and implement the user requirements of physicians 
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and nurses.132 Prior to these suggestions, Rector emphasized a framework for modeling 

the EPR,95 and Egyhazy suggested an object-oriented analysis and design.133 Several 

surveys have been carried out to describe user needs and requirements,128, 134 and some 

authors argue for methods suitable to meet the user needs of more rapid evolution of the 

systems.135 

Electronic communication was identified as useful at an early stage.136 The 

information needs of rural physicians have been described, but seldom fully realized on 

an electronic platform.137 Although well adopted in some locations close to Norway,138 

electronic communication between rural physicians and other health personnel and 

patients is not yet fully implemented in all parts of Norway.  Requirements for 

interoperability are dependent on a common architecture. Information architecture is 

dependent on standards and cannot be established by bilateral arrangements; resulting in 

standardization activities world wide.139 Standards in health information systems reduce 

development costs, increase integration, and facilitate the collection of meaningful 

aggregate data for quality improvement and health policy development. 140 Even though 

it might be a tension between standards and flexibility,141 standards are necessary to 

develop ICT solutions that support the patient trajectory, ensure that relevant and 

necessary health information is presented well, and follow the patient through different 

types of health care.142 Leadership from stakeholders in health care is critical to achieving 

useful standards, which also requires the participation of governments, including 

legislative mandates.143 National standards should adapt to national and local 

requirements, and the National Program of Standards should furthermore support user 

demands and laws and regulations, as well as satisfy international demands when 

necessary.144 Even though EPR development in Norway has been user-driven, there have 

not been studies that engage GPs to express which national functional requirements they 

find relevant to achieve successful electronic collaboration in health care as well as to 

improve overall EPR functionality.   
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Research questions 

The first study (Paper 1)  

“Instant availability of patient records, but diminished availability of information: a 

multi-method study of GPs use of electronic patient records”. 

1. How do GPs describe their use of the EPR systems compared to previous use of paper 

records? 

2. How much time do GPs spend on the EPR systems during consultations? 

3. Does GPs’ use of EPR systems disturb the patient-physician relationship? 

The second study (Paper 2)  

“ Norwegian GPs’ use of electronic patient record systems?” 

4. How much do Norwegian GPs use their EPR systems while conducting clinical tasks, 

and how do they rate EPR systems’ impact on the overall user satisfaction and success, as 

well as quality and efficiency of the work? 

5. Does the reported ability to support clinical tasks; software and hardware failures, and 

user satisfactions differ between the various GP EPR systems? 

6. Do GPs and hospital physicians report differences in support of clinical tasks, user 

satisfaction and impact of quality of work? 

The third study (Paper 3)  

“Expectations for the next generation of electronic patient records in primary care: a 

triangulated study” 

7. What kind of improvements do Norwegians GPs want in the next generation of EPR 

systems?  

The fourth study (Paper 4) 

“Development of functional requirements for electronic health communication: 

preliminary results from the ELIN project” 

8. How can GPs be engaged to draw up the functional EPR requirements they find 

necessary to achieve successful electronic collaboration in health care?  
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METHODS 

In this thesis I have selected respondents for four different studies. In the first and the 

third study, triangulation of interviews, observations and questionnaires was used. The 

second study was a quantitative questionnaire study, and the last study was qualitative 

using document analyzes and methods from action research.  

 

• In the first study use of EPR is compared to previous use of paper records, and 

the combination of quantitative and qualitative data was preferred to be able to 

generalize some of the results, as well as to explore possible new aspects 

concerning use of EPR systems.  

• In the second study a validated questionnaire was used to evaluate GP use of 

ERP systems in a representative GP population. The results from the study 

were compared with the results from a similar hospital study.   

• In the third study, triangulation of methods was used. Focus group interviews 

of users of EPR systems were conducted as well as observations followed by 

interviews to reveal and document ideas and requirements for the next 

generation of EPR systems. A validated questionnaire was used to rank actual 

use, as well as to judge suggested possible future functions of the EPR 

systems. 

• The fourth study suggests a qualitative method for engaging physicians to 

develop testable functional requirements. According to the “ELIN-method” of 

this study, four different groups are used to find and document user 

requirements.  

 

Selection of respondents 

The studies in this thesis were conducted among users of the GP ERP systems Profdoc 

Vision, Profdoc WinMed, and Infodoc. The vast majority of Norwegian GPs use these 

three systems.  

The selection of respondents to the questionnaire was randomly chosen to be 

representative for the population of Norwegian GPs as a whole, and the numbers high 
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enough to measure significance of the differences. Of all physicians in Norway, 97% are 

members of the Norwegian Medical Association. A database from the Norwegian 

Medical Association containing 4114 names and addresses of Norwegian GPs was paired 

with a list of 1988 practices using EPR systems obtained from the vendors. The GPs were 

grouped according to which of the three EPR systems they used, and a random sample of 

408 participants, 136 from each EPR group, was selected according to calculations done 

by Lærum in his study. Data were collected between February and June 2003. Each 

participant was sent an information letter followed by the questionnaire one week later. 

The last questionnaires were collected 4 months later, after two written reminders 

followed by three reminders by telephone. The questionnaires were scanned using 

Teleform and the data analyzed with SPSS for Windows, Version 11.5.1. 

In the qualitative studies it was important to find a strategic selection of 

respondents that could ensure collection of a material that was adequate in terms of 

relevance to answer the research questions and transfer value of the knowledge 

generated. 64 

Three focus groups were pragmatically selected among those participating in 

vocational and continuing GP specialist education programs in Mid Norway. The selected 

groups comprised 24 GPs, 5 of them female. The strategy of the selection was related to 

the fact that these groups are randomly put together after application from GPs 

participating in educational programs. The vocational group of consisted of GPs of 

younger age than in the continuing groups, and the groups were presumable big enough 

to ensure that sexes, different ages and all EPR systems were represented. Nevertheless, 

one of the systems was more poorly represented than the others in this part of Norway, 

and one of the group members represented a new system not accounted for in the 

questionnaire study.  

The practices for observations were chosen according to a strategy to represent 

use of all EPR systems accounted for in the questionnaire study, different ages and sexes. 

Two of the observations were conducted in another region due to the poor representation 

of one of the systems in the mid region. Representation of sexes and different ages was 

part of the strategy of the observations. Experienced GPs represented a majority of the 

GPs studied, but computer skills and interest in IT solutions was not a selection criterion. 
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It was important to study as many GPs and consultations as necessary to discover a 

repeating pattern of use of EPR systems, and we don’t think further observations would 

have added new knowledge. Two observers were used for internal validation and 

discussion. 

All systems also were represented in the group of GPs that drew up the 

requirements in study four. The material in this study was collected through the creation 

of four groups: a panel of experts, a supplier group, a user group with practicing doctors, 

and an editorial committee. The panel of experts comprised 10 experienced GPs with 

long-term experience and interest in EPRs with respect to functionality and content. They 

had 10–20 years of experience as GPs and had taken part in user groups, conducted 

research, and been included in several types of IT–Health projects. Several GPs had also 

held key honorary offices.  

A survey of suppliers’ interest in study four was conducted by first searching for 

references to all appropriate suppliers in the Norwegian market by making enquiries to 

the authorities, universities, centers of expertise, and selected hospitals, as well as by 

asking the suppliers themselves. Only suppliers of software for electronic medical records 

were considered, since the project aims for standardized solutions from application to 

application. In this way a list of 24 appropriate suppliers in the area arrived. An 

information meeting was then held for these suppliers. They applied for participation 

after an invitation. The project management selected 10 of them according to given 

criteria, and these constituted the supplier group. A strategy was to provide each 

customer (GP or GP center) with one primary contact responsible for the EPR and 

communication systems, and the supplier of the EPR system was chosen to fill this role. 

This strategic selection from the whole group of suppliers included all major EPR 

systems dealing with communication, but excluded vendors or suppliers of pure 

communications modules. Another strategy was to include the suppliers of EPR systems 

communicating with GP systems. A third strategy was to only include suppliers being 

consolidated in the marked over several years. Suppliers to both public and private 

organizations were included.  

Interest among practicing doctors in study four was investigated through a 

discussion and invitation on the home page of the Norwegian Medical Association, as 
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well as through an announcement in ‘Eyr’, a Norwegian mailing list for general 

practitioners. The project was also mentioned in the Journal of the Medical Association 

(Tidsskrift for Den norske lægeforening). The user group, subsequently termed the pilot 

practices, was selected by the project management after submission of applications and 

based on given criteria. A major strategy was to select pilot practices that represented all 

major systems, GPs of different ages and sexes, and localization in all Norwegian health 

regions.  

To form the editorial committee in study four, the project manager included two 

doctors with special competence from the Norwegian Centre for Medical Informatics 

(KITH) and the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), respectively. 

The project manager was a doctor specialized in general practice with several years of 

experience from collaborative health projects within the primary health service and 

across organizational levels.  The strategy was to represent experience with use of 

systems, standardization and research in relevant fields to ensure a consistent 

documentation of requirements. 

According to these strategic selections it was considered possible to collect data 

material of necessary width and depth in all qualitative studies to give relevant transfer 

value. 

Validation of the questionnaire  

To assess GP use of the EPR systems in the second study a questionnaire originally 

developed and validated by Lærum for evaluating physician use of computers within a 

hospital setting was used. Lærum validated the content of the questionnaire in an 

interview study (n = 10), and its reliability is investigated in a test-retest study (n = 37) 

and a scaling study (n = 31). The central part of the questionnaire builds upon 

information-related tasks essential to physician’s work and interrogates on the 

respondents use of information systems while conducting 24 clinical tasks. According to 

content validity, Lærum found all of the 24 clinical tasks to be relevant except task eight, 

“Producing data reviews for specific patient groups,” which was considered as 

administrative and time-consuming work. The accuracy of task interpretation was found 

to be high, but nine of the task questions were found difficult to answer by a minority of 
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the respondents. The compliance was high for all questions except in the column of use 

of other programs than EPR. Criterion validation was assessed in three ways, by 

correlating task-oriented EMR use to general EMR use, task performance to overall work 

performance, and task performance to user satisfaction; and was found to be 

satisfactory.145  

The questionnaire was adjusted for primary care by removing the question 

concerning task 21, discharge reports that was irrelevant for GPs. This question was 

replaced by question 22, claim reimbursement, which was not accounted for in the 

hospital study. Hospital names and concepts as well as names of vendors were adjusted 

for primary care in cooperation with Lærum and another GP researcher. Observations 

studies in 2002 confirmed high use of the clinical tasks in question and minimal use of 

paper records, and were used for confirming content validation of primary care. The 

questionnaire was used in the second study of this thesis. 

 The questionnaire in the first and the third study of this thesis consisted of two 

sections and were developed through several iterations according to Morgan and 

Krueger.146 The questions were developed in cooperation with general practitioners at 

four medical centers and with research colleagues, supported by the part of the 

observation study conducted in 2002. Different wordings were tested and discussed. Test-

retest reliability of these two sections was examined in a pilot study of twenty randomly 

chosen GPs from nearby medical practices who filled in the questionnaire two times 

within 2 weeks, similar to the method described by Lærum.145 The sections were then 

added to the questionnaire survey.  

Interview guides and conduction of interviews and observations 

The interview guide in the focus group study was developed using a method by Krueger 

described in Focus Group Kit 3, where questions were tested on GPs and research 

colleagues and subsequently revised and reworded.146 According to permissions from the 

groups, regular meetings of each group were joined in 2002 and 2003. The interviews 

lasted approximately 3 h, and the interviews were recorded on a minidisk with 

subsequent transcription and later analysis in NUD*IST Vivo, version 1.1.127. Anders 

Grimsmo conducted the interviews. The questions from the interview guide were 
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explained and deepened when necessary, and new aspects and views were followed up 

during group discussions. When the answers given by the participants of the focus groups 

were quite consistent, it was decided that there was no need for further group interviews. 

A medical secretary familiar with medical terminology transcribed the interviews. 

Ambiguities were discussed and settled between the secretary and the author. 

The observation study was conducted at various periods in 2002, 2003, and 2005. 

A total of 80 GP–patient encounters involving four female and seven male GPs were 

studied. The observed clinician obtained oral informed patient consents prior to each 

encounter. The author and a sociologist research assistant familiar with observations of 

health personnel conducted the observations. An observation guide that included a short 

interview of both patients and clinicians was used. The researcher, GPs from pilot 

practices, and the supervisor developed the guide and the questions. The guide was 

further developed through the observations due to new information revealed in the 

observations. Based upon this information time studies was added to the last 

observations. According to the themes of the study, actual use of EPR was noted with 

subsequent transcription.   

  

Documentation analysis and methods from action research 

The "Business-Oriented IT" (BIT) project model was chosen for implementation 

of the project.126, 147 The model offers partial refunds of development costs of sector-

specific IT solutions, and has been used successfully in other industries in a co-operative 

effort between users and suppliers of IT systems. This model had not been used in the 

Health sector earlier, and taken into account that it can be challenging to transfer such a 

method between sectors with success; we had to adjust the model. Care must be taken to 

make adjustments to the actual line of business. Normally the actual industry sector leads 

such projects, but there was no functioning organization for vendors of IT solutions in 

health in Norway for the time being. The small and independent medical practices had no 

common organization that took care of their interests in this matter, but 97% of the 

physicians were members of the Norwegian Medical Association. In his thesis, we 

therefore assumed that doctors in general- and specialist practices could represent a sector 
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and the Norwegian Medical Association (DNLF) the sector's professional organization. 

The project method was further adjusted to include testing of national standards and 

functional requirements, and some new types of agreements and binding contracts were 

developed as well. The method included a fully planned and financed project for 

developing, testing and implementing new or improved EPR functionality on a national 

basis. 

The BIT program does not provide direct guidance about how an industry or 

sector should develop a user requirements specification. The panel of experts therefore 

had to establish a method for this purpose. Document analyses combined with methods 

from action research were used. The respondents were participants in this project which 

strategy was to include cooperation, context and values; this in contrast to experimental 

design where the research field is untouched.148 The project was planned to produce 

results in terms of a method to engage GPs to find requirements for electronic health 

communication as well as to find and publish new knowledge. A number of actions such 

as identification of problems, summary of experiences, defining of goals, planning and 

development of requirements, and redefining of problems were conducted. At the same 

time research followed these actions by use of several methods. Literature and submitted 

documents were searched, and data were collected continuously through observations and 

minutes of meetings where notes were taken. A standard for electronic patient records 

was presented to the expert group. ICT standards in health care in Norway are developed 

by KITH according to the Standardization and Coordination Program, and is based on 

international standards.149 The user requirements of the panel of experts were compared 

with messaging standards from KITH as well. The expert group was divided to deal with 

different themes in groups of two members, and then revised between the different 

strategically chosen groups of suppliers, pilot users and an editorial committee. Observer 

triangulation of this study is described in the chapter below. 

The method of designing user requirements that ultimately was developed, tested 

and implemented in fully financed projects, was called the “ELIN-method”. 

The researcher took part in the process as project manager and as a participant in 

the editorial committee. 
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Triangulation of methods 

In the first and the third study three methods was used; interviews of GPs in focus 

groups, observations of the use of EPRs in GP medical practices followed by brief 

interviews, and a questionnaire consisting of two sections. Half of the questions were 

analyzed in the first study, and the second half of the questions were analyzed in the third 

study. Data material from focus groups and observations relevant to the research 

questions in each study were applied.  The methods and respondents are described in 

more detail in the paper from the actual studies. 

 Triangulation methods were used to broaden the perspectives as well as to 

increase the precision of the results. Triangulation is seldom seen in health informatics, 

though highly recommended and said to be of equal importance to qualitative research as 

randomization is in quantitative research to make sound results.64 Use of several methods 

made it possible to explore more questions on the same issues, and revealed new 

information not being found by one method alone. Contradictory and supportive findings 

were revealed, and unintended imbalance of the material could possibly be prevented. 

The material from the qualitative methods revealed knowledge about the content and 

character of the experiences and expectations of EPR use, while the questionnaire survey 

revealed knowledge of specific existing and future functions in the EPR systems 

representative for the population of GPs as a whole.  

 In the first and third study observer triangulation was also conducted. Two 

researchers from different research traditions collected and discussed the data material 

from the observation study, and the material from the focus groups was discussed with 

another researcher as well. Observer triangulation revealed knowledge and coherence that 

could have been missed by one researcher alone. Although triangulation of theories was 

not conducted, observer triangulation broadened the theoretic perspectives in the studies. 

Interviews and observations of GPs and patients contributed to some degree to 

triangulation of sources.  

Triangulation was also used in the fourth study that combined document analyses 

and methods from action research. After meetings in plenary sessions, the doctors divided 

up into groups of two in this study. As their point of departure, the groups used the 

requirements from the national EPR standard that they found relevant to their part of the 
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work and developed the necessary additional requirements for the part for which they 

were responsible. A form of observer triangulation was used to evaluate the results, as the 

proposals for solutions were discussed in plenary sessions followed by new discussions, 

with resulting changes in the groups. The proposals were then swapped and evaluated 

between the groups. The editorial committee provided quality assurance for the 

requirements before the groups gave them final approval. These requirements were then 

validated by presenting them to the supplier group and the user group to investigate how 

willing they were to continue with these requirements in a principal project for 

developing and piloting new solutions.  

Generalization from qualitative studies with relatively few respondents is 

challenging, although high transfer value is a goal of these studies. In the first and third 

studies comparison of qualitative against representative data from the questionnaire 

increase the possibility of generalization of the results to the GP population as a whole. 

The results from the fourth study were tried out and accepted in a user group of twenty 

medical practices to test the solutions and increase the transfer value of the study.  

Summarized, triangulation contributed to broaden and widen the collected data 

material and to increase the transfer value. 

Analysis of the collected data 

The questionnaires were scanned using Teleform and the data were analyzed with SPSS 

for Windows, version 11.5. Non-responders were tested and did not seem to differ from 

the respondents. Results from use of different EPR systems were compared, and the 

overall results were compared to results from a similar hospital study.  

The analysis of the qualitative material in the first and the third study was 

performed in four steps, after Giorgio and Malterud: establishment of a total impression 

of the material, identification of meaningful units, abstraction of these units, and finally 

establishment of the importance of the abstractions.64 The author coded the transcripts 

after negotiations with co-authors and the sociologist researcher, with subsequent 

definition of the contents of the final categories. A perspective of GPs as being 

responsible for the medical care of enlisted patients supported the analysis. 
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Collected materials concerning informants’ comparative notions of paper records 

and EPRs, time spent using EPRs during encounters, and effects on the clinician–patient 

relationship were identified and used for systematic text condensation in the first study. 

Results from the questionnaire relevant for the research questions were analyzed together 

with results from the qualitative studies.  

Material concerning informants’ notions of potential improvements to EPRs was 

identified, used for systematic text condensation, and analyzed in the third study together 

with relevant material from the questionnaire. Attention was drawn against helpful 

patient records that could be oriented by problems and episodes, electronic 

communication with the possibility of electronic consultations from specialists as well as 

integration with PHRs.  

 Document analysis and notes from group meetings collected the material in the 

fourth study, and the material was analyzed in several steps according to the actions in 

the project. An editorial committee revised the material several times according to the 

group meetings. Ambiguities were discussed and settled out between group members and 

finally in the committee. Final documentation of the relevance of the requirements cannot 

be studied until the implemented solutions have been used for a while. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

All four papers represent work designed, performed, analyzed and interpreted by the 

author of this thesis. Professor Anders Grimsmo supervised the work. Paper 2 had 

contributions from Hallvard Lærum and Arild Faxvaag. The results from each study are 

published in the papers, but the main results are repeated here. 

Different sections from a survey questionnaire were used in papers 1, 2, and 3. Of 

the 408 GPs invited, 70 were lost due to unknown address, leave of absence, or 

resignation. Of the 338 GPs who received an invitation, 247 (73%) completed the 

questionnaire; 18 of the respondents were excluded because they used an older version of 

the system, used other systems, or EPR system data were missing. Wherever the sample 

size in the results is other than 229, it is due to missing data. 

GPs preferred EPR systems to paper records, and used their always-available EPR 

systems comprehensively and efficient. The availability of the information within large 
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patient records as well as the overview of information should be better. The time used to 

register and document during consultations was reported to be longer in the questionnaire 

(31% < 3 min) than in the observations study (88% < 3 min). In comparison the average 

consultation length was 18 minutes. Although reporting timesaving, they also reported 

administrative workloads previously done by secretaries. The use of EPR systems did not 

disturb clinician–patient relationships according to physicians and patients in this study.  

 The vast majority of the GPs reported extensive use of 19 of the 21 clinical tasks. 

Three of the 24 tasks in the questionnaire were not supported by the systems. The GPs 

strongly agreed that both the quality and efficiency of their work had improved after they 

started using EPR systems. The three most commonly used EPR systems in Norway 

support clinical tasks to the same degree, but one of the systems was reported to have 

more system errors and less user satisfaction and success compared to the other two 

systems. A comparison with another study of hospital physicians’ use of hospital EPR 

systems revealed that GPs reported their EPR systems to support clinical tasks far better 

than what was reported from the hospital physicians. GPs also reported better overall user 

satisfaction and impact on the overall quality of the work.  

 The GPs reported that they in the future wanted the patient records to present 

medical knowledge and procedures related to the problems they were working on as well 

as relevant information for the patients. The medical knowledge should be easy to adapt 

to the individual patient. The traditional time and source orientation of the patient records 

should also be available, and they wanted the patient records to communicate fully 

electronically as well as to support an electronic dialogue function with specialists in 

secondary care. They also considered whether a personal health record should 

supplement the EPR. 

 A method was revealed that could engage GPs representing small and scattered 

units to express functional requirements for electronic communication.  69 requirements 

from the national EPR standard were selected after analysis by an expert panel, and a 

further 197 additional requirements were drawn up and presented in the same way as the 

requirements in the EPR standard that includes messaging standards. The majority of the 

requirements were summed up to cover requirements to ensure paperless communication, 

an electronic envelope for security reasons, helpful requisitions, and “The good referral” 
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and “The good discharge letter”. Support extended to the project from user groups and 

industry indicates that the method is valid and that it has created a forum where users and 

software suppliers work in closer and more binding cooperation. 

 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Discussion of methods 

The second study was a questionnaire survey to find data from a randomized selection of 

GPs to describe overall use of EPR systems, user satisfaction and reported impact on the 

quality of the work. Results from use of different EPR systems were compared, and the 

overall data were compared to results from a hospital study as well. In the second and 

third study data material was collected from interviews and observations, and from other 

sections of the questionnaire survey in the second study. The data material in the fourth 

study was collected by document analysis and methods from action research that included 

the collection of material from group discussions. 

 

Validity of the questionnaire survey 

The internal validity of any demonstration study can be threatened by confounders, 

misclassification bias and selection bias,55 and this chapter deals with the validity of the 

questionnaire study. 

 Confounding is sometimes referred to as the third major class of bias. It is a 

function of the complex interrelationships between various exposures and outcome. The 

strategy in this descriptive cross-sectional study was to prevent confounding by 

randomization, although nice p-values alone cannot protect against confounders.150 There 

is a possibility that GPs of self-owned practices could defend their choice of EPR systems 

by evaluating them higher than GPs in community practices and hospital employed 

physicians.  Assuming that the GPs’ EPR systems are equally distributed among 

community and self-owned practices, such possible confounders would not influence the 

comparison between GP systems. If such a confounder exists, it could possibly contribute 

to the differences between the evaluation between GP and hospital systems. 
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 The questionnaire was previously validated through a measurement study among 

hospital physicians. Different scaling could represent a possible misclassification bias of 

this study.55 Observation studies in primary care have demonstrated that GPs use all 

clinical tasks in question, except medical knowledge, medical procedures, and patient 

information which was retrieved from the Norwegian Electronic Medical Handbook in 

several practices.151 Responses on these three tasks in the questionnaire were explained 

by the use of systems other than the EPR system. Hospital physicians and GPs have the 

same basic education, and hospital work is part of the GP specialist training. All hospital 

physicians have worked in primary care during internships, and many of them have 

previous careers as GPs.  Results from interviews and pilot studies indicate that they 

interpret the measurement scales similar to hospital physicians. According to these 

considerations specific measurement studies in a GP population were not performed, and 

differences in scaling between the groups are not held to be a possible bias of any 

significance.  

Excluding the pilot studies, the main questionnaire survey reached 238 

respondents who answered a total of 17,850 questions. Assessment bias could threaten 

the results, and in an open study like this it is impossible to blind the respondents. We 

cannot rule out that those respondents who do not like EPR systems would evaluate them 

poorly out of these reasons alone. The high adoption of EPR systems among GPs make 

such an assumption unlikely, and the validation studies of the hospital physicians deal 

with this theme.145 Checks against logs in the EPRs could be useful to find out if 

respondents actually do what they say they do,59 but free text notes and actions of the 

user when not directly interacting with the computer would have been difficult to assess 

in logs. There is a question of potential impossible responses as well, but with the GPs in 

this study there was not found any responses that were not supported by the systems. End 

point studies of improvement of quality was beyond the purpose of this study, but could 

have strengthened the results from the questionnaire.152 A broader approach could 

possibly have added more interesting results.153, 154 

 By randomizing from lists of GPs from the Medical Association and lists from the 

vendors, selection bias was avoided in the randomizing process. In cases of many non-

responders, potential selection bias of non-responders could possibly influence the 
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results. In this study the response rate was 73%, and analysis of non-responders did not 

reveal any selection bias according to the distribution of the systems. Dropouts caused by 

incorrect or incomplete address lists should not cause any bias. The distribution of the 

three systems was practically similar in responder and non-responder groups, although 

there were slightly fewer users of Infodoc in the responder group. Data on age and sex 

showed no influence on the results. Altogether non-responders were not likely to cause 

bias. Only a follow-up study could truly reveal if for instance dissatisfied responders 

could be overrepresented in the non-responder group.92 Such a study was not performed 

due to the high rate of responders. 

Bias in data collection can affect results. Friedman and Wyatt have described the 

checklist effect where the measured effect of EPR systems could be related to the 

structure in the systems (page 212).55 The Norwegian EPR systems are designed to 

resemble the structure of paper records according to the different modules as well as use 

of free text notes and copies of paper forms. This potential bias is therefore not likely to 

threaten the results of the first study of this thesis, which compares use of EPR systems to 

previous use of paper records. 

 It can be questioned if the questionnaire covers relevant tasks and issues. The 

original validation of the questionnaire was done in four separate studies that are 

described in a paper by Lærum.145 When adapting the tasks to primary care, task 16, 

“Order treatment directly”, could perhaps have been worded otherwise. Although hospital 

physicians probably could find this task misunderstood or poorly discriminated from task 

17, “Write prescriptions,” observations in primary care indicated that there was no 

overlap in interpretation. By accident, the task “electronic health communication” was 

not included. This task was indeed relevant, but was not included in the hospital study 

either. Planning is not supported by GP-EPRs and was excluded for this reason. The 

questionnaire was analyzed after the collection of data from interviews and observations. 

This was done to better understand why the GPs preferred using EPR to complete 

different tasks. The “why” answers were described in papers 1 and 3 concerning the two 

new sections. The results from interviews and observations also answered the “why” in 

paper 2, and this paper should preferably have been supplemented by results from the 

interviews.  
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Preparing questions according to the method from Morgan probably strengthened 

the reliability of the last two sections in the questionnaire.146 Different wording was tried 

out by the GPs in the four pilot practices, and the understanding of the questions was 

consistent. In the test–retest pilot study among 20 GPs; only minor changes in two of the 

questions were necessary, indicating that the reliability was good. Looking back, these 

sections should have been supplied by more questions covering the themes in the 

observation study and in the interviews. 

Validity and transferability of the qualitative material  

Qualitative methods were used in three of the studies of this thesis because many of the 

original research questions could not be answered by quantitative methods alone. Another 

reason was to make it possible to discover effects not thought of ahead or undetectable in 

a questionnaire. Some of the research questions were also open ended.155Although 

qualitative methods are recommended for the evaluation of health informatics63, 156, 157 

and do not depend on the same comprehensive demands on theoretical frameworks as in 

the social sciences,158 the study methods must be relevant and lead to valid answers to the 

research questions.64, 159 

Validation in this study was a continuous process of examining the research 

questions, respondents and collected data material as well as the knowledge and 

background of the researcher.160 It was relevant to question what kind of knowledge the 

respondents were sharing, as well as their previous beliefs. The respondents were 

continually asked to confirm the researchers’ interpretation of their information. In the 

analyzing process alternative interpretations were considered as well as if the results were 

relevant answers to the research questions. The fact that the author’s background was 

similar to that of the respondents could possibly lead to blind spots, but it also had the 

advantage of providing the access to existing educational groups and GP practices 

necessary for collecting the data. The background of the author and themes of the 

qualitative studies of this thesis were communicated to all respondents, and bias that 

could be caused by the researchers was taken into account. Common professional culture 

and terminology eased the communication. Technical approaches are sometimes 

introduced in medicine without thorough documentation or evaluation of the benefits or 
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possible limitations. An a priori understanding of the EPR as a positive innovation could 

possibly lead to an underestimation of the critical aspects of the results. The researcher’s 

previous belief and experience of EPRs as challenging, but overall positive, was part of 

this self-reflection.  

Selection of respondents in the focus groups was strategic to get information in 

depth to explore the research questions.161 Miles and Huberman describe different 

typologies of sampling strategies from Kuzel and Patton (p 28).162 The selection was 

done to create quite homogenous groups to meet some criteria. General criteria were to 

select GPs that were experienced in use of the major EPR systems and that represented 

both rural and urban practices. Criteria for choosing members of the expert groups were 

that they should have detailed knowledge of both EPR systems and medicine. Selection 

of focus groups among vocational and continuing GP specialist education programs in 

Mid Norway ensured a mixture of age and sex. One could have suspected that the low 

percentage of female GPs among the informants could have influenced the results, but 

later results from the questionnaire study did not relate to gender or age. One of the EPR 

systems was poorly distributed in this region and the evaluation of this system was 

therefore supplemented by observations in another region. The selection of users of the 

three EPR systems did not end up with equal numbers of respondents from each system. 

Instead, GPs of various ages were included to ensure users with a variation of computer 

experiences and the choice of one vocational group with members of younger age 

ensured such a variation. Participants of educational groups could be expected to be more 

dedicated to health issues compared to other GPs.  But since the majority of GPs in 

Norway take postgraduate education to become specialists163 , the risk of such possible 

bias is considered to be low. Most of the informants were familiar with paper records 

from the 1970s and 1980s, and an alternative design with control groups of clinicians 

using only paper records was no longer possible in Norway.  

The user group from pilot practices in study four was chosen to represent all 

major EPR systems, and was from different geographic locations. This was done to 

represent potentially different experiences from different regions and systems, as well as 

to ease later implementation of the solutions on a national basis. The supplier group 

consisted of programmers and leaders that represented all major EPR systems to ensure 
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relevant feedback on the requirements. The editorial committee represented broad 

experience from medical practice, research and standardization to ensure precise 

interpretation and formulation of requirements.  

Overall, the strategy of the selection of GPs for the focus groups and observations 

as well of the groups in study four was to achieve necessary depth and width of the 

collected material. It is not likely that another selection would have yielded more 

information. 

When interviewing the focus groups, the questions were often repeated, and the 

respondents were asked to confirm that their statements were interpreted correctly. The 

use of already established groups made the respondents feel safe and willing to share 

their thoughts. The interview guide was supplemented with follow-up questions to fill out 

different themes when necessary. Follow-up member checking at different points after 

the interviews were not performed. Consistent answers at different points could have 

strengthened the results.164 

It is likely that respondents try to perform as well as possible when observed by a 

colleague. It could be argued that use of EPR systems could be different during 

observations than in situations not observed, considering the "Hawthorne effect", when 

the mere act of studying human performance could change it.165 But the respondents 

seemed relaxed and comfortable in the situations of observations. They seemed to easily 

forget being observed and gave the patient full attention. In the short interviews following 

the observations, there were no indications that respondents had used their EPR systems 

differently during observations. 

Qualitative data based upon a strategic selection of informants cannot give 

answers to incidents, distribution and correlations as in quantitative materials.166 In this 

context the observations of time use can be considered to be a form of quasi-statistical 

analysis. The number of observations is low, and the results are visualized to indicate that 

further time studies must be added to conclude on this matter. 

The researchers’ perspective of GPs being responsible for the medical care of 

enlisted patients supported the analysis, and indicates that EPR systems should support 

the GPs’ medical care. The process of condensing and analyzing the transcriptions of 

interviews and observational data revealed interesting and sometimes surprising findings 
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we had not thought of when designing the questionnaire. 64 Focus group interviews 

seemed to be better suited for uncovering relevant new issues related to experiences with 

EPRs. Observations seemed to be preferable when uncovering real-time use of EPRs 

during encounters, actual use of different functional modules, use of search functions, 

reuse of information, use of mouse versus keyboard, use of the patient as an information 

source, use of supplementary sources of information, and eventual visible effects on the 

clinician–patient relationship. According to the studies of this thesis, the clinician–patient 

relationship is best explored through interviews combined with observations. Data from 

questionnaires to validate qualitative data has been supported in the other studies.145 

Moreover, the use of triangulation of quantitative and qualitative methods to strengthen 

validity, confirmability, and transferability of study results is well supported in 

litterature.167, 168  

Observer triangulation was carried out to ensure that important or contradictory 

quotes related to the research questions were not left out. Camera monitoring of GPs and 

their mouse and keyboard usage would probably yield more objective observations that 

could be validated by several researchers, and perhaps more precise time estimates of 

patient record use.153 Doing observations gave us additional information and more exact 

time estimates of time spent reading the patient record and were therefore preferred. The 

time aspect was discovered late in the observations, a finding that illustrates how 

observations can be useful in identifying unexpected findings. One of the validation 

strategies was for group interviews to require reflection upon opinions, with subsequent 

internal informant validation. Further validation strategies like negotiations and 

discussions between the author, co-author, and research assistants were implemented to 

avoid errors in the transcription from oral to written information and to inter-validate the 

findings in both focus groups and observations. 

 Involving people with in-depth theoretical and practical expertise in the area 

provided a sound professional foundation and was effective, but one must be cautious 

about generalizing the results before they have been tested with a representative 

sample.59, 169, 170 The cross-evaluation between different parts of the expert group, the 

plenary assessment, and new approval in the panel of experts may not have provided 

optimal observer triangulation. The participants in the groups had fairly similar 
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backgrounds. Implementation of the project model was demanding, but in our opinion it 

increased precision and relevance. I also found that not all the requirements were 

completely unambiguous and suitable for subsequent programming and testing, although 

several of the experts had previously worked in close cooperation with programmers. The 

updating of the requirements throughout the iterations during development and piloting 

of the solutions could possibly increase quality and ease the implementation process. 

According to Edwards and Bushko other kinds of end-user development such as business 
modeling tools could be useful to increase the chance of producing successful solutions 
in the case of decision support for laboratory systems,171 but user groups alone can be 

insufficient. Other research methods such as observations, interviews and modeling can 

reduce the conception-reality gap by exploring fields such as information, technology, 

processes, objectives and values, staffing and skills, as well as other resources.74  

Transfer value and generalization 

Although some of these aspects are previously discussed, a few new points will be 

emphasized. The selection of respondents in the questionnaire study is held to be 

representative of the Norwegian GP population as a whole, and the task-centered 

questionnaire have been validated in separate studies and during the observations in the 

first study of this thesis,172 as well as used and accepted in other studies. 145, 173, 174 The 

significance level (α) in quantitative surveys is often 0.05, but what are relevant 

differences for the support of clinical and administrative work could be discussed. No 

previous studies were performed to determine the minimum “worthwhile differences”, 

described by Friedman and Wyatt as just enough to lead to a change in practice.55 

According to our knowledge, very few GPs have replaced the system with the lowest 

score with other systems, but the system has failed to take a bigger share of the market. 

This possibly indicates that this difference is worthwhile and that the tolerance of systems 

with errors is low regardless of excellent support of clinical and administrative tasks.  

Although I hold the results collected by the questionnaire to be valid for the GP 

population in Norway as a whole, it can be challenging to generalize over differences in 

use of EPR systems in different settings such as hospitals and general practice, and some 

aspects have been discussed in the second study.175The situation in hospitals is more 
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complex, and differences between primary care versus the hospital sector can be of 

importance to identify when experiences and results are considered used across these 

sectors.176 Several considerations have to be made, and potential differences between 

public and private sector are among these.74 Even though GPs mostly are self-employed, 

they are closely linked to agreements of public cost refunds, and clinical and 

administrative tasks have many similarities. Parallel use of paper records in hospitals may 

prolong the process of limited use of EPR systems.174 In spite of these challenges, the 

method revealed differences of a size that defends generalization between primary care 

and the hospital sector over the issues in these studies. External validity with predictive 

and correlative values can be obtained when tasks are limited and use is defined by yes or 

no, such as in order-entry evaluation,177, 178 but this was not the case in the studies of this 

thesis, and such values could not easily be predicted. The questions were confirmed to be 

relevant and expected elsewhere by the validation studies in hospital and primary care 

settings. None of the investigators had developed systems themselves, and this possible 

bias thereby was eliminated. The evaluation paradox of users being reluctant to use newly 

developed functionality until proven valuable179 was not relevant in the second study of 

this thesis. The comparison hospital study demonstrated that the EPR systems were not 

always used as intended,180 but all respondents were included in the study to prevent 

overestimation of the results. 

 In the first and the third triangulated studies, exploring observations studies and 

interviews ahead of the development of the questionnaire could have been done and 

thereby opened for complementary questions in the two sections. These two sections 

were originally planned to focus on knowledge associated with overview and problem 

orienting of EPRs. Looking back, time studies were not properly planned for in the 

questionnaire, and issues of clinician-patient relationships could have been explored as 

well. The discovery of new knowledge as you go when dealing with qualitative methods, 

challenges the development of questionnaires that must have a deadline. The use of 

closed questions and scaling was planned to validate some of the findings in interviews 

and observations against a selection of responders that were representative in a 

quantitative context. The careful planning, questioning and width and depth of the 

material held together with results from the questionnaire study increase the transfer 
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value of the results in these two studies. 181 The information collected by several methods 

was both supportive and contrasting, and contrasting information can be valuable and 

lead to further reflections.  

 In the fourth study of this thesis only qualitative methods were used, and a sort of 

triangulation was performed to increase the transfer value of the results.182 Relevant 

documents from national EPR and messaging standards were analyzed to broaden the 

material and explore requirements for exchange of electronic patient information valuable 

and relevant for all GPs in Norway. A member from the standardization organization 

participated in the analysis to explain the documents and clear out ambiguities. The use 

of several user groups to validate the requirements was important to ensure a rich 

material that was valid among experts, programmers and pilot users, as well as to give 

relevant feedback to the organization responsible for EPR systems and messaging 

standards. Other studies support the approach of developing functional requirements 

through iterations that follow the life cycle of IT systems.67 Results from later piloting of 

the solutions developed from these dynamic requirements will reveal the transfer value of 

the requirements in clinical practice. Overall, I hold the results collected by qualitative 

methods to be of high transfer value for GPs in Norway, 

 Although we claim the results from the second study to be representative for the 

Norwegian GP population and the qualitative results to be of high transfer value, 

generalization between countries is more challenging.74 Clinical applications vary widely 

by country, and there is no single overwhelming benefit to prompt physicians to use 

computers for clinical care, this according to a Canadian study of use of EPR systems 

among GPs in 10 countries with a high rate of IT adoption: England, Scotland, Denmark, 

Sweden, Norway, the Netherlands, Austria, Germany, New Zealand and Australia.183 

However, the automation of medication prescriptions is the clinical application that 

provides one of the biggest benefits to general practitioners as it addresses legibility 

concerns, can be a significant time saver (particularly for repeat prescriptions) and offers 

the potential to make use of decision-support capabilities. The transmission of laboratory 

results is the most common electronic clinical communication application according to 

this study. Most of the results from all four studies can be of value to other countries of 

high adoption and quite similar situations for GPs,97, 184 but can also be valuable for 
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countries of low adoption, such as the USA, if they implement strategies proved 

successful to adopt such systems.183, 185  

 

Relating the findings to previous work 

Use compared to paper patient records. Impacts on clinician-patient 
relationship 

We found GPs in Norway to prefer EPR systems to paper records. Patient records had 

become easily available, but the availability of the information within each patient record 

was not satisfactory in large patient records. The time used to register and document was 

shorter in the observation study (88% < 3min) compared to the questionnaire study (31% 

< 3min). Use of EPR systems did not disturb the clinician–patient relationship in this 

selection.   

  The ability of EPRs to support administrative tasks and show benefits in patient 

registration and the production of practice profiles has been documented for as long as 

two decades.186 A study in mental health centers show that EPRs have the potential to 

improve medication management for patients over traditional records.187 The rapid 

implementation and complete use of EPRs in parts of western Europe and Australia is in 

itself a documentation of EPRs outperforming paper records,106 although an Australian 

study from 2006 found that in spite of high adoption, GPs still are a bit reluctant to fully 

embrace the technology.103 Not surprisingly, non-users of EMR from an area of low EPR 

adoption in USA still question their advantages.188 We also found that GPs encouraged 

patients to read record notes during consultations, and a study from Israel shows that 

collaborative reading of the EMR can contribute to improved quality of care, enhance the 

decision-making process, and empower patients to participate in their own care.189 

Another study from USA indicated that the development of patient portals to view EPRs 

would likely result in improved EPR documentation, patient knowledge, and quality of 

care, provided that such tools support an efficient process for clinician review and 

incorporation of data into the EPR.190 

The time spent on EPRs in the observation study was only half that found in the 

questionnaire survey, but the number of observations were few. According to a study of 
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primary care practices in UK, quality consultations may seem to last longer than they 
actually do.191 Short computer interaction time could possibly indicate that more time is 

devoted to the patient, although an Israeli study of a primary care system from the mid-

nineties have indicated that the physicians' work style changed from a 'conversational 

pattern' (continuous data recording) to a 'blocked pattern' (data entry at intervals).192. 

Another study in the mid-nineties from the USA has shown an initial increase in 

consultation length of between 1 and 2 min when EPRs are introduced to replace paper 

records in primary care, though this declines again after various time periods.193 In the 

first study of this thesis, I did not compare EPR-associated consultation lengths with 

those involving paper records, but the mean consultation length of 18 min in the study 

was close to the length of 20 min found in previous studies in Norway.194, 195 By 

comparison, the overall mean value in six other European countries is 10.7 min.196 Even 

though previous studies showed that longer consultations might be associated with 
greater patient satisfaction and increased health education/prevention measures,197 more 
recent review studies cannot confirm these results.198  

Two American studies from late nine-tees, one of them randomized, support our 

finding that the clinician–patient relationship is not disturbed by computers.199, 200 

Another recent American study among patients visiting internists in a VA primary care 

clinic concluded that patients seen by residents more often agreed that examination room 

computers decreased the amount of interpersonal contact.201 A longitudinal, qualitative 

study using videotapes of regularly scheduled visits in primary care from 3 points in time, 

1 month before, 1 month after, and 7 months after introduction of computers into the 

examination room, showed that effects on clinician-patient communication may be 

dependent upon clinicians' baseline skills that are carried forward and are amplified, 

positively or negatively.202 A British study showed that clinicians could use specific 

communication skills to manage the consultation, so that they are not called on to 

concentrate on the computer screen and the patient at the same time.114 One of the studies 

of this thesis pointed out a shift in administrative workload from secretaries to physicians, 

and studies that support or argue against it have been difficult to find. A case study from 

a medical practice in London shows total cost savings on administrative and clerical 

tasks, indicating a possible shift in administrative workloads.203  
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Support of clinical tasks, user satisfaction and comparison with hospital 
systems  

The GPs in the second study of this thesis reported to get assistance from their EPR 

systems while conducting 21 of 24 clinical tasks, and the remaining three tasks were not 

supported by the system. 19 of the 21 tasks were used extensively. They rated the overall 

satisfaction and the success of the systems to be good or excellent and they were 

significantly more satisfied with the electronic patient records than were their hospital 

colleagues. I have not found similar studies that compare use of EPR in general practice 

and hospitals. 

A Dutch study claim that the redistribution of tasks between professionals and the 

IT application as well as adapting the IT application's demands to the needs of their work 

practices are crucial for support of the clinical work from EPR systems.117 The finding 

that EPRs support clinical tasks and workflow with satisfied users in primary care was 

supported by studies from eight different European countries, Australia and New Zealand 

that also looked upon other factors of successful adoption.183, 184 An American study from 

a region of relatively low adoption showed considerable variability of use and satisfaction 

for different systems and locations,115 while two more recent American studies, one local 

concerning both a hospital and a primary care clinic and the other national, concludes that 

users of EPR are satisfied and find that the quality of work has increased.106, 204  

Few studies have investigated effects on quality of care of EPR systems without 

decision support,187 and positive effects can be questioned.152 A review of 26 

international articles between 2000 and 2003 found increased satisfaction among users in 

hospital and primary care and their patients, but the impact on medical practice and 

quality of care was not well demonstrated.152 Overall, there is international support for 

users being satisfied with the use of EPR systems in primary care. A implementation 

study from Veterans Health Administrations (VHA) that compare the evaluation by GPs 

and hospital physicians concludes that IT clinical support was higher in urban hospitals 

(p<0.05) and those with cooperative cultures (p<0.01),205 and a later Norwegian study 

have suggested that hospital physicians are more satisfied compared to the findings in the 

original comparative study.145 A recent Danish study has documented positive effects of 

EPRs on three hospital clinical tasks.206  
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Decision support, electronic health communication and personal health 
records 

Although overall satisfied with the EPR systems, the GPs wanted improvements in 

several areas, according to the results from the third study. They missed decision support 

that could be adjusted to the individual patient. They wanted all communication to 

become electronic and to be able to consult specialists electronically. They also 

considered whether the EPRs should be integrated with personal health records.  

The findings are supported by a British study, suggesting that designers of 

decision support systems for use in primary care consultations must account for the 

practical needs of users when developing computerized support systems, and that the 

systems must be acceptable to the format of a consultation.207 Medical decision-making 

requires combinatorial analysis to comprehend patients' uniqueness and avoid harmful 

and unnecessary trial and error. It is important to identify all individually relevant options 

and the pros and cons of each for the patient.208 A British study support that designers of 

decision support systems for use in primary care consultations must account for the 

practical needs of users when developing computerized support systems.207 Another 

review showed that systems developed by the authors were more successful than others, 

giving support to user-centered design based upon user recuirements.209 On the other 

hand, a prospective study claim that medical decision support systems and other 

interventions designed to reduce medical errors cannot rely exclusively on clinicians' 

perceptions of their needs for such support.210 The GPs in the third study of this thesis 

wanted reminders “at the fingertips”. Helpfulness in the forms of reminders can often be 

ignored when not congruent with workflow, and a systematic review of trials to identify 

features critical to success has shown that medical knowledge in EPRs can improve 

medical care only if presented at the time of decisions as recommendations rather than 

assessments.211 GPs of this study also wanted support of prescriptions, and computer-

based support of dosing and prescribing has also been proven to improve physician 

performance throughout; for example, increased prescription of generic drugs, reduced 

costs, and improved insulin dosing for outpatients.212-214  

The respondents of this study reported that they wanted the patient records to sort 

out information by problems to increase the overview, and decreased availability of 
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information in large patient records not structured by problems has also been 

demonstrated to influence data collection in a study from primary care in Belgium. 215 

Even though positive effects of sorting the information in the patient records by problems 

was documented in shared care as early as in the mid nine-tees in a region in Sweden,49 a 

British study from the same time period indicated that problem-based patient records still 

have limitations.123 EPRs oriented by problems and episodes have also been questioned 

in another study from Hong Kong.216 A recent study from Belgium indicates that a 

problem-oriented conceptual model can be successfully implemented in many operational 

EPR systems at the international level.217 Another Belgian study showed that some 

functions related to the problem-oriented patient record were spontaneously used by GPs 

in daily practice, and that this use increased during collaboration with the primary care 

research network.218 Studies have demonstrated success in hospitals as well,219 but other 

studies demonstrated failures unless the patients had few and simple problems and were 

hospitalized for a short time.220  

Electronic interchange of health information is preferable, but challenging to 

achieve, according to an Austrian study of discharge letters.221 In a recent American 

study in primary care, electronic messaging was an important component of improved 

care delivery according to 80% of the respondents.106 Although a study from Geneva 

University Hospital as well as a study from Crete recommend interchange based upon 

XML standards as in Norway,222, 223 studies from USA and Greece emphasize the 

additional need of a common service oriented architecture.224, 225 According to an 

American study regional health information organizations and electronic health 

information exchange may have an important impact on the practice of emergency 

medicine,226 and a Swedish study indicated benefits of shared printouts of emergency 

information at the respective care level for patients that frequently visited emergency care 

departments, although no decrease in overall healthcare utilization was yielded.227 A 

Canadian randomized study showed that an electronic link between emergency and 

family physicians did not result in a significant reduction in resource utilization at either 

service point.228 On the other hand another controlled clinical trial showed that the use of 

standardized communication systems between an emergency department and family 

physicians led to significant improvements in continuity of care by increasing the 
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usefulness of transferred information and by improving family physicians' perceived 

patient knowledge and patient management.229  

The use of electronic dialogue functions has not been well described, and 

replacing the oral and immediate routines with electronic dialogue functions that can 

seldom be synchronous may be a challenge. Studies from Iowa and Boston support the 

notion that curbside consultations from specialists by e-mail can be efficient and improve 

communication and collaboration with acceptable response times, although security 

issues can be troublesome.230, 231 A British study concludes that e-mail consultations can 

bridge the gap between research and practice and that they are mostly used when a rapid 

response is needed.232 I have not found studies that include electronic dialogue functions 
integrated into the work process of EPRs.  

This thesis demonstrates that GPs want to establish electronic dialogue functions 
with their patients as well and consider the possibility of using PHRs in this respect. This 
view as partially supported by an American study that summarize a college symposium 
discussion on PHR by describing PHR potentials like combination of data, knowledge, 

and software tools which help patients to become active participants in their own care.233 

A British study describes key challenges that include balancing security against utility 

and integrating diverse data sources.234  

Functional requirements for electronic health communication 

In the fourth study a method for the development of functional requirements was tried 

out. The participant GPs selected 67 requirements from the exciting EPR standard and 

formulated 197 new functional requirements to achieve successful electronic 

collaboration in health care. 

IOM have defined five criteria for defining functional requirements for EPRs. 

These are improvement of patient safety, effectiveness of care, facilitation of the 

management of chronic conditions, improved efficiency, and feasible implementation. 

One of the core functionalities is communication and connectivity to provide secure and 

readily accessible communication among clinicians and patients,235 and an American 

study identifies the design challenges in EHRs and explores the possibilities of a service-

oriented architecture to ensure interoperability for intra-enterprise EHRs with regional 

databases.224 All requirements to EPRs must support the workflow, and there is 
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considerable activity in the field in many countries, exemplified by the EuroRec and 

ProRec initiatives that establish different kinds of user requirements that can be adapted 

and adjusted to national conditions.236 If analysis is confined to the primary issues of 

concern to GPs, an early Dutch study support the conclusions of our panel of experts that 

electronic communication between primary and secondary care providers is exchanged 

on a need to know basis under the responsibility of the care provider that generated the 

information.237 According to a Dutch case study, user-friendliness is of greater concern 

for end-users in hospitals and general practice than for hospital and community 

administration and management staff. Balance between the bottom-up participatory 

design of end users and the more top-down approach from administration staff is 

suggested.238 An early Dutch study supports the finding that it is vital that use of the 

systems provides immediate gains for those who use them, and that the systems provide 

great flexibility, adaptability, and communication with other systems to achieve optimal 

workflow.239 It is support for the iterative approach from another study from the same 

author that emphasizes an iterative approach, in which the distinctions between 'analysis', 

'design', 'implementation' and 'evaluation' blur. This study also underline that a 

sociotechnical approach sheds new light on the potential roles of IT applications in health 

care practices.86 A hospital case study of a system in anesthesiology has shown that the 

system proved efficient and promising for enhancing users' involvement in the project, 

and for initiating the necessary re-engineering of the Human Computer Interface. 70 

This thesis has revealed that even systems that are judged as successes may have 

potential for further development when using different scientific methods to uncover user 

requirements and needs.154, 240 Publications about the development of requirements 

specifications for EPRs in general show that many procedures have been used,128, 241 and 

modern methods of agile and extreme programming indicate the possibility of rapid 

adjustment to user needs.135, 242 Broad approaches using different scientific methods are 

often necessary to achieve success.243, 244  

Future EPR systems 

 According to the respondents of this thesis, future EPR systems should be 

organized by problems as well as by source and time and integrate decision support that 
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can be adjusted to the individual patient. The responders preferred their EPR systems to 

be local and communicative.  

A framework that enables representation of three prerequisite features for a future 

helpful patient record system: the primary care workflow process, the problem-oriented 

information model, and means to identify relevant information to the care process and 

medical decisions; could possibly meet these demands from Norwegian GPs.8  

Several nations have projects for future EPR systems, and some of them deals 

with shared care. A British commentary claims that the development of integrated 

information systems shared between healthcare and social care in the controversial 

national programme for IT in the English National Health service (NHS) is an essential 

requirement in the modernization of our health and welfare systems. But that the absence 

of overall co-ordination of the different programmes presents a major risk not only to the 

strategy to develop integrated personal-care records but also to the Transformational 

Government Programme.245 The study of the experiences of four "early adopter" primary 

care trusts in implementing the electronic summary care record finds fault with several 

aspects of the culture and methods, and criticizes the programme’s "narrow and 

instrumental focus on implementing a technology" rather than on broader change.246  

In Finland the shared record is a virtual EPR. The regional healthcare modules 

consist of an (1) eReferral network, (2) integrated EPR service between health care 

professionals and (3) PACS system. The eReferral between primary and secondary care 

not only speeds up the transfer, but also offers an option for communication in the form 

of eConsultation between general practitioners and hospital specialists.247  

An Irish study suggests that the next generation of EHR will be a longitudinal 

cradle-to-the-grave active patient record readily accessible and available via the Internet, 

and which will be linked to clinical protocols and guidelines to drive the delivery of 

healthcare to the individual citizen.248  
As for electronic future exchange of health information, a German hospital study 

recommend that an adequate architecture for shared electronic patient records is needed, 

which can use data for multiple purposes and which is extensible for new research 

questions.249 The respondents of this thesis recommend separate systems within each 
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domain that integrates to communicate health information that is condensed and adequate 

and in accordance with patient consents.  

There also are cases in which the future receiver of patient information is not 

known, and an English study discuss the challenges of accessible and centrally stored 

shared summary care records.250  

Future systems may build upon some of these concepts, and they have to take in 

account results from studies, safety and confidentiality issues as well as the functional 

requirements from patients and users of the systems. Initiatives within the EU seem to 

support problem-orientation and decision support,236 as well as openEHR and 

archetypes.251, 252 

 

CONCLUSION 

Implications for clinical practice  

GPs manage many tasks through short encounters as described in table 1. The balance 

between time spent examining and talking with the patients and time spent on 

documentation is therefore of great clinical importance. The GPs report that they 

generally believe that using the computer save time, and they were observed to use less 

time than reported. On the other hand they also tell that the introduction of EPR has 

transferred workload from the secretary to the GP. In accordance with other time studies 

doctors spend more time using the computer than with previous paperwork. More 

research is therefore needed to get a better picture of how time is spent and how the 

administrative workload on the GP can be reduced. 

The clinician-patient relationship is of great concern for the clinical practice 

among GPs, but they denied that using the computer disturbed this relationship.  On the 

other hand they described that it had become more difficult to get the overview of the 

patients’ earlier history. The studies of this thesis were not able to reveal if this finding 

has had clinical consequences, and this should be studied more in-depth. The GPs’ and 

our proposal is that a problem-oriented record might solve some of these difficulties. 
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The respondents’ opinions were that the quality of the work had improved by use 

of EPR systems. This is probably the case for the quality of the documentation in the 

records, but the effects on the quality of the clinical work have to be studied further.  

Further development and use of the ELIN-method 

The ELIN-method represents user-driven bottom-up organized national projects fully 

financed to develop IT solutions. Defined contracted milestones have been instrumental 

for accomplishing the projects.  The solutions are tested and accepted by users; first in a 

usability laboratory and then by pilot users in practice followed by implementation. 

Publication of updated user requirements is a part of this method. The method has 

demonstrated a complete production line starting with user-developed requirements that 

are tested stepwise and end up implemented in routine clinical work, and with revised 

standards. 

The ELIN-method has been used by the author in a national project for electronic 

prescriptions in primary and secondary care, and in addition to develop the user 

requirements of electronic health communication for this thesis.  Validation of the 

requirements has been extended to include all parties participating in the interoperability 

chain. Test procedures were developed and attached to the requirements, not unlike use 

cases, and user tests were performed in the interoperability chain. Furthermore, the 

requirements and the test procedures were updated after each of the iterations in the 

different phases of development as well as the pilot phase to ensure updated 

documentation at the point of implementation. One pilot vendor developed and piloted 

the solution ahead of the other vendors in order to increase the quality of the 

requirements before the other vendors started the development phase. Later studies of GP 

use of the EPR systems after implementing the requirements can reveal if adequate and 

complete electronic health communication and successful electronic prescriptions are 

achieved.  

The respondents in this thesis wanted the EPR systems to be further developed in 

terms of problem-orientation and decision support adjusted to the individual patient. The 

tools from the ELIN-method can be used to realize this mandate. Future studies of the 
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development and use of EPR systems can reveal if the adjusted ELIN-method is valid in 

other areas of EPR development and if acceptance from the users may be achieved. 

 

Work that adds to the aims of the thesis 

Countries with successful EPR adoption have reported several contributing factors. 

Research with possible prospective designs can reveal if these factors can contribute 

successfully to high adoption rates in other countries. The effect of helpful problem-

oriented EPR systems on quality of care need to be further studied in well-designed 

RCTs. Integration of PHRs with EPR systems should be further studied in qualitative 

designs, and the usability and efficiency of consultations with specialists can be revealed 

by before and after studies with time series.   
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APPENDIX A 

The pilot questionnaire pilot study, Norwegian 
 

EPJ Evalueringsskjema for Primærleger v.02a

Tom Christensen (tlf. 73598781) og Hallvard Lærum (tlf. 73869748)

Alder

<35

35-50

>50

IDnr

Kjønn

Kvinne

Mann

Klinisk Stilling

Turnuslege

Fastlege

Vikar

Annet

To Tre eller flere Alle (evt. touch)

Ja Nei

3 Har du brukt en datamaskin til
a Å lete etter et labresultat eller svar på andre supplerende undersøkelser?

1 Eier du en datamaskin?

2 Hvor mange fingre bruker du når du skriver
på maskin?

b Litteratursøk
c Tekstbehandling
d Skrive inn kliniske pasientopplysninger (eks. et poliklinisk notat)
e Innhente kliniske pasientopplysninger (eks. en tidligere epikrise)

4 Hva er den høyeste hyppigheten du har brukt
datamaskin tidligere?

Aldri enn månedlig Månedlig Ukentlig Daglig

5 Hvordan vil du rangere dine dataferdigheter?
Lavest Middels Høyest

1 Har du en datamaskin på kontoret ditt?
NeiJa

2 Vedrørende øvrige rom du benytter ved klinisk arbeid (eks. skiftestue,
akuttstue, undersøkelsesrom)
a Finnes det datamaskiner som er tilgjengelig for deg her?

3 Angående datamaskinen(e) som er installert på skifte-
stue, akuttstue, undersøkelsesrom,o.l. Hvor ofte
hindres du i å bruke datamaskin fordi den er i bruk av
andre?

Aldri enn månedlig Månedlig Ukentlig Daglig

b Hvis ja, bruker du denne eller disse datamaskinen(e)?

4 Hvor ofte hindres du i å gjøre det du skal pga.
datafeil, systemhavari eller andre maskinavhengige 
problemer?

Aldri enn månedlig Månedlig Ukentlig Daglig

A. Alder, kjønn og klinisk stilling

B. Om din erfaring med bruk av datamaskin

C. Om tilgjengelighet av datamaskiner på din arbeidsplass på sykehuset

Hvis du svarte nei på både spørsmål 1 og 2a, trenger du ikke fylle ut resten av skjemaet

EPJ Evalueringsskjema for Primærleger v.02a

Tom Christensen (tlf. 73598781) og Hallvard Lærum (tlf. 73869748)

1

Kryss av slik:

Ikke slik:

Ja Nei

1

Journalsystem

Profdoc WinMed

Profdoc Vision

Profdoc DOS

Infodoc Windows

Infodoc DOS

Annet

Sjeldnere

Sjeldnere

Sjeldnere

5 Hvor ofte hindres du i å gjøre det du skal fordi
systemet arbeider for langsomt?

Aldri enn månedlig Månedlig Ukentlig Daglig
Sjeldnere
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EPJ Evalueringsskjema for Primærleger v.02a

Tom Christensen (tlf. 73598781) og Hallvard Lærum (tlf. 73869748)

Bruker

EPJ
Aldri/

nesten

aldri

Sjelden Omtrent

halvparten

av tiden

Som

regel

Alltid/

nesten

alltid

Bruker annet

dataprogram

enn EPJ

Hvor ofte bruker du datamaskin (PC) til å

hjelpe deg med følgende arbeidsoppgave....

1 Få oversikt over pasientens problemstilling

2 Lete frem enkeltopplysninger fra
pasientjournalen

3 Følge resultatene av en bestemt prøve eller
undersøkelse over tid

5 Føre daglige og/eller forefallende
journalnotater

6 Få tak i opplysninger om prosedyre for
utredning eller behandling

7 Få svar på spørsmål om generell medisinsk-
faglig kunnskap, eks. vedr. behandling,
symptomer, komplikasjoner, o.l.

8 Få ut samledata for en gruppe pasienter, eks.
komplikasjonsrate, diagnosefordeling

9 Rekvirere klinisk-kjemiske laboratorieanalyser

13 Rekvirere andre supplerende undersøkelser

17 Skrive resept

20 Gi skriftlig individuell informasjon til
pasienten (eks. sykdommens status,
medikamenter, m.m.)

22 Samle inn opplysninger til epikrise

21 Gi skriftlig generell medisinsk-faglig 
informasjon til pasienten

23 Kontrollere og signere ferdig skrevne notater

24 Annet (spesifiser)

11 Rekvirere røntgenundersøkelser, UL eller CT

...hvilke(t) dataprogram bruker du
evt. til denne arbeidsoppgaven?

D. Om din bruk av datamaskin (PC) til arbeidsoppgaver innen klinisk arbeid

2

18 Skrive sykmelding

19 Samle inn pasientopplysninger til ulike lege-
erklæringer (eks. uførepensjon)

1

1
Tiden man bruker på denne arbeidsoppgaven

EPJ = Elektronisk pasientjournal, f.eks. Profdoc, Infodoc m.fl.
2

2

4 Slå opp svar på nye prøver eller undersøkelser

10 Slå opp svar på klinisk-kjemiske lab.-analyser

12 Slå opp svar på røntgen, UL eller CT

14 Slå opp svar på andre suppl. undersøkelser

16 Ordinere behandling direkte (medikamentell,
operativ eller annen)

2

15 Henvise pasienten til sykehus eller
privatpraktiserende spesialist

...og...

F.eks. Norsk Elektronisk Legehåndbok, Helsenett,

Elektroniske prosedyrebøker m.fl.

3

3
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1 Innhold

2 Nøyaktighet

3 Format

4 Brukervennlighet

5 Betimelighet

a Hvor ofte gir systemet deg akkurat den informasjonen du
trenger?

Aldri/

nesten

aldri

Sjelden Omtrent

halvparten

av tiden

Som

regel

Alltid/

nesten

alltid

b Hvor ofte er informasjonsinnholdet nok for ditt behov?

c Hvor ofte klarer systemet å lage rapporter som ser ut til å 
passe akkurat for deg?

d Hvor ofte gir systemet tilstrekkelig informasjon?

a Hvor ofte er systemet nøyaktig?

b Hvor ofte er du fornøyd med nøyaktigheten i systemet?

a Hvor ofte synes du svarene fra systemet presenteres på
en nyttig måte?

b Hvor ofte er informasjonen klar og tydelig?

a Hvor ofte er systemet brukervennlig?

b Hvor ofte er systemet enkelt å bruke?

a Hvor ofte får du den informasjonen du trenger i tide?

b Hvor ofte gir systemet deg oppdatert informasjon?

Tiden man bruker med datasystemet

F. Om din oppfatning av den elektroniske pasientjournalen (EPJ   ) som brukes på ditt kontor

3

2

1

F.eks. at rett journal, rett pasient og rett dokumenttype finnes frem; at informasjonen (eks. blodtrykk) presenteres med rett

navn; at informasjonen som presenteres er relevant; at samledata i rapporter er korrekte, m.m.

2

F.eks. Infodoc, WinMed, Vision

3

3

1

3

1 Hvor mange minutter bruker du i gjennomsnitt til registrering
og dokumentasjon per konsultasjon?

E. Generelt om praksis og bruk av EPJ

<=1 2 3 4 5 >=6

2 Hvor mange pasienter har du i gjennomsnitt på kontoret per
klokketime?

<=2 3 4 5 6 >=7

3 Hvor ofte føler du behov for å slå opp riktig punkt under
paragraf 9 når du fyller ut en blå resept?

Aldri/

nesten

aldri

Sjelden Omtrent

halvparten

av tilfellene

Som

regel

Alltid/

nesten

alltid

4 Hvor ofte benytter du import- og klipp og lim funksjoner i det
daglige journalarbeidet?
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EPJ er verdt den tid og de krefter det tar å
bruke det

1 Hvor enig eller uenig er du i følgende utsagn: Uenig Litt

uenig

Både og Enig Svært

enig

Litt

enig
Svært

uenig

G. Samlet vurdering av den elektroniske pasientjournalen (EPJ) ved ditt kontor

4

2 Alt i alt, hvor fornøyd er du med den EPJ
du bruker på ditt kontor?

Lite Noe Godt Svært

godt

Ikke i det

hele tatt

3 Alt i alt, hvordan synes du EPJ har endret følgende to aspekter ved ditt kontor?

a Gjennomføringen av arbeidet ved vårt
kontor er blitt:

Vanske-

ligere

Litt

vanske-

ligere

Ingen

endring

Lettere Betydelig

lettere

Litt

lettere
Betydelig

vanske-

ligere

b Kvaliteten på arbeidet ved vårt kontor
er blitt:

Dårligere Litt

dårligere

Ingen

endring

Bedre Betydelig

bedre

Litt

bedre
Betydelig

dårligere

Lite Noe Godt Svært

godt
Ikke i det

hele tatt

4 Hvor vellykket er den EPJ du bruker på ditt
kontor?

4

H. Din oppfatning om noen funksjoner i elektronisk pasientjournal

Denne delen av spørreskjemaet gjelder funksjoner som vil være mest aktuelle å benytte ved gjentatte
kontakter i et forbigående sykdomsforløp, samt ved kontroll av kronisk sykdom. (gjelder fra 50-70% av
konsultasjonene i allmennpraksis).

1. Journalnotater

Notatene i den elektroniske journal utgjør en stor del av journalopplysningene. Nedenfor kommer noen
påstander knytter til journalnotatene der du skal angi grad av enighet.

a. Det er generelt nyttig å se over tidligere
notater når jeg arbeider med en pasient.

Helt uenig Litt uenig Verken enig eller uenig Litt enig Helt enig

b. I et skjermbilde er det bare plass til noen
få notater. Dette hemmer meg i å få en
oversikt.

Helt uenig Litt uenig Verken enig eller uenig Litt enig Helt enig

c. Det hender at jeg lar være, eller gir
opp å lete etter tidligere notater fordi det
tar for mye tid.

Helt uenig Litt uenig Verken enig eller uenig Litt enig Helt enig

d. Det kan være raskere å spørre eller
undersøke pasienten på nytt i stedet for
å lete i journalen.

Helt uenig Litt uenig Verken enig eller uenig Litt enig Helt enig

IDnr9528177829
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5

5

2. Sortering av notater

Tenk deg at du fikk et system som i tillegg til kronologisk rekkefølge av journalnotatene, også kunne
sortere dem etter problem. Du kunne enkelt skifte mellom problemene etter behov. Du kunne for eksempel
velge/peke på en tidligere diagnose og få frem informasjonen tilhørende dette problemet på skjermen. Ta
stilling til påstandene nedenfor gitt at journalsystemet hadde en slik funksjon?

a. Jeg ville få bedre oversikt over tidligere
notater

Helt uenig Litt uenig Verken enig eller uenig Litt enig Helt enig

b. Jeg ville spare tid
Helt uenig Litt uenig Verken enig eller uenig Litt enig Helt enig

c. Det ville bli færre unødvendige
gjentagelser

Helt uenig Litt uenig Verken enig eller uenig Litt enig Helt enig

d. Det ville bli lettere å samle sammen
informasjon ved utarbeiding av hen-
visninger, legeerklæringer og lignende.

Helt uenig Litt uenig Verken enig eller uenig Litt enig Helt enig

3. Oppdeling av notater

For å få fullt utbytte av en slik organisering av journalopplysningene ville det i større grad kreve at du deler
opp notater, for eksempel skriver to forskjellige notater når pasienten kommer for to forskjellige problemer.

a. Tror du at du ville gjennomføre dette i
praksis?

b. Tror du dine kolleger ville gjennomføre
dette i praksis?

Usannsynlig Lite

sannsynlig

Noe

sannsynlig

Ganske

sannsynlig

Svært

sannsynlig

Svært

sannsynlig

Ganske

sannsynlig

Noe

sannsynlig

Lite

sannsynlig

Usannsynlig

4. Sortering av annen informasjon enn notater

Sortering av informasjon kan også gjennomføres for andre deler av journalen enn notatene. Når du har
oppgitt eller valgt ut en tidligere diagnose/problem hos en pasient, hvor nyttig vil det da være at
programmet også kan sortere ut:

a. Legemidlene som er skrevet ut for denne
diagnosen tidligere når du skal skaffe deg
oversikt eller skrive ut en resept.

Unyttig Lite nyttig Noe nyttig Ganske nyttig Svært nyttig

b. Hvilke laboratorieprøver som er blitt tatt
tidligere for dette problemet når du skal
skaffe deg oversikt elle rekvirere nye
prøver?

Unyttig Lite nyttig Noe nyttig Ganske nyttig Svært nyttig

c. Henvisninger og epikriser som er skrevet
i samband med dette problemet når du
skal skaffe deg oversikt eller skrive nytt
notat eller henvisning

Unyttig Lite nyttig Noe nyttig Ganske nyttig Svært nyttig
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6

6

2. Er det noen funksjoner i din EPJ du synes fungerer mindre godt? I så fall forklar:

3. Er det noen funksjoner i din EPJ du savner spesielt? I så fall forklar:

4. Var deler av spørreskjemaet uklart eller tvetydig? Andre kommentarer?

I. Eventuelle kommentarer

1. Er det noen funksjoner i din EPJ du synes fungerer spesielt godt? I så fall forklar:

IDnr7869177825
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Alder

<35

35-50

>50

IDnr

Kjønn

Kvinne

Mann

Klinisk Stilling

Turnuslege

Fastlege

Vikar

Annet

To Tre eller flere Alle (evt. touch)

Ja Nei

3 Har du tidligere på annen arbeidsplass brukt en datamaskin til
a Å lete etter et labresultat eller svar på andre supplerende undersøkelser?

1 Har du en datamaskin hjemme?

2 Hvor mange fingre bruker du når du skriver
på maskin?

b Litteratursøk
c Tekstbehandling
d Skrive inn kliniske pasientopplysninger (eks. et konsultasjonsnotat)
e Innhente kliniske pasientopplysninger (eks. en tidligere epikrise)

4 Hva er den høyeste hyppigheten du har brukt
datamaskin tidligere?

Aldri enn månedlig Månedlig Ukentlig Daglig

5 Hvordan vil du rangere dine dataferdigheter?
Lavest Middels Høyest

1 Har du en datamaskin på kontoret ditt?

NeiJa

2 Vedrørende øvrige rom du benytter ved klinisk arbeid (eks. skiftestue,
akuttstue, undersøkelsesrom)
a Finnes det datamaskiner som er tilgjengelig for deg her?

3 Angående datamaskinen(e) som er installert på skifte-
stue, akuttstue, undersøkelsesrom,o.l. Hvor ofte
hindres du i å bruke datamaskin fordi den er i bruk av
andre?

Aldri enn månedlig Månedlig Ukentlig Daglig

b Hvis ja, bruker du denne eller disse datamaskinen(e)?

4 Hvor ofte hindres du i å gjøre det du skal pga.
datafeil, systemhavari eller andre maskinavhengige 
problemer?

Aldri enn månedlig Månedlig Ukentlig Daglig

A. Alder, kjønn og klinisk stilling

B. Om din erfaring med bruk av datamaskin

C. Om tilgjengelighet av datamaskiner på din arbeidsplass

EPJ Evalueringsskjema for Primærleger v.05

Tom Christensen (tlf. 73598781) og Hallvard Lærum (tlf. 73598826)

1

Kryss av slik:

Ikke slik:

Ja Nei

1

Journalsystem

Profdoc WinMed

Profdoc Vision

Profdoc DOS

Infodoc Windows

Infodoc DOS

Annet

Sjeldnere

Sjeldnere

Sjeldnere

5 Hvor ofte hindres du i å gjøre det du skal fordi
systemet arbeider for langsomt?

Aldri enn månedlig Månedlig Ukentlig Daglig
Sjeldnere

Versjon (nummer) av journalsystem

IDnr4230212093
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Bruker

EPJ
Aldri/

nesten

aldri

Sjelden Omtrent

halvparten

av tiden

Som

regel

Alltid/

nesten

alltid

Bruker annet

dataprogram

enn EPJ

Hvor ofte bruker du datamaskin (PC) til å hjelpe
deg med følgende arbeidsoppgaver, og hvilke(t)
dataprogram bruker du i så fall?

1 Få oversikt over pasientens problemstilling

2 Lete frem enkeltopplysninger fra
pasientjournalen

3 Følge resultatene av en bestemt prøve eller
undersøkelse over tid

5 Føre daglige og/eller forefallende
journalnotater

6 Få tak i opplysninger om prosedyre for
utredning eller behandling

7 Få svar på spørsmål om generell medisinsk-
faglig kunnskap, eks. vedr. behandling,
symptomer, komplikasjoner, o.l.

8 Få ut samledata for en gruppe pasienter, eks.
komplikasjonsrate, diagnosefordeling

9 Rekvirere klinisk-kjemiske laboratorieanalyser

13 Rekvirere andre supplerende undersøkelser

17 Skrive resept

20 Gi skriftlig individuell informasjon til
pasienten (eks. sykdommens status,
medikamenter, m.m.)

22 Registrere takster

21 Gi skriftlig generell medisinsk-faglig 
informasjon til pasienten

23 Kontrollere og signere ferdig skrevne notater

23 Annet (spesifiser)

11 Rekvirere røntgenundersøkelser, UL eller CT

D. Om din bruk av datamaskin (PC) til arbeidsoppgaver innen klinisk arbeid

2

18 Skrive sykmelding

19 Samle inn pasientopplysninger til ulike lege-
erklæringer (eks. uførepensjon)

1

1
Tiden man bruker på denne arbeidsoppgaven

EPJ = Elektronisk pasientjournal, f.eks. Profdoc, Infodoc m.fl.
2

2

4 Slå opp svar på nye prøver eller undersøkelser

10 Slå opp svar på klinisk-kjemiske lab.-analyser

12 Slå opp svar på røntgen, UL eller CT

14 Slå opp svar på andre suppl. undersøkelser

16 Ordinere behandling direkte (medikamentell,
operativ eller annen)

2

15 Henvise pasienten til sykehus eller
privatpraktiserende spesialist

F.eks. Norsk Elektronisk Legehåndbok, Helsenett,

Elektroniske prosedyrebøker m.fl.

3

3

Kryss av et alternativ i hver linje
Kryss av et eller to

alternativer i hver linje

IDnr7847212090
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1 Innhold

2 Nøyaktighet

3 Format

4 Brukervennlighet

5 Betimelighet

a Hvor ofte gir systemet deg akkurat den informasjonen du
trenger?

Aldri/

nesten

aldri

Sjelden Omtrent

halvparten

av tiden

Som

regel

Alltid/

nesten

alltid

b Hvor ofte er informasjonsinnholdet nok for ditt behov?

c Hvor ofte klarer systemet å lage rapporter som ser ut til å 
passe akkurat for deg?

d Hvor ofte gir systemet tilstrekkelig informasjon?

a Hvor ofte er systemet nøyaktig?

b Hvor ofte er du fornøyd med nøyaktigheten i systemet?

a Hvor ofte synes du svarene fra systemet presenteres på
en nyttig måte?

b Hvor ofte er informasjonen klar og tydelig?

a Hvor ofte er systemet brukervennlig?

b Hvor ofte er systemet enkelt å bruke?

a Hvor ofte får du den informasjonen du trenger i tide?

b Hvor ofte gir systemet deg oppdatert informasjon?

Tiden man bruker med datasystemet

F. Om din oppfatning av den elektroniske pasientjournalen (EPJ   ) som brukes på din arbeidsplass

3

2

1

F.eks. at rett journal, rett pasient og rett dokumenttype finnes frem; at informasjonen (eks. blodtrykk) presenteres med rett

navn; at informasjonen som presenteres er relevant; at samledata i rapporter er korrekte, m.m.

2

F.eks. Infodoc, WinMed, Vision

3

3

1

3

1 Hvor mange minutter bruker du i gjennomsnitt til registrering
og dokumentasjon per konsultasjon?

E. Generelt om praksis og bruk av EPJ

<=1 2-3 4-5 >=6

2 Hvor mange minutter bruker du vanligvis på en kontorkonsultasjon?
<=10 11-15 16-20 >=21

4 Hvor ofte føler du behov for å slå opp riktig punkt under
paragraf 9 når du fyller ut en blå resept?

Aldri/

nesten

aldri

Sjelden Omtrent

halvparten

av tilfellene

Som

regel

Alltid/

nesten

alltid

5 Hvor ofte benytter du import- og klipp og lim funksjoner i det
daglige journalarbeidet?

3 Hvor mange kontorkonsultasjoner har du vanligvis i løpet av
en arbeidsdag?

<=14 15-19 20-24 >=25

IDnr6411212096
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EPJ er verdt den tid og de krefter det tar å
bruke det

1 Hvor enig eller uenig er du i følgende utsagn: Uenig Litt

uenig

Både og Enig Svært

enig

Litt

enig
Svært

uenig

G. Samlet vurdering av den elektroniske pasientjournalen (EPJ) på din arbeidsplass

4

2 Alt i alt, hvor fornøyd er du med den EPJ
du bruker på din arbeidsplass

Lite Noe Godt Svært

godt
Ikke i det

hele tatt

3 Alt i alt, hvordan synes du EPJ har endret følgende to aspekter på din arbeidsplass

a Gjennomføringen av arbeidet ved vår
arbeidsplass er blitt:

Vanske-

ligere

Litt

vanske-

ligere

Ingen

endring

Lettere Betydelig

lettere

Litt

lettere
Betydelig

vanske-

ligere

b Kvaliteten på arbeidet ved vår arbeids- 
plass er blitt:

Dårligere Litt

dårligere

Ingen

endring

Bedre Betydelig

bedre

Litt

bedre
Betydelig

dårligere

Lite Noe Godt

Svært

godt

Ikke i det

hele tatt

4 Hvor vellykket er den EPJ du bruker på din
arbeidsplass?

4

H. Din oppfatning om noen funksjoner i elektronisk pasientjournal
Denne delen av spørreskjemaet gjelder funksjoner som vil være mest aktuelle å benytte ved gjentatte
kontakter i et forbigående sykdomsforløp, samt ved kontroll av kronisk sykdom. (gjelder fra 50-70% av
konsultasjonene i allmennpraksis).

1. Journalnotater

Notatene i den elektroniske journal utgjør en stor del av journalopplysningene. Nedenfor kommer noen
påstander knytter til journalnotatene der du skal angi grad av enighet.

a. Det er generelt nyttig å se over tidligere
notater når jeg arbeider med en pasient.

Helt uenig Litt uenig Litt enig Helt enig

b. Slik notatene er organisert i dag er det
ofte vanskelig å få en oversikt over
aktuelle notater i ett skjermbilde

c. Det hender at jeg må gi opp å lete etter
notater fordi det tar for lang tid

e. Det kan være raskere å spørre eller
undersøke pasienten på nytt i stedet for
å lete i journalen.

Verken enig

eller uenig

d. Det hender at jeg lar være å lete etter 
notater fordi jeg tror det tar for lang tid

IDnr8901212092
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5

5

2. Sortering av notater

Tenk deg at du fikk et system som i tillegg til kronologisk rekkefølge av journalnotatene, også kunne
sortere dem etter problem eller diagnose på en enkel måte.

Ta stilling til påstandene nedenfor gitt at journalsystemet hadde en slik funksjon:

a. Jeg ville få bedre oversikt over tidligere
notater

b. Det ville være enklere å finne relevante
notater

c. Det ville bli lettere å gjenbruke
informasjon om pasienten

3. Oppdeling av notater

For å få fullt utbytte av en slik organisering av journalopplysningene ville det i større grad kreve at du deler
opp notater, for eksempel skriver to forskjellige notater når pasienten kommer for to forskjellige problemer.

a. ...journalarbeidet totalt sett ikke tar mer
tid enn nå

b. ...journalarbeidet totalt sett tar mindre tid
enn nå

Usannsynlig

Lite

sannsynlig

Noe

sannsynlig

Ganske

sannsynlig

Svært

sannsynlig

4. Sortering av annen informasjon enn notater

Sortering av informasjon kan også gjennomføres for andre deler av journalen enn notatene. Når du
arbeider med en bestemt diagnose eller et bestemt problem hos en pasient, hvor nyttig vil det da være at
programmet også kan sortere ut...

a. ...hvilke legemidler som tidligere er
skrevet ut for denne diagnosen/dette
problemet

Unyttig Lite nyttig Noe nyttig Ganske nyttig Svært nyttig

b. ...hvilke laboratorieprøver som tidligere er
tatt for denne diagnosen/dette problemet

c. ...hvilke røntgenundersøkelser som
tidligere er gjort denne diagnosen/dette
problemet

Helt uenig Litt uenig Litt enig Helt enig
Verken enig

eller uenig

Hvor sannsynlig er det at du ville gjennomføre dette i praksis hvis...

c. ...journalarbeidet totalt sett tar litt mer
tid enn nå (inntil et minutt mer per pasient)

d. ...hvilke henvisninger eller epikriser som
er knyttet til denne diagnosen/dette
problemet

IDnr2898212091
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6

6

2. Er det noen funksjoner i din EPJ du synes fungerer mindre godt? I så fall forklar:

3. Er det noen funksjoner i din EPJ du savner spesielt? I så fall forklar:

4. Var deler av spørreskjemaet uklart eller tvetydig? Andre kommentarer?

I. Eventuelle kommentarer

1. Er det noen funksjoner i din EPJ du synes fungerer spesielt godt? I så fall forklar:

IDnr3772212093
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Age

<35

35-50

>50

Gender

Female

Male

Work position            EPR System

Intern

GP with patient list

Substitute

Two Three or more All (or touch)

Yes No

3 Have you used a computer for

a Test result retrieval

1 Do you own a computer?

2 How many fingers do you use when typing?

b Literature search

c Word processing

d Entering patient info

e Retrieving patient info

4 In the past, what is the most frequently you have used

a computer?

Never Rarely Monthly Weekly Daily

5 How would you rate your computer skills?
Lowest Average Highest

NoYes

2 Concerning other rooms you use for clinical work (e.g. ward, emergency room, 

 investigation rooms)

a Are there computers available for you here?

3 About the computers installed in the ward, at the 

      outpatient clinic offices, investigation rooms, etc.

      How often are you prevented from using them 

      because.others are using them?

Never Rarely Montly Weekly Daily

5 How often are you prevented from doing your work
because the system is working too slowly?

b If yes, do you use these computers?

 4   How often are you prevented from using them due to 

computer errors or other machine-related problems?

A. Age, gender, and work position

B. Your experience with computers

C. The availability of  computers at your work place

Check like this:

not like this:

Yes No

Profdoc WinMed 

Profdoc Vision 

Profdoc DOS 

Infodoc Windows 

Infodoc DOS 

Other systems 

?

Other

Version (number) of EPR system:..................
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EMR
Never/

almost

never

Seldom About half

of thetime

Most of

the time

Always/

almost

always

than EMR

How often do you use a personal computer (PC) to 

assist you with the following tasks, and what kind

of computer program do you use?

1 Review the patient’s problems

2 Seek out specific information from

patient records

3 Follow the results of a particular test 

or investigation over time

5 Enter daily and/or continuing notes

6 Obtain information on investigation or 

treatment procedures

7 Answer questions concerning general 

medical knowledge (e.g., concerning treatment, 

symptoms, complications)

8 Produce data reviews for specific patient

groups, e.g. complication rate, diagnoses

9 Order clinical biochemical laboratory analyses

13 Order other supplementary investigations 

17 Write prescriptions

20 Give written individual information to patients,

e.g., about medications, disease status

22 Claim reimbursement

21 Give written general medical information 

to patients

23 Check and sign previous record notes

24 Other (specify)

11 Order X-ray, ultrasound, or CT investigations 

What computer program do you

use for this task?

D. Your use of  personal computers f or clinical tasks in your clinical work

18 Write sick-leave notes

19 Collect patient information for various 

medical declarations 

1

Remember to fill in this column, too....
1
The time normally spent on this task

Profdoc WinMed, Profdoc Vision, Infodoc Windows
2

2

or investigations

10 Look up results from clinical biochemical 

laboratory analyses 

12 Look up the results from X-ray, ultrasound or,

CT investigations 

14 Look up the results from other supplementary
investigations

15 Refer the patient to hospitalss or
specialists in private medical practices

16 Order treatment directly (e.g. medicines, 

operations or other)
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2 How many minutes does a normal consultation last?

1 How many minutes in average do you use on data entery

     and documentation in each consultation?

16-2011-15   <=10

3 How many patient encounters is normal in one working day?

1 Content

2 Accuracy

3 Format

4 User-friendliness

5 Timeliness

a How often does the system provide the precise information

you need?

b How often does the information content meet your needs?

c How often does the system provide reports that seem to be

exactly what you need?

d How often does the system provide sufficient information?

a How often is the system accurate?

b How often are you satisfied with the accuracy of the system?

a How often do you think the output is presented in a useful 

format?

b How often is the information adequate and easy to 

     understand?

a How often is the system user-friendly?

b How often is the system easy to use?

a How often do you get the information you need in time?

b How often does the system provide up-to-dated information?

E.   

F. About your satisfaction with the EPR  installed in your working place

1

2

Profdoc WinMed, Profdoc Vision, Infodoc Windows

>=21

4-5 2-3<=1 >=6 

Always/

almost
always

About

half of 

the time

SeldomNever/
almost
never

Most of 

the time

Always/

almost

always

About

half of 

the time

SeldomNever/

almost

never

Most of 

the time

E.g. right journal, right patient and right document types are located; the information (e.g. blood pressure) is labelled correctly,

The information presented is relevant; the aggregated data in overviews are correct.

15-19 20-24   <=14 >=25

4 How often do you need to look up the right refund code

     when you fill out a refundable prescription?

5 How often do you use cut and paste functions in your 

     daily work in the EPR?

Generally about praxis and use of EPR
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The EPR system is worth the time and

effort required to use it

1 How much do you agree with the following

statement about the system:
Strongly

disagree

H. Your opinion of some functions in the EPR

G. Global assessment of the EPR installed in your place of work

2 All things considered, how would you rate your

satisfaction with the EMR installed in

your place of work?

3 All things considered, to what extent has the system changed these two aspects of your own department?

a The ease of performing the work at our

workplace has been

b the quality of the work  at our  

     workplace has been

4 All things considered, how would you rate the 

success of the EMR system installed in your 

place of work?

Disagree Slightly

disagree
Neutral Slightly

agree
Agree Strongly

disagree

non-existent poor fair good excellent

Signifi-

cantly

decreased

Decreased Slightly

decreased

No

change
Slightly

increased
Increased Signifi-

cantly

increased

non-existent poor fair good excellent

This part ofthe questionnaire deals with the functions that would be adequate to use in to repeating visis
related to temoorary disease , and related to control of chronically ill patients (50-70% of encounters in primary care

 )

1. Record notes

The record notes constitutes a major part of the information in the EPR. In the following you shall report how 

much you can agree to some statements.

                                                                           Disagree    Partly disagree   Indifferent   Partly agree   Agree

a.  It is generally useful to look over previous

     notes while owrking with a patient?

b.  It is often difficult to get an overview of 

     relevant record notes in one screenshot

c. It happens that I must give in looking for

    relevant record notes because it is too time

    consuming

  

d. It happens that I don`t look up relevant

    record notes because I think it will be to

    time consuming

e It could be easier to ask or examine the 

  patient one more time than to look up 

  the information in the EPR
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2. Sort out record notes
Consider that you had an EPR system that could arrange the record notes by problems or diagnosis

in a user-friendly way in addition to  the usal chronoligical view.

Rank the following statements given that the EPR system had such a function

                                                                                  Disagree   Partly diagree   Indifferent   Partly agree   Agree

a. Iwould get a better overvies of the record notes

b. It would be easier to find relevant record notes

c.  I would be easier to reuse patient information

3. Separate recod notes
To utilize such an organisation of the information in the EPR it would some times probably be necessary to write 

separate record notes, i.e. write two different record notes when the patient presents two different problems

Is What is the chance that you would do this if....

                                                                                                       A bit        Some       Quite        Highly  

                                                                                   Improable    probalbe   probable  probable   probable.

a. The work related to use of EPR would not take  

    any more time than by the routines oftodag?

b. The work related to the use of EPR would take l

     less time than the work of today

c. The work related to use of the EPR would tak a 

    bit more time than today (up to one minute more)

4. Sort out other informastion than record notes
Sorting out information kan be done for other information than the record notes. When you work with a

certain diagnosis or problem when a patient is consulting you, how useful woould it be if the EPR also 

could sort out....

                                                                                                           A bit         Some       Quite        Most

                                                                                      Unuseful     useful       useful       useful     useful

a. what kind of medication that was prescribed

    reltated to the actual diagnosis or prlblem

b. what kind of laboratory tests that was taken

    for this diagnosis or problem

c. what kind of x-rays that woas conducted for

    this diagnosis or proglem

d. what kind of refrrals or discharge letters that

    where related to this diagnosis or problem
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I. Comments

1. Are thrre any functions in the EPR that works extraordinary well? In that case, pleasse explain:

2. Are there any functions in the EPR that work badly? In that case, please explain:

3. Do you miss some functions in the EPR? In that case, please explain:

4. Did you find some parts of the questionnaire ambiguous or difficult to understand? Other vomments:
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Questionnaire sections, main study, Norwegian (Paper 1 and 3) 
 
 

EPJ Evalueringsskjema for Primærleger v.02a

Tom Christensen (tlf. 73598781) og Hallvard Lærum (tlf. 73869748)

1 Innhold

2 Nøyaktighet

3 Format

4 Brukervennlighet

5 Betimelighet

a Hvor ofte gir systemet deg akkurat den informasjonen du
trenger?

Aldri/

nesten

aldri

Sjelden Omtrent

halvparten

av tiden

Som

regel

Alltid/

nesten

alltid

b Hvor ofte er informasjonsinnholdet nok for ditt behov?

c Hvor ofte klarer systemet å lage rapporter som ser ut til å 
passe akkurat for deg?

d Hvor ofte gir systemet tilstrekkelig informasjon?

a Hvor ofte er systemet nøyaktig?

b Hvor ofte er du fornøyd med nøyaktigheten i systemet?

a Hvor ofte synes du svarene fra systemet presenteres på
en nyttig måte?

b Hvor ofte er informasjonen klar og tydelig?

a Hvor ofte er systemet brukervennlig?

b Hvor ofte er systemet enkelt å bruke?

a Hvor ofte får du den informasjonen du trenger i tide?

b Hvor ofte gir systemet deg oppdatert informasjon?

Tiden man bruker med datasystemet

F. Om din oppfatning av den elektroniske pasientjournalen (EPJ   ) som brukes på ditt kontor

3

2

1

F.eks. at rett journal, rett pasient og rett dokumenttype finnes frem; at informasjonen (eks. blodtrykk) presenteres med rett

navn; at informasjonen som presenteres er relevant; at samledata i rapporter er korrekte, m.m.

2

F.eks. Infodoc, WinMed, Vision

3

3

1

3

1 Hvor mange minutter bruker du i gjennomsnitt til registrering
og dokumentasjon per konsultasjon?

E. Generelt om praksis og bruk av EPJ

<=1 2 3 4 5 >=6

2 Hvor mange pasienter har du i gjennomsnitt på kontoret per
klokketime?

<=2 3 4 5 6 >=7

3 Hvor ofte føler du behov for å slå opp riktig punkt under
paragraf 9 når du fyller ut en blå resept?

Aldri/

nesten

aldri

Sjelden Omtrent

halvparten

av tilfellene

Som

regel

Alltid/

nesten

alltid

4 Hvor ofte benytter du import- og klipp og lim funksjoner i det
daglige journalarbeidet?
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EPJ er verdt den tid og de krefter det tar å
bruke det

1 Hvor enig eller uenig er du i følgende utsagn: Uenig Litt

uenig

Både og Enig Svært

enig

Litt

enig
Svært

uenig

G. Samlet vurdering av den elektroniske pasientjournalen (EPJ) ved ditt kontor

4

2 Alt i alt, hvor fornøyd er du med den EPJ
du bruker på ditt kontor?

Lite Noe Godt Svært

godt

Ikke i det

hele tatt

3 Alt i alt, hvordan synes du EPJ har endret følgende to aspekter ved ditt kontor?

a Gjennomføringen av arbeidet ved vårt
kontor er blitt:

Vanske-

ligere

Litt

vanske-

ligere

Ingen

endring

Lettere Betydelig

lettere

Litt

lettere
Betydelig

vanske-

ligere

b Kvaliteten på arbeidet ved vårt kontor
er blitt:

Dårligere Litt

dårligere

Ingen

endring

Bedre Betydelig

bedre

Litt

bedre
Betydelig

dårligere

Lite Noe Godt Svært

godt
Ikke i det

hele tatt

4 Hvor vellykket er den EPJ du bruker på ditt
kontor?

4

H. Din oppfatning om noen funksjoner i elektronisk pasientjournal

Denne delen av spørreskjemaet gjelder funksjoner som vil være mest aktuelle å benytte ved gjentatte
kontakter i et forbigående sykdomsforløp, samt ved kontroll av kronisk sykdom. (gjelder fra 50-70% av
konsultasjonene i allmennpraksis).

1. Journalnotater

Notatene i den elektroniske journal utgjør en stor del av journalopplysningene. Nedenfor kommer noen
påstander knytter til journalnotatene der du skal angi grad av enighet.

a. Det er generelt nyttig å se over tidligere
notater når jeg arbeider med en pasient.

Helt uenig Litt uenig Verken enig eller uenig Litt enig Helt enig

b. I et skjermbilde er det bare plass til noen
få notater. Dette hemmer meg i å få en
oversikt.

Helt uenig Litt uenig Verken enig eller uenig Litt enig Helt enig

c. Det hender at jeg lar være, eller gir
opp å lete etter tidligere notater fordi det
tar for mye tid.

Helt uenig Litt uenig Verken enig eller uenig Litt enig Helt enig

d. Det kan være raskere å spørre eller
undersøke pasienten på nytt i stedet for
å lete i journalen.

Helt uenig Litt uenig Verken enig eller uenig Litt enig Helt enig

IDnr9528177829
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5

5

2. Sortering av notater

Tenk deg at du fikk et system som i tillegg til kronologisk rekkefølge av journalnotatene, også kunne
sortere dem etter problem. Du kunne enkelt skifte mellom problemene etter behov. Du kunne for eksempel
velge/peke på en tidligere diagnose og få frem informasjonen tilhørende dette problemet på skjermen. Ta
stilling til påstandene nedenfor gitt at journalsystemet hadde en slik funksjon?

a. Jeg ville få bedre oversikt over tidligere
notater

Helt uenig Litt uenig Verken enig eller uenig Litt enig Helt enig

b. Jeg ville spare tid
Helt uenig Litt uenig Verken enig eller uenig Litt enig Helt enig

c. Det ville bli færre unødvendige
gjentagelser

Helt uenig Litt uenig Verken enig eller uenig Litt enig Helt enig

d. Det ville bli lettere å samle sammen
informasjon ved utarbeiding av hen-
visninger, legeerklæringer og lignende.

Helt uenig Litt uenig Verken enig eller uenig Litt enig Helt enig

3. Oppdeling av notater

For å få fullt utbytte av en slik organisering av journalopplysningene ville det i større grad kreve at du deler
opp notater, for eksempel skriver to forskjellige notater når pasienten kommer for to forskjellige problemer.

a. Tror du at du ville gjennomføre dette i
praksis?

b. Tror du dine kolleger ville gjennomføre
dette i praksis?

Usannsynlig Lite

sannsynlig

Noe

sannsynlig

Ganske

sannsynlig

Svært

sannsynlig

Svært

sannsynlig

Ganske

sannsynlig

Noe

sannsynlig

Lite

sannsynlig

Usannsynlig

4. Sortering av annen informasjon enn notater

Sortering av informasjon kan også gjennomføres for andre deler av journalen enn notatene. Når du har
oppgitt eller valgt ut en tidligere diagnose/problem hos en pasient, hvor nyttig vil det da være at
programmet også kan sortere ut:

a. Legemidlene som er skrevet ut for denne
diagnosen tidligere når du skal skaffe deg
oversikt eller skrive ut en resept.

Unyttig Lite nyttig Noe nyttig Ganske nyttig Svært nyttig

b. Hvilke laboratorieprøver som er blitt tatt
tidligere for dette problemet når du skal
skaffe deg oversikt elle rekvirere nye
prøver?

Unyttig Lite nyttig Noe nyttig Ganske nyttig Svært nyttig

c. Henvisninger og epikriser som er skrevet
i samband med dette problemet når du
skal skaffe deg oversikt eller skrive nytt
notat eller henvisning

Unyttig Lite nyttig Noe nyttig Ganske nyttig Svært nyttig
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Questionnaire sections, main study, English (Paper 1 and 3) 
 
EPJ evaluating questionnaire for Primary care physicians v. 02a   IDnr 
Tom Christensen and Hallvard Lærum  
 

E. General about praxis and use of the electronic patient record (EPR) in your office 
         
 
1 How many minutes do you approximately use to   ≤ 1      2          3         4         5           6   
   register and document in each patient encounter? 
 
 
 
2 How many patients to you in your office see every  ≤ 2      3         4          5          6        ≥ 7  
   one hour? 
 
 
 
 
        Never/  Rarely  About     Most of   Always 
        Almost   half of     the time   almost 
        Never   the time 
3 How often do you need to search for information  
   about prescription reimbursement regulations? 
 
 
 
4 How often do you use cut and paste functions 
   in your daily work with the EPR? 
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H. Your meaning about some functions in the EPR 
This part of the questionnaire deals about functions that are mostly used with multiple contacts in 
a temporary patient trajectory, and in chronically ill patients. (50-70% of the encounters in primary 
care praxis). 
 
1 Record notes 
The record notes form a major part of the information in the EPR. You will now be presented some 
statements related to the record notes and you shall mark your degree of agreement.  

 
             Disagree   Slightly   Neutral   Slightly   Agree 
                disagree                   agree   
a It is generally useful to look into previous  
   record notes when I work with a patient. 
 
 
b In one screen shot only a few record notes 
   can be presented. This prevents me from  
   having a good overview of the notes. 
 
 
c It happens that I either don’t look at all or  
  give up looking for previous record notes 
  because it is to time consuming 
 
 
d It might be faster to ask the patient for 
   information or do a physical examination 
   rather than to search in the EPR 
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2 Sort out record notes 
   Imagine you got a system that in addition to the chronological view also could sort them by  
   problems. You could easily alternate between the views. If you by example point choose/point on  
   a diagnosis and then be presented all information connected to this problem. Mark how you agree  
   with the statements assuming the EPR had such a functionality. 
 
       Disagree   Slightly   Neutral   Slightly   Agree 
                     disagree                  agree   
 
a I would have a better overview of previous           
   record notes. 
 
 
b I would spare time 
 
 
c I would have been fewer unnecessary 
   repetitions in the EPR 
 
 
d I would be easier to collect information 
   when working with referral letters,  
   medical certificates and such 
 
 
 
3 Take down separate record notes 
   To achieve full advantage of such an organization of the information in the EPR you would have to  
   take down separate record notes more often. For instance write two separate record notes when two 
   separate problems are presented or defined. 
 
          Unlikely    Not much   Little     Quit       Very  
              likely  likely      likely     likely 
 
a Do you think you would do so in your  
   praxis? 
 
 
b Do you think your colleagues would 
   do so in praxis? 
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4 Sort out other information than the record notes 
Other parts of the information in the records then the record notes can sorted out as well. 
How useful would you find it to be if the application could sort out the following information 
when you have chosen a problem or a diagnose: 
 

      Useless    Almost    Some     Quite      Very 
    useless     useful    useful     useful 
 

a Drugs that have been prescribed earlier when                                                                      
   you want an prescription overview or like to do  
   a prescription. 
 
b Previous laboratory results related to the  
   problem you are working with when you want  
   an overview or are about to take new samples 
 
c Referral letters and case reports related to the  
   problem you are working with when you need 
   an overview or want to take down a new record 
   note or a referral letter 
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APPENDIX B 

Interview guide focus groups, Norwegian 
 
FOKUSGRUPPESPØRSMÅL                 Endelig versjon 
 
Oppsummering av fokusgruppespørsmålene. 
 
Hva vil du si er det mest positive ved EPJ?  
 
 
Hva er det mest negative? 
 
 
Hva tenker du og hva skjer når du skal hente inn en ny pasient? 
 
 
Hva tenker du og hva skjer når pasienten har kommet inn på kontoret? 
 
 
Hvordan bruker du journalen i konsultasjonsarbeidet? 
 
 
Er det noen forandringer dere kunne tenke dere i den elektroniske  
pasientjournalen? 
 
 
Hvilke forandringer vil dere prioritere som de mest viktige? 
 
 
Felles tema for alle samtaleområder: 

1. Oversikt 
2. Gjenbruk av informasjon 
3. Påminnere 
4. Beslutningsstøtte 
5. Arbeidsflyt 
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Presentasjon (ved Anders Grimsmo) 
 
Vi må først få takke for at vi fikk komme. Dere lurer sikkert på hva vi skal, men det skal 
jeg forklare etter at vi først har presentert oss. 
 
Vi driver altså forskning, så godt som på heltid alle og temaet vårt er den elektroniske 
pasientjournalen. 
 
Formålet: Hvordan kan den elektroniske journalen bli bedre? 
 
Det finnes mange måter å finne ut hvordan EPJ kan bli bedre.  
Det finnes spørreskjema, intervju, observasjon av leger i arbeid, men det forutsetter helst 
at man på forhånd vet nøyaktig hva man skal spørre om og se etter. 
 
Vi har valgt en metode som kalles Fokusgruppe intervju. Det er fordi vi ikke er riktig 
sikre på hva som er viktig i denne sammenhengen, men håper det vil komme frem 
underveis når dere begynner å fortelle oss hvordan dere bruker EPJ i 
konsultasjonsarbeidet.  Og i tillegg så kan man i en gruppe som utveksler synspunkter og 
erfaringer kanskje der og da få gode tips om hvordan problemer kan løses. 
 
Tom og jeg har våre meninger om pasientjournalen og hvordan den bør bli, men jeg har 
en mistanke om at så opptatt som vi har vært av EPJ, så er det en fare for at våre 
synspunkter kan bli litt sære. Og min erfaring er at man tenker så mye bedre når en fører 
en dialog.  
 
Dette blir altså en slags gruppediskusjon. Min rolle er å være ordstyrer. Jeg kommer til å 
lede dette ved å stille dere spørsmål. Men det er like mye dere som skal snakke dere i 
mellom. Hører du noe som du gjerne vil supplere, evt. noe du selv vil følge opp med 
spørsmål, så gi meg et tegn. Dermed unngår en lettere at en snakker i munnen på 
hverandre. Jeg vil også be dere slå av mobiltelefonene.  
 
Jeg har en liste over 4-5 temaer som vi vil at vi skal komme innom. Derfor kommer jeg 
kanskje noen ganger til å bryte en diskusjon som er i gang. 
 
Dere vil merke at ikke spørsmålene dreier seg om pasientjournalen. Det er fordi at vi på 
noen områder heller vil vite hvordan dere tenker enn hvordan dere bruker EPJ. Ideelt sett 
kunne vi ønsket oss å starte helt på scratch. Vi har en tendens til å tenke ut i fra hva vi er 
vant med og kjenner. Derfor en utfordring til dere:   T e n k  f r i t t ! 
 
Jeg skal også passe på at flere meninger kommer frem – dvs. jeg ser gjerne at dere er 
uenige og står frem med det. Her det ikke ”rette” eller ”gale” svar, - bare ulike 
synspunkter. 
 
Vi tar opp dette på bånd. Selv om Tom noterer underveis, så er det umulig å få med seg 
alt, og i verste fall så kan Tom og jeg etterpå bli uenig om hva som egentlig ble sagt.  Vi 
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hører helst det vi liker å høre. Men navn og evt. synspunkter sol lett kan bli knyttet til 
person, vil ikke under noen omstendigheter bli brukt når vi skal publisere resultatene. For 
analysen sin del er det likevel viktig at navnet på den som snakker fremkommer ved at 
jeg gir ordet til hver som har noe på hjertet ved å si navnet. 
 
Første spørsmål: 
 
Hva vil du si er det mest positive ved EPJ og hva er det mest negative? 
 
Vi skal starte denne fokusgruppen med først å gå i vårt eget lønnkammer og tenke litt. 
Dere har fått et skjema. Øverst er det noen person- og bakgrunnsopplysninger som vi 
gjerne vil ha når vi senere skal studere det dere sier. 
 
Under er arket delt i to spalter. I den ene skal dere ramse opp hva dere synes er mest 
positivt med elektronisk pasientjournal. I den andre hva dere synes er mest negativt. 
 
Dette gjelder både generelt og som arbeidsverktøy i allmennpraksis. Hvis dere greier å 
sette opp 4-5 momenter i hver kategori blir vi godt fornøyd, uten at det skal være noe mål 
at det blir like mange av hver. 
 
Dere får 10min stillhet. Etterpå tar vi opp i plenum det som dere har skrevet opp. 
 
Stillhet 
 
Det første jeg vil dere skal gjøre, er å sette en strek under det som dere har ført opp på 
begge sider. Hvis dere under den videre diskusjonen i gruppen plutselig kommer på noe 
som dere synes er minst like viktig som det dere allerede har ført opp, så føy det til under. 
 
Vi begynner med de positive er faringene med EPJ. Kan du (navn) fortelle hva du har 
skrevet opp? 
 
 
Hva tenker du på og hva skjer når du skal hente inn en ny pasient? 
(oversikt) 
 
For å få litt systematikk i diskusjonen, skal vi videre gå gjennom de ulike trinnene i en 
pasientkonsultasjon på kontoret. La oss starte med at du akkurat har gjort deg ferdig med 
en pasient. Du sitter enda i stolen. Du er ferdig med det du skal skrive, og forrige pasient 
er gått ut. 
 
Hva er vanligvis det første du gjør når du skal fortsette? 
 
Momenter: 
 Oppslag i timeboka 

Tidspunkt for åpning av pasientjournalen 
Undersøke tidligere informasjon. 
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Jeg vil gjerne ha noen flere synspunkter på det med å få oversikt over informasjonen om 
pasienten. Er det viktig med oversikt? (Har du noen eksempler på slike situasjoner?) 
 
Fører du noen form for oversikt i EPJ? 
 
Hva tenker du og hva skjer når pasienten har kommet inn på kontoret? 
(Problemorientering) 
 
Vi fortsetter med trinnene i en konsultasjon. Først et spørsmål: Når pasienten og du har 
kommet inn på kontoret, hvor lang tid tar det før du har begynt å tenke på hva pasienten 
kommer for og hva som feiler han? 
 
Når det ikke er en kontroll, men en pasient som henvender seg for noe nytt, skal vi 
normalt finne frem til en diagnose. Kanskje et litt vanskelig spørsmål: Når du aner hva 
slags problem eller diagnose du har med å gjøre, hva er det da som har kommet på plass? 
 
Momenter: 
 Reduksjonistisk problemorientert versus systematisk og bred 

Mønstergjenkjenning 
Sannsynlighet 

 
Hender det at du står fast?  Hva gjør du vanligvis da? (Hvis det ikke er en opplagt sak for 
henvisning).  
 
Momenter: 

Beslutningstøtte  
Informasjonskilder 
Brukes journalen? 

 
Aller leger har felleskatalogen på bordet. Mange også Norsk legemiddelhåndbok, og 
noen har Norsk elektronisk legehåndbok.  
Er det noe av informasjonen i disse oppslagsverkene som burde vært tilgjengelig direkte i 
EPJ, og i så fall på hvilken måte? 
 
Kunne du tenkt deg felleskatalogen i elektronisk form, i stedet for den du har nå?   
Hvorfor ikke? 
 
Hvor mye bruker dere NEL? Hva er grunnen til at mange bruker den så lite? 
 
Hvordan bruker du journalen i konsultasjonsarbeidet? 
(Dokumentasjon, episoder notater) 
 
Så over til en konsultasjon der det ikke dreier som om et nytt tilfelle, men om en pasient 
som går jevnlig til kontroll. 
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Ser du etter hva som står i forrige notat ved en kontroll – alltid? Bruker du å bla i 
journalen mens du undersøker og snakker med pasienten?  Hvor mange notater eller 
skjermbilder bakover bruker du vanligvis å kikke før du synes det går med for mye tid? 
 
Skriver du vanligvis uavhengige og frittstående notater som gir en rimelig mening helt av 
seg selv, eller skriver du bare supplerende opplysninger som det var en fortsettelse av 
forrige notat om dette problemet? 
 
Bruker du å skrive noe om hva du skal gjøre neste gang? 
 
I løpet av en pasientkontakt, - når skriver du helst eller vanligvis journalnotatet? Skriver 
du alt i ett notat eller deler du opp i problemer/diagnoser? 
 
Hender det at du glemmer noe som du skulle har gjort, og hva er det vanligvis tror du? 
 
Når fører du inn diagnosen? 
 
Momenter:     

Bruk av tidligere informasjon 
Skille mellom problemer 
Påminninger 

 
 
(Tiltak) 
Når du i hovedsak er ferdig med undersøkelse og samtale og skal iverksette  tiltak, - for 
eksempel skrive resept, bestille prøver, lage  henvisning, - gjør du det med pasienten til 
stede eller hvordan gjør du det? 
 
Ser du får deg at det kunne vært en kobling mellom diagnosen som du har satt, og 
iverksettingen av tiltak, - når du skrev resept eller bestilte prøver? 
 
Når det er et kjent problem, kunne du tenkt deg at det hadde vært praktisk å sette 
diagnosen først og at alt du hadde skrevet og gjort tidligere omkring dette problemet ble 
filtrert frem? 
 
Om dere tenker fritt; er det noen forandringer dere kunne tenke dere i den 
elektroniske  pasientjournalen? 
 
Vi vet at leger ofte har sin helt bestemte måte å arbeide på, noe som også gjenspeiler seg i 
måten de bruker journalen på. Selv når jeg viser mine kollegaer hvordan de kan gjøre ting 
både enklere og raskere, så fortsette de på samme ofte tungvinte måte som tidligere, 
samtidig som de klager over hardt tidspress. Har noen mening om hvorfor det er så 
vanskelig å legge om arbeidsmønstre, og hva må egentlig til? 
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Nå vil jeg ha en stille stund igjen. Dere skal tenke på det vi har snakket om til nå i denne 
gruppen og så skal dere sette opp en liste på hva dere ville ha ønsket dere i samband med 
pasientjournalen. Det skriver dere ned på arket.  
 
Når dere setter opp denne listen, så prøv om dere kan glemme de journalsystemer som 
dere kjenner. Tenk helt fritt og at det ikke finnes begrensninger på hva man kan få til, - 
det gjelder både funksjoner og innhold. 
 
Så avslutter vi med dette i plenum. 
 
Stillhet 
 
Hvilke av disse forandringene synes dere er de viktigste? 
 
Nå vil jeg gjerne høre hvordan dere alle ønsker at et journalsystem skal fungere for å 
være mest mulig optimalt? 
 
Hva vil du prioritere høyest på ønskelisten?  Sett et 1-tall med ring rundt for det med 
høyest prioritet og så videre nedover, og gjør det samme med listen over det positive og 
det negative som vi startet med. 
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Fokusgruppe (dato) 

 
 
 
Navn…………………………………………………………………. 
 
Kvinne:___ Mann:___ Alder:______ Tid i praksis:______ år 
 
Hvilket journalsystem bruker du nå? 
 
WinMed___  Vision___ Profdoc Dos___ Infodoc___ Annet___ 
 
Hvilket journalsystem har du erfaring med fra tidligere? 
 
WinMed___  Vision___ Profdoc Dos___ Infodoc___ Annet___ 
 
Har du jobbet i allmennpraksis uten tilgang på elektronisk pasientjournal, - bare brukt 
papirjournal? 
 
Ja___ Nei___ 
 
 
 
 Erfaringer og synspunkter på den elektroniske pasientjournalen 
 
 De mest positive     De mest negative 
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Spørsmål for eventuell stimulering av debatten: 
 
Taler: 
Kan du utdype dette nærmere? 
Vil du beskrive hva du mener? 
Kan du gi et eksempel? 
Er det mer du vil si? 
Hvilke erfaringer har du gjort som gjør at du er kommet fram til dette? 
Hvis………?      Hva…………..? 
 
De andre i gruppen: 
Er det noen som har noe å tilføye? 
Dere ser ut til å være enige, noen innvendinger? 
Vi vil gjerne ha alle synspunkter. Er det noen som ser annerledes på dette 
Har noen gjort seg andre erfaringer? 
Er det flere som kan stadfeste det som blir sagt?) 
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Interview guide focus groups, English 
 
Focus group questions summarized      Final version 
 

 
 
What is best about EPR systems? 
 
 
What is worst about EPR systems? 
 
 
What do you think about and what happens before you are about to call the patient 
in to your office? 
 
 
What do you think about and what happens when the patient has arrived in your 
office? 
 
 
How do you use the EPR in the work with patients? 
 
 
Thinking freely, are there any changes in the EPR you would recommend? 
 
 
Which of these changes do you hold to be most important? 
 
 
Common themes in all subjects: 

1. Overview 
2. Reuse of information 
3. Reminders 
4. Decision support 
5. Work flow congruence 
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Presentation (By Anders Grimsmo) 
 
First we have to thank you for permitting us to come. You must be wondering about 
details of what to do, and I will explain after the presentation. 
 
All of us do research at full time and the theme of today is the electronic patient record 
EPR). 
 
The purpose of our study is to find out how the EPR can be better. There are several 
methods to study this subject, and questionnaires, interviews and observations are among 
these, and all of these methods are eased if we know what to look for. The method we are 
using today is called focus group interviews. We use this method because we are not sure 
what subjects is important in this context, but hope this will be clarified during the 
interviews when you tell us how you are using the EPR related to patient encounters. 
When we discuss this in a group exchanging experiences and views, all of us might find 
relevant suggestions of how to solve problems and challenges.  
 
Tom and I have our opinions of the EPR and how it should be further developed, but I 
suspect us to be perhaps as dedicated to improvement of EPR that our opinions might be 
odd. After my experience we all think better when having a dialogue with colleagues.  
 
This will be kind of a group discussion and my task is to be moderator. I will lead this by 
asking questions. You must feel free to discuss all subjects in the group.  If you hear 
anything you like to comment, or if you like to ask follow up questions, don’t hesitate to 
give me a sign. Then we can avoid interrupting anyone. I also will ask you to turn of your 
cellphones. 
 
I have a list over 4-5 themes I want us to discuss, and therefore I might interrupt ongoing 
discussions to make sure we have time to discuss all themes. 
 
You will find out that not all the questions are related to the EPR. This is due to our 
interest in exploring the way you are thinking more than how you are using the EPR in 
some cases. Ideally we could thing of starting on scratch, because we all have a tendency 
to think out of what we are used to and know. Therefore we challenge you to think as 
freely as possible. 
 
I will ensure that all meanings can be spoken, but hope you disagree on several subjects. 
No meanings are right or wrong, just different viewpoints. 
 
We are taping this. Even if Tom takes notes along the way, it is impossible to take notes 
about everything you are saying, and in worst case Tom and I can disagree about what 
was noted. We often hear what we like most to hear. Names and viewpoints that can be 
connected to specific persons will not be used when the results are published. On behalf 
of the analyzes it is important that the name of the one speaking can be recorded due to 
my saying of the name when letting him speak. 
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First question: 
 
What would you say is the most positive aspects of EPR; and what is the most 
negative? 
 
We will start this focus group by doing a little thinking of our own. You have got a form, 
and at the top of this form you shall fill in some personal information we need when we 
will study the results later. You will furthermore find two columns to fill in information 
of what is positive and what is negative of EPR. This is related to EPR in general and as a 
working tool in primary care. If you can fill in up to 4 or 5 viewpoints in each category 
we will be satisfied. After 10 minutes we will collect the forms, and discuss them in 
plenum. 
 
    10 minutes quietness 
 
The first thing I want you to do now is to draw a line under your viewpoints. If anything 
comes up in the discussion that you find as important as what you already have noticed, I 
will ask you to add this below the line. 
 
We will start with the positive experiences. Can you (name) tell us what you have taken 
down? 
 
 
 
What are you thinking about and what happens when you are about to call a patient 
in to your office?  
(Overview) 
 
To bring some systematic into the discussion, we will go through the different steps in the 
clinician-patient encounter. Let us say you just have finished a consultation. You are still 
in your chair, have finished your records notes and the patient have left. 
 
What do you regularly do to continue? 
 
Elements to consider: 
 When do they open the next patient record? 
 Do they open the schedule module? 
 Do they search for historical information in the EPR? 
 
I would like to know if you have other viewpoints on overview of the patient information.  
Is this overview important?  
Do you have any examples of situations where overview is important? 
Do you try to increase the overview of the patient information in the EPR? 
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What are you thinking about and what happens when the patient has arrived in 
your office?  
(Problem oriented) 
 
We continue with the steps in the encounter.  
 
When the patient have arrived in your office, how long will it take before you start to 
think about the reason for the encounter, and what the patient is suffering from? 
 
When it is a new problem, we normally try to explore if the criteria’s of a diagnosis are 
positive. This might be a difficult question: 
When you have a hunch of what is the problem or the diagnosis, what is it that has 
actually happened? 
 

Elements to consider: 
Reductionist problem oriented versus broad and systematic 
Pattern recognition. Probability. 

 
 

If not an obvious case to refer and you need some kind of support; what do you do?  
 
 Elements to consider: 

Decision support 
 Source of information 
 Do you use the EPR? 
 
All doctors have books of reference according to medication on their desk. 
Would you like it these to be in electronic versions as well?  
Should it be integrated with the EPR? 
If so, how should it be integrated? 
 
Do you use ’The Norwegian Electronic Medical Handbook’? 
If so, how often do you use it? 
What could be the reason why many of us don’t use it much? 
 
How do you use the EPR in the work with patients? 
(Documentation, episodes, record notes) 
 
We now will discuss follow up encounters concerning chronic diseases.  
Do you check the last record note in these follow up encounters? 
Always? 
Do you do information search in the EPR while you are talking to the patient? 
How many screen shots and record notes do you regularly look into before you stop 
because it is being to time consuming? 
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Do you regular take down independent and free record notes that imply a medical 
meaning in itself, or do you take down record notes that contain only supplementary 
information? 
 
Do you write anything about what to do in the next follow up encounter? 
 
During the encounter; when do you regularly take down the record notes? 
Do you take it all down in one record note, and if the case, do you separate the problems 
within his note if several problems? 
Do you take separate notes for separate problems? 
 
Does it happen that you forget something you should have done, and if the case, what is 
most often forgotten? 
 
At what point of the encounter do you register the diagnosis? 
 
 Elements to consider 
 Use of historical information within the EPR 
 Separation of problems 
 Reminders 
 
 
(Medical work/actions) 
When you have finished the interview and the physical examination of the patient and 
will take down record notes, perform order entry and prescriptions or write referral 
letters; do you prefer to do so while the patient is still with you, or do you wait until you 
are alone? 
 
Would you profit from a connection between the diagnosis and the medical actions 
trigged by the problem or diagnosis? 
 
When working with previous patient problems, would it be practical if all previous 
clinical work and actions could be sorted out when you chose the specific problem in the 
EPR? 
 
Thinking freely, are there any changes in the EPR that you would recommend?  
 
We know that physicians have adapted to individual working routines, and this is the case 
for the use of the EPR as well. Even though I can show my colleagues smart and faster 
use of the EPR to support clinical and administrative work, many of them continue to 
work in cumbersome ways complaining about the general time pressure.  
 
Do you have opinions about why it often is difficult to change patterns of work, and how 
we could be able to do it? 
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Now I want some quiet again. You should think of what we have talked about in this 
group, and then form a list of what you want from the EPR. Write it down and try to 
forget all you know about EPR systems. Think completely independent without 
limitations in terms of functions and content. When you have finished, we will have our 
last plenum discussion. 
 

Quiet (10-15 min) 
 
 
Which of these changes do you hold to be most important? 
 
 
Now I would like to hear all your wishes and expectations for an EPR to function 
optimally? 
 
What would you give the highest priority? Number your list from 1 and so forth.  
 
We also want you to number your previous list of the most positive and the most negative 
aspects of EPR of today that filled out at the beginning of the interview. 
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Focus group from (date) 
 
 
Name…………………………………………………………………. 
 
Woman:___ Man:___ Age:______ Years in praxis:______  
 
Name of EPR system you are using now? 
 
WinMed___  Vision___ Profdoc Dos___ Infodoc___ Other___ 
 
Name of EPR system you have used earlier? 
 
WinMed___  Vision___ Profdoc Dos___ Infodoc___ Other___ 
 
Have you been working in primary care earlier using paper records only? 
 
Yes___ No___ 
 
 
 
 Experiences and viewpoints towards the EPR  
 
 Positive       Negative 
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Notes for the moderator: 
 
Follow up questions to the speaker: 
 Do you want to elaborate this viewpoint? 
 Can you describe what you mean? 
 Can you give an example? 
 Anything more? 
 What experiences make you think like this? 
 If......? 
 What.....? 
 
 
Follow up questions to the others in the group: 
 Anyone want to ads something? 
 You look like you agree / disagree? 
 We want to have all views? 

Other meanings? 
 Anyone experienced anything else? 
 Can someone confirm these views? 
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Guide for observations, Norwegian 
 
Intervju guide og stikkord for observasjon av pasient konsultasjoner i allmenn 
praksis. 
 

     Siste versjon 
 

 
Konsultasjon nr ____  Kjønn _____  Alder _____ 
 
Hvordan brukes EPJ?  
  

Registrere hvordan EPJ er brukt, og hvilke moduler som brukes. 
Registrere om historisk informasjon in journalnotater søkes etter eller ikke 
Registrere om historisk informasjon in journalnotater søkes etter, men ikke synes 
å bli funnet. 

 
Hvordan brukes EPJ før pasienten kalles inn? 

 
Hvordan brukes EPJ under konsultasjonen? 

 
Hvordan brukes EPJ etter når pasienten har forlatt kontoret? 
 

 
 
Søk etter medisinsk informasjon andre steder enn i EPJ? 
  
 Litteratur? Elektroniske kilder? 
 
 
Pasient problemer under konsultasjon? 
 
 Nytt problem / Nye problemer 
 
 Gammelt problem / Gamle problemer 
 
 Antall problemer 
 
 
Observators vurderinger 
 
 Gjenbrukte klinikeren informasjon i EPJ? 
 
 Var det noen tegn til pasient reaksjoner når legen brukte EPJ? 
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 Fritekst (aktuelle andre observasjoner) 
 
 
 
 
 
Tids studier (lagt til underveis) 
 
 Registre tid brukt på EPJ during i hver konsultasjon. (14 av konsultasjonene). 
 
 
Intervju guide 
 
 Til pasient 
 

Hvordan opplevde du legens bruk av EPJ i løpet av konsultasjonen? 
(Ble kontakten forstyrret av dette?) 

 
 Til legen 
 

Hvordan opplevde du din egen bruk av EPJ i forhold til pasienten i løpet 
av konsultasjonen? 
(Ble kontakten forstyrret av dette?) 
 
Hvilken informasjon lette du etter i EPJ? 

 
Fant du all informasjon du søkte etter? 
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Guide for observations, English 
 
Interview guide and key words for observation of patient encounters in primary 
care 
 

     Final version 
 

 
Encounter nr ____  Sex _____ Age _____ 
 
How is the EPR used?  
  

Register how it is used and which modules 
Register if historical information in record notes is searched for or not 
Register if historical information in record notes is searched for but not seem to be 
found. 

 
How is the EPR used before the patient is called in? 

 
How is the EPR used during the encounter? 

 
How is the EPR used after the patient left the office? 
 

 
 
Search for medical knowledge elsewhere? 
  
 Literature? Electronic sources? 
 
 
Patient problems in the encounter? 
 
 New problem(s) 
 
 Old problem (s) 
 
 Number of problems 
 
 
Observer judgments 
 
 Did the clinician reuse information in the EPR? 
 
 Was there any sign of patient reactions against use of the computer? 
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Time studies 
 
 Register time used on EPR during the encounter. (14 of the encounters). 
 
Interview guide 
 
 To the patient 
 

How did you experience the use of the computer during the 
encounter? 

 
 To the physician 
 

How did you experience the use of the computer during the 
encounter? 
 
What kind of information were you looking for in the EPR? 

 
Did you find all the information needed in the EPR? 
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PAPER 1 
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Abstract
Background: In spite of succesful adoption of electronic patient records (EPR) by Norwegian
GPs, what constitutes the actual benefits and effects of the use of EPRs in the perspective of the
GPs and patients has not been fully characterized. We wanted to study primary care physicians' use
of electronic patient record (EPR) systems in terms of use of different EPR functions and the time
spent on using the records, as well as the potential effects of EPR systems on the clinician-patient
relationship.

Methods: A combined qualitative and quantitative study that uses data collected from focus
groups, observations of primary care encounters and a questionnaire survey of a random sample
of general practitioners to describe their use of EPR in primary care.

Results: The overall availability of individual patient records had improved, but the availability of
the information within each EPR was not satisfactory. GPs' use of EPRs were efficient and
comprehensive, but have resulted in transfer of administrative work from secretaries to physicians.
We found no indications of disturbance of the clinician-patient relationship by use of computers in
this study.

Conclusion: Although GPs are generally satisfied with their EPRs systems, there are still unmet
needs and functionality to be covered. It is urgent to find methods that can make a better
representation of information in large patient records as well as prevent EPRs from contributing to
increased administrative workload of physicians.

Background
Norwegian GPs started to move their clinical documenta-
tion work from paper to EPR systems in the beginning of
the 1980's. In the last decade more than 95% of Norwe-
gian GPs have been using an EPR system (personal com-
munication). The high uptake of EPR systems may be
looked upon as a proof of their value, but what constitutes

the actual benefits and effects of the use of EPRs for GPs
and patients have not been fully characterized. Evaluation
of EPRs can provide developers, clinicians, and adminis-
trators with important information about success and fail-
ure [1]. Simultaneous access for multiple users and
improved readability compared to handwriting are obvi-
ous advantages. Other benefits are flexible visualization of
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patient data, automated collection of data from accessory
medical equipment, automated search, and the genera-
tion of reports in different formats. Potential disadvan-
tages can be numerous, such as cumbersome data entry,
insufficient overview over the patient's data, nonintuitive
interface layouts and erroneous software or hardware [2].

Efficient EPR systems support the workflow and may ease
the burden of documentation and accounting, possibly
allowing the GP to spend more time in direct interaction
with the patient. However, time studies on physician use
of EPRs have failed to demonstrate any noticeable reduc-
tion in the time spent on clinician-patient encounters [3-
5]. Regarding GPs' attitudes toward EPR systems com-
pared with their paper-based ancestors studies show posi-
tive attitudes [6,7], although one study showed clinicians
to be far more positive about the quality of paper records
than expected [8].

Use of computers may influence the clinician-patient rela-
tionship. Some patients may feel reassured by an impres-
sion of a greater technical, medical and organizational
support given by computers compared to paper folders.
On the other hand, the screen may act as a barrier between
clinicians and patients. EPRs that do not present reliable
or relevant data to clinicians when needed could distract
the relationship [9].

In this report we have applied three different methods to
study GPs' use of EPR: through focus group interviews,
observations of clinical practice, and with use of a ques-
tionnaire survey. We have inquired about GPs' use of elec-
tronic patient records, measured the actual time spent
interacting with the EPRs, and observed and interviewed
patients and GPs about the impact of computers on the
clinician-patient relationship to find out more about the
rapid adoption of Norwegian GP EPR systems.

Methods
Setting
Most Norwegian GPs are self-employed and organized in
medical practices of an average of 3–4 physicians in a sys-
tem with enlisted patients. Three different EPR systems
offered by two vendors dominate the market (personal
communication). Different sections or modules for basic
data, medical data, scheduling, financial functions, com-
munications, statistics and other functions build up the
EPR systems, but the information is also accessible from a
common chronological view of all documentation in the
record. The EPR supports most clinical tasks such as free
text progress notes, computerized physician order entry,
drug prescription, electronic communication, as well as
facilitate other functions needed to be independent of
paper records. The EPR systems in Norway do not include
decision support or instructions on medical procedures.

Study design
Data was gathered from interviews of GPs in focus groups,
from observations of the use of EPR during encounters in
clinical practice, and from a questionnaire sent to a ran-
dom sample of GPs.

Selection of respondents, data gathering, and analysis
Focus groups
Vocational and continuing GP specialist education pro-
grams from the Norwegian Medical Association include
participation in approved educational groups. We identi-
fied some of the groups in the middle of Norway, and
invited ourselves to three of them. We chose two continu-
ing groups in the city of Trondheim, and one in the coun-
tryside outside Trondheim. The groups represented both
GPs with experience with use of paper records and
younger physicians with no such experience. There were
23 GPs all together in these groups representing 20 differ-
ent medical practices. We joined one regular meeting of
each of the three groups in 2002 and 2003. The interviews
lasted approximately 3 hours. We used an interview guide
previously validated by GPs from four different practices
and two professors of family medicine. The interviews
were recorded on a minidisc with subsequent transcrip-
tion and later analyzed using NUD*IST Vivo, version
1.1.127. A health secretary familiar with medical termi-
nology transcribed the interviews. Ambiguities were dis-
cussed and settled between the secretary, the author (TC)
and the co-author (AG). The views expressed across the
chosen focus groups were quite consistent and it was con-
sidered that more focus groups would not add much addi-
tional information.

Observations
The observation study was conducted at various periods
in 2002, 2003, and 2005. The functions in the EPR sys-
tems did not change in this period. A total of 80 GP-
patient encounters involving four female and seven male
GPs in five medical practices were studied. The practices
were strategically chosen to represent all EPR systems.
One of the GPs observed had participated in the focus
group study. The observed clinicians obtained patient
consents prior to each encounter and no patients declined
to consent. The observer was situated out of the way
behind the patient not to disturb the encounter. Use of
different modules or sections in the EPR and time spent
on EPR related to some of the encounters were recorded.
TC and a sociologist research assistant familiar with obser-
vations of health personnel conducted the observations.
An observation guide that included a short interview of
both patients and clinicians was used after being validated
by the researcher, GPs from pilot practices and the super-
visor. According to the themes of the study, actual use of
EPR was noted with subsequent transcription.
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Questionnaire
The questionnaire consisted of two major sections and
was validated by 20 randomly chosen GPs in a test-retest
pilot study in 2002. The respondents in the main study
were selected from a database with names and addresses
of all GP members of the Norwegian Medical Association
and matched with vendor lists of GPs using specific EPR
systems. An electronic software program randomly
extracted a group of 136 participants from each of the EPR
system users. An information letter was sent on February
6th 2003 to all 408 selected GPs, followed by the ques-
tionnaire one week later. We collected the last question-
naires in June 2003 after two written reminders followed
by three reminders by telephone.

Analysis of the collected data
The completed questionnaires were scanned using Tele-
form and the data were analyzed with SPSS for Windows,
version 11.5. Collected material concerning informants'
comparative notions of paper records and EPRs, time
spent using EPRs during encounters, and effects on clini-
cian-patient relationship was identified and used for sys-
tematic text condensation. The analysis of the qualitative
material was deductive and the themes and the quotes
were derived from the data in four steps: Establishment of
a total impression of the material, identification of mean-
ingful units, abstraction of these units, and establishment
of the importance of the abstractions [10]. TC coded the
transcripts after negotiations with AG and the sociologist
researcher, with subsequent definition of the contents of
the final categories. The authors' perspective of GPs being
responsible for the medical care of enlisted patients sup-
ported the analysis. Attention was drawn to the function
of EPRs as a tool to support GP medical work, time spent
on the EPR, and possible effects on the clinician-patient
relationship. Results from the focus groups, observations,
and questionnaire survey were compared in the analysis.

Results
The results from the focus group interviews and the obser-
vation study are presented together with relevant data
from the questionnaire. Of the 408 GPs invited, 70 were
lost due to unknown address, leave of absence, or resigna-
tion. Of the 338 GPs who received an invitation, 247
(73%) completed the questionnaire; 18 of the respond-
ents were excluded because they used an older version of
the system, used other systems, or EPR system data were
missing. Wherever the sample size in the results is other
than 229, it is due to missing data. Use of different EPR
sections was studied in 53 of the encounters; by this time
we were getting results that were very similar to those seen
in earlier encounters and we did not consider it necessary
to study the use of the different EPR sections in more
encounters. Reading in EPR ahead of the encounters was
studied in 44 observations. We observed that GPs were

using the EPR less than expected from the questionnaire
survey, and hence time measurement was added to the
last 14 observations. We present the results from all three
studies under the same research question headings.

The availability of individual patient records has improved, 
but the availability of the information within each record 
should be better
Saving time looking for patient records, was pointed out
by many in the focus groups as a great advantage of EPRs
compared to paper records; illustrated by this quote:

The EPR is always available and you can easily maneuver
between different records. (No 1)

The focus group interviews revealed that the GPs had
almost immediate access to the index pages of different
sections in the EPR. However, this access did not imply
that access to relevant progress notes and documents was
easy. Patient records with many progress notes and docu-
ments were often dominated by redundancy of informa-
tion and the GPs had problems with achieving sufficient
overview. Many of the respondents felt it was troublesome
to track earlier episodes and notes in the EPR:

My main problem is decreased availability of the information
within the EPR in the case of chronically ill patients and
patients that have been visiting a number of times. (No 2)

Some of the informants indicated that the overview some
times could be better in previous paper records:

"When using paper records we could spread out the papers on
the desk to get an overview." (No 3)

Data from the observation study revealed that the GPs
rarely spent time searching for historical information in
the EPR other than the latest progress notes, medications
and results on laboratory tests. Instead, the GPs seemed to
rely on their own memory or obtained information
through asking the patients about previous episodes. Prac-
tically all GPs entered the patient record starting from the
list of patients in the appointment book in the EPR. They
read the eventual attached remarks or comments made by
the health secretary or nurse. GPs read the previous
progress note or other parts of the EPR before calling the
patient into the office in 36 of 44 observed encounters.

This was partly confirmed by results from the question-
naire study: Practically all respondents (99%) reported to
find it useful to check upon previous notes while working
with patients; 37% sometimes reported to give up search-
ing for information because it was too time-consuming,
and 35% found it easier to ask the patient again rather
than to search in the patient record. Almost a third (28%)
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only occasionally tried to search for information because
they found it was too time-consuming. More than half of
the respondents (57%) found it difficult to display a sum-
mary of the actual progress notes.

GP use of EPRs seems to be efficient and comprehensive, 
but also entails administrative tasks previously done by 
secretaries
The data from the focus groups revealed that a majority of
the GPs emphasized the great time and work savings
offered by EPR systems compared to paper records. This
was exemplified by renewal of regular prescriptions and
account keeping, as well as use of text templates and auto-
matic reuse of administrative and clinical information
when writing referral letters, requisitions and forms as
presented in this quote:

You don't need to write the headings over and over again, and
you can also reuse text templates. (No 3)

On the other hand, a shift in administrative workload
from health secretaries to GPS was also pointed out in the
focus groups. Examples mentioned were scheduling and
filling in forms as well as writing referral letters and updat-
ing demographic data; illustrated by this quote:

Earlier I dictated referrals. Now I type them myself. (No 4)

These findings were supported by data from the observa-
tions. We saw GPs filling in forms, scheduling patients
and updating patient contact information, as well as
doing all the work surrounding preparation of referral let-
ters. Some even put the referral letter in the envelope
themselves (when not sent electronically). We also
observed that a few GPs retyped the same information for
each referral letter and requisition instead of reusing
former information. The use of the EPRs systems was
comprehensive. In 53 of the 80 observed encounters, we
recorded which EPR sections were in use. We found that 3
to 13 different sections of the EPR were in use during an
encounter, with a mean of 6.2 and a median of 6. We also
measured the total time spent using the EPR system in 14
of the observed encounters. Data revealed that the time
spent registering and documenting in the EPR in the
observed encounters was only half of the time compared
to what was estimated by respondents in the question-
naire survey (Figure 1). The observed mean time to read
an EPR was 49 seconds with a range of 5–150 seconds.
According to the questionnaire respondents, encounters
lasted between 10 and 21 minutes (Figure 2), and the time
recorded in the EPR was related to the encounter time as
shown in Figure 3.

Time spent to document in EPRFigure 1
Time spent to document in EPR. Differences in time spent to document during an encounter registered in the observation 
study (No 14) and the questionnaire study (No = 227).
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Concerns about the effects of EPRs and computers on the 
clinician-patient relationship
During the focus group sessions several participants
expressed concerns about the potential negative influence
of computers on the clinician-patient relationship, partic-
ularly when the computer screen drew the GP's attention
away from the patient. A majority of the respondents
stated that they tried to avoid such disturbances by post-
poning the documentation in the EPR until after the
patient had left. Other GPs claimed to record information
during encounters when it seemed to be natural and with-
out disturbance of the relationship. The majority of the
GPs claimed that the use of EPRs seldom disturbed the cli-
nician-patient relationship in their opinion, and that
working with EPRs was not very different from working
with paper records in this respect. Some GPs stated that it
was both relevant and useful to conduct documentation
work while the patient was still in the room:

When I am not sure if have understood things right; I write the
record note while the patient is present, show him the note and
ask if it is correctly formulated. (No 5)

In the observation study we interviewed 24 of the patient
after the encounters. None of them expressed discomfort
with the GP's use of the computer during the encounter
nor felt that the screen was an obstacle between them and

the clinician. During interviews with all the observed GPs,
most of them stated they were aware of the possibility of
disturbing their relationship with the patient, and that
they tried to avoid such disturbance. We observed that
most of the GPs read in the EPR before the encounter
began, minimized the use of the EPR during the encoun-
ters, and often did the documentation work when the
patient had left.

Discussion
In this study we have found that although the availability
of the EPRs was almost immediate, availability of the
information within EPRs was not always satisfactory. Use
of EPRs was efficient and comprehensive and tightly inter-
woven with the working processes in their medical prac-
tices, but also encompassed more administrative tasks for
the physicians compared to paper records. Use of EPRs
did not seem to disturb the clinician-patient relationship.

The results indicate that although GP EPR systems are suc-
cessfully adopted and highly integrated with the clinical
work, there are still needs and functionality to be met. The
information within the EPR was not always easily availa-
ble. Instead of looking up information in the EPR, GPs
often relied on their own or their patients' memory. This
was revealed both in the focus groups, the observations
and the questionnaire. Other studies also have confirmed

Length of the encounterFigure 2
Length of the encounter. Distribution of the length of the encounter reported by GPs in the questionnaire study (No = 
227).
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that physicians have greater difficulties in achieving a clin-
ical overview of the situation of the patient when using an
EPR system [11].

We found that GPs used the EPR widely and preferred
them to paper records. We have in another questionnaire
study identified extensive use of EPR with support of 21 of
23 important clinical tasks without need of additional
support from paper records. (Paper submitted for publica-
tion). Hammond et al. have suggested that clinical infor-
mation systems do lead to a significant improvement in
documentation over handwritten flowsheets, both in vol-
ume and accuracy [12]. Other studies suggest that quality
improvement is dependent on physicians' use of the EPR

system instead of paper for most of their daily tasks [13-
15].

We registered that GPs spent less time on reading and
recording in the EPR than estimated by the doctors them-
selves in the questionnaire and that the use of EPR was
limited during encounters. Studies support that EPRs can
be well-designed and efficient clinical tools [16], but on
the other hand EPRs can also become a burden if not well
designed [5,17]. This study supports a shift of administra-
tive work from health secretaries to GPs using EPRs com-
pared to paper records. This is in accordance with other
studies that have identified greater benefits of EPRs to
health secretaries compared to nurses and physicians [18].

Length of encounters and time spent to document in the EPRFigure 3
Length of encounters and time spent to document in the EPR. Reported by GPs in the questionnaire study (No = 
222). One encounter lasting less than 10 minutes and one encounter with documentation time less than one minute were left 
out from the figure.
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In earlier studies patients meant that a computer dimin-
ishes the doctor's personal touch and could be regarded as
an obstacle to eye contact [19,20]. Our results are in line
with more recent studies claiming that well designed EPRs
do not disturb the clinician-patient relationship [2].

We believe that the high acceptance and adoption of EPRs
in Norway is related to user-centered design, integration,
a strong support base of users, and reported improved care
quality (personal communication). This is also supported
by other studies [21,22]. Other studies report that direct
reports and judgments of specific task efficacy from col-
leagues relate to behavior more often than usability and a
general user satisfaction [23]. These factors may also have
contributed to the rapid and successful adoption in Nor-
way

In this study both qualitative and quantitative methods
were used to obtain data on experiences, behavior and
practice processes. We used different methods and in
addition observer triangulation to strengthen validity and
relevance as well as credibility, confirmability and trans-
ferability in the study [24]. The questionnaire gave us rep-
resentative and sound data on the dissemination of EPR
systems and the use of specified clinical tasks, as well as
user satisfaction [25]. The interviews uncovered relevant
new issues, user experiences and a better understanding of
behavior and reactions related to the use of EPRs. We
experienced that the observations were preferable to
uncover actual use of EPRs during encounters, use of sup-
plementary sources of information, and to study the clini-
cian-patient communication. Although qualitative
methods are recommended when evaluating health infor-
mation systems [26-28], there are several possible limita-
tions to take in account [10]. We believe a combination of
methods very often is necessary. Differences in gender or
age could possibly introduce biases, but the questionnaire
data did not reveal any differences related to gender or age
percentiles, and we did not discover any such differences
when analyzing the qualitative material either. Although
we experienced that common culture and terminology
probable eased recruitment of participants and the com-
munication within the focus groups, the authors' previous
work as GPs and a background similar to that of the
respondents could possibly lead to blind spots or biases
when conducting and analyzing the study.

One of the motivations of conducting group interviews
was to ensure individual reflections in the groups upon
different opinions to ensure internal informant valida-
tion. Further validation strategies like negotiations and
discussions between TC and AG and research assistants
were implemented to avoid errors in the transcription
from oral to written information and to validate the find-
ings in both focus groups and observations. Triangulation

was carried out in the conduct and analysis of observa-
tions to ensure that important or contradictory results
related to the research questions were not left out.

The observations revealed issues not thought of when
designing a questionnaire. We identified late the need of
recording the time used on the EPR during encounters.
Time spent on documentation was overestimated by the
GPs in questionnaires compared to what we observed.
Additional time recordings could have strengthened this
discovery. The clinician-patient relationship was another
issue not planned for in the questionnaire. Even though
the selection of GPs for the focus groups and observations
were not randomized, we hold the selection to be repre-
sentative due to the arbitrary recruitment of different GPs
from medical practices in rural and urban districts in the
existing groups. We also hold the results to be representa-
tive and strengthened when confirmed by several meth-
ods.

Conclusion
Although GPs are generally satisfied with their EPRs sys-
tems, there are still unmet needs and functionality to be
covered. It is urgent to find methods that can make a bet-
ter representation of information in large patient records.
Further studies are necessary to reveal why and how the
introduction of EPRs have increased the administrative
workload of physicians and how it could be reduced, as
well as clarify contradictory results on time spent on EPR
in primary care encounters.
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ABSTRACT 

 

Objective: To evaluate GPs use of electronic patient record systems with emphasis on 

the ability of the systems to support important clinical tasks and to compare the findings 

with results from a hospital study. 

 

Methods: National, cross-sectional questionnaire survey in Norwegian primary care 

where 247 (73%) of 338 GPs responded. Proportions of the respondents who reported to 

use the EPR system to conduct 23 central clinical tasks, differences in the proportions of 

users of different EPR systems and user satisfaction and perceived usefulness of the 

EPR system were measured.  

 

Results: The GPs reported high usage of their EPR systems. There were no significant 

differences in functionality between the systems, but there were differences in reported 

software and hardware dysfunction and user satisfaction. The respondents reported high 

scores in computer literacy and there was no correlation between computer usage and 

respondent age or gender. A comparison with hospital physicians’ use of hospital EPR 

systems reveals that primary care EPR systems support clinical tasks far better than 

hospital systems with better overall user satisfaction and reported impact on the overall 

quality of the work. 

 

Conclusion: EPR systems in Norwegian primary care that have been developed in 

accordance with the principles of user-centered design have achieved widespread 

adoption and highly integrated use. The quality and efficiency of the clinical work has 
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increased in contrast to the situation of their hospital colleagues, who report more 

modest use and benefits of EPR systems.  
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Task Performance 
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1. Introduction 

For more than four decades electronic patient record (EPR) systems and other patient-

centered information systems have been thought of as efficient remedies for a sector 

burdened with patient data archived on paper and corresponding labor-intensive, manual 

routines [1]. Since their inception in the 1960s, EPR systems have undergone 

continuous development and are increasingly being employed in hospitals and primary 

care facilities throughout the world [2]. In many countries and regions their adoption 

shows great variation [3], both for primary care and in-hospital use [4; 5]. At first 

glance, it may seem like a paradox that some health care providers and organizations 

hesitate to implement a technology that many regard as sufficiently mature; however, 

establishing an EPR system entails large expenses and profound organizational changes 

must be made before the investment is returned. In some cases, employees have also 

failed to embrace the EPR system and its implementation approach factors [6; 7]. 

Factors such as the size of the organization, its "change readiness," and properties of the 

EPR system and its implementation project are factors thought to influence the outcome 

of an EPR system implementation [8].
 
 

Development of EPR systems for Norwegian hospitals began in the early 1980s 

[9]. As of 2006, most somatic hospitals had implemented one of the three commercially 

available systems. In 2001, a cross-sectional survey of hospital physicians’ use of EPR 

systems revealed that the systems differed in their ability to support important clinical 

tasks, showing that important features were missing from the systems and possibly 

indicating a usability problem. Not surprisingly, hospital physicians reported that EPR 
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systems had only a modest impact on the effectiveness and overall quality of their 

clinical work [10]. 

 In the Norwegian primary care sector, the first EPR systems were implemented 

in 1979 and several other systems were implemented in the 1980s [11].
 
The earliest 

EPR system development efforts were dominated by the needs of those interested in 

collecting data for statistical and epidemiological purposes [12-14].
 
These systems, 

however, failed to achieve widespread acceptance among physicians. The goal of the 

developers of the first primary care EPR systems that were accepted and adopted among 

GPs was to create an EPR system with high usability that supported both clinical and 

administrative tasks. Key capabilities of these systems were to provide physicians with 

an improved patient overview and to enable the creation of EPR documents as free or 

semi-structured text [12].
 
To achieve this; these pioneers emphasized user influence and 

participation during development of the system, an information technology (IT) system 

development method now called "user-centered design” [15; 16]. The systems were 

developed without public funding. 
 
In 1991, an analysis of the usability and clinical 

usefulness of Norwegian GP EPR systems concluded that two of the three systems were 

highly usable, and these were developed by user-centered design [17].  

 Norwegian primary care is organized as a patient list system. Most GPs are self-

employed and work in small group medical practices. The average number of patients 

listed is about 1,300. Payments are a combination of fee-for-service and capitation-

based systems. Few GPs are on a fixed salary. 98% of GPs use an EPR system in their 

clinical practice [18]. The two principal EPR system vendors are Profdoc ASA (65%) 

and Infodoc AS (30%); less than 5% of GPs use other EPR systems. All systems have 

functions for authentications, patient administration, appointment scheduling, clinical 
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notes, drug prescriptions, computerized physician order entries, reimbursements, and 

electronic communications, as well as a repository for documents and forms. Although 

GPs still have a paper archive that contains the old paper record and some incoming 

paper documents, the need to update the paper archive is diminishing due to increasing 

electronic communications and scanning.  

In this cross-sectional survey we investigated GP use of EPR systems while 

conducting clinical tasks, their opinion about the system as well as their rating of the 

effect of the EPR systems on the overall quality and efficiency of the work. The results 

were compared with data from a corresponding study of Norwegian hospital physicians.  

 

2. Methods 

2.1. The Questionnaire 

To assess GP use of the EPR systems we used a questionnaire originally developed and 

validated for evaluating physicians’ use of EPR systems within a hospital setting [10].
 

The questionnaire was later used in two hospital studies [19; 20].
 
The central part of the 

questionnaire builds upon information-related tasks essential to physicians’ work with 

questions on the respondents’ use of information systems while conducting 24 clinical 

tasks.  We found the questionnaire relevant for primary care with few adjustments. 

Question 21 concerning discharge reports was irrelevant for GPS’s and was replaced by 

question 22, claim reimbursement, which was not accounted for in the hospital study. 

One question on inertia of the system was added. An English version of the original 

questionnaire can be downloaded from the website where it was first published [10]. 
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2.2. Selection of Participants, Data Collection, and Analysis 

We decided to conduct our study among users of Profdoc Vision, Profdoc WinMed, and 

Infodoc since the vast majority of GPs use these three systems. Of all physicians in 

Norway, 97% are members of the Norwegian Medical Association. A database from the 

Norwegian Medical Association containing 4,114 names and addresses of Norwegian 

GPs was paired with a list of 1,988 practices using EPR systems obtained from the 

vendors. The GPs were grouped according to which of the three EPR systems they used 

and a random sample of 408 participants, 136 from each EPR group, was selected. Data 

were collected between February and June 2003. Each participant was sent an 

information letter followed by the questionnaire one week later. We collected the last 

questionnaires four months later, after two written reminders followed by three 

reminders by telephone. The questionnaires were scanned using Teleform
®

 and the data 

analyzed with SPSS
®

 for Windows
®

, Version 11.5.1.  
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3. Results 

3.1. Respondent demographics, access to computers and computer literacy 

A total of 408 GPs were invited to participate in the study, of which 70 did not respond 

due to unknown address, leave of absence, or resignation. Of the 338 GPs who received 

an invitation, 247 (73%) completed the questionnaire. Eighteen of the respondents were 

excluded because they used an old version of the system, used other systems, or because 

the name of the used EPR system was missing. A total of 63 GPs (28%) reported using 

Infodoc Windows, 83 (36%) used Profdoc WinMed, and 83 (37%) used Profdoc Vision. 

When the denominator is other than 229 in the results, it is because of missing data. 

Of the 229 respondents included, 17% were younger than 35 years old, 46% 

were 35 to 50, and 37% were over 50; 33% were women, 67% were men, and four had 

missing gender data. All respondents were working as GPs, 200 of them as GPs for 

listed patients, 16 as substitutes, eight in other GP positions, and five failed to provide 

this information. Overall, female doctors were younger than male doctors (Table I).  

Table I. Number (n) of GPs related to sex and age percentiles.  

 

Gender 

<35years  

(n = 39) 

35-50years 

(n = 106) 

>50years 

(n = 80) 

Total 

(n = 225) 

Men 17 69 65 151 

Female 22 37 15 74 

 

A total of 155 of 226 GPs (68%) had access to computers in other rooms used 

for clinical work (e.g., emergency and examination rooms) in addition to the computer 

in the medical office. Only 20 of 157 respondents (13%) reported having problems 
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accessing a computer because of use by others on a weekly or daily basis. A total of 

34% reported being hindered due to software or hardware problems monthly, weekly or 

daily against 47% for hospital users (Table II).   

Table II. Frequencies of software/hardware errors.  n = number 

 

Frequency 

GP systems 

(n = 225) 

Hospital systems 

(n = 219)  

Never, n (%)   16 (7)     6 (3) 

< Monthly, n (%) 131 (57) 107 (50) 

Monthly, n (%)   44 (19)   47 (22) 

Weekly, n (%)   24 (11)   47 (22) 

Daily, n (%)   10 (4)     6 (3) 

 

A full 96% reported owning a computer, 50% used three or more fingers while 

typing, and another 30% had mastered touch-typing. A total of 82% described their 

computer skills as medium or better than average. There were no significant differences 

between the users of the three EPR systems. Hospital physicians also scored high in 

computer literacy without significant differences from GP scores. 

 

3.2. Use of EPR system to support clinical tasks 

The GPs reported to get assistance from their EPR system while conducting 21 of 24 

clinical tasks. Tasks not supported were “Obtain information on investigation or 

treatment procedures”, “Obtain general medical knowledge”, and “Give written general 

medical information to patients”. These three tasks are sometimes supported by other 
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information systems and this explains the scores on these questions (Fig. 1). Results 

from the hospital study are shown as well for later comparison.  

 
 

Fig. 1 - Use of information systems for clinical tasks. The coloured sections 

represent the percentages of respondents correlated to the scales illustrated. 

 

We found that GPs used the EPR systems extensively for all but two of the 

clinical tasks they supported: “Give specific written information to patients” and 

“Produce data reviews for specific patient groups”. There were no significant 

differences in the abilities of Profdoc Vision, Infodoc Windows, and Profdoc WinMed 

to support clinical tasks. 

When asked to rate the impact of the EPR system on the performance and 

quality of their clinical work, the GPs reported that their work had become significantly 
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easier to perform and that the use of an EPR system also had significantly increased the 

quality of their work.  They strongly agreed that the system was worth the time and 

effort required to use it. They also rated both their satisfaction and success to be good or 

excellent (Fig. 2). P values of differences of highest scores between GPs and hospital 

physicians calculated with X 
2 

formula were highly significant for all five questions 

(p<0,001). Results from the hospital study are shown as well for later comparison. 

 
 

Fig. 2 - User Satisfaction with the hospital and GP systems as a whole. The 

coloured sections represent the percentages of respondents correlated to the scales 

illustrated.  

 

There were some differences between the systems according to failures and 58% 

of users of Profdoc Vision reported hardware and software failure monthly, weekly or 

daily, against 23% for Profdoc WinMed (p<0.001) and 19% for Infodoc (p<0.001).  

On average, user satisfaction was high, two of the systems being better than the 

third when satisfaction and success of the systems were rated (Fig. 3). The p values of 

the differences of the highest scores between GP systems were calculated with the X
2 
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formula. For Questions A, D, and E respondents using WinMed and Infodoc ERP 

system were significantly more satisfied than respondents using Vision (p < 0.001). 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 - User satisfaction with the different GP systems as a whole. The coloured 

sections represent the percentages of respondents correlated to the scales 

illustrated.  

 

3.3. Evaluation of EPR systems; comparison with hospital physicians 

For comparison, we present data on GPs’ use of information systems along with similar 

data obtained from hospital physicians in a 2001 study. This was a national cross-

sectional study involving 219 physicians (response rate 72%) from 32 randomly chosen 

hospital departments in 19 hospitals with an EPR system. The three hospital EPR 

systems in the study had a somewhat poorer functionality compared with the EPR 

systems used by the GP respondents of this study. A key finding was that the hospital 

physicians did not utilize parts of the implemented functionality in the hospital EPR 

systems [10]. There were striking differences in the reported use of the EPR systems for 

the clinical tasks (Fig. 1). According to Lærum, 11 to 19 of 23 tasks were covered by 

the different hospital EPR systems and some tasks were covered by other information 
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systems.
 
A total of 87% of the GPs reported that they use the EPR system to write 

clinical notes, prescriptions, sick notes, and referral letters always or almost always, 

whereas less than 20% of hospital doctors reported using an information system to do 

the same. There were also differences with regard to the first four tasks: 85-90% of GPs 

whereas only 50% of the hospital physicians reported using these functions most of the 

time or always.  

 GPs also valued their EPR system far higher than their hospital colleagues: 88% 

of GPs agreed that the EPR system was worth the time and effort required to use it, 

compared with 60% of hospital doctors; and 87% of GPs reported being satisfied with 

their EPR systems, compared with 77% of their hospital colleagues. Likewise, the GPs 

reported a much more positive impact of the EPR system on the ease of performing the 

work and the overall quality of their work and 89% of GPs reported that their system 

had been a success, whereas only 70% of the hospital doctors reported the same (Fig. 

2). 

 

4. Discussion 

In this study we have shown that the clinical work of Norwegian GPs is tightly 

interwoven with the use of an EPR system and that the vast majority of the GPs are 

satisfied with their systems, reporting a positive impact on both the quality and 

efficiency of their work. The three most commonly used EPR systems support 

administrative tasks to the same degree. One of the systems had more system errors. 

The situation of the GPs stands in contrast to that of their colleagues at Norwegian 

hospitals who in a corresponding study reported to use the EPR system for far fewer 

clinical tasks and appear to be far less satisfied with their system. We believe our study 
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sample is representative of the Norwegian GP population, as it was drawn from a 

database representing 97% of all Norwegian GPs and the response rate was 73%. 

Dropouts were mainly due to incorrect or incomplete address lists and should not have 

introduced any bias; nor have X 
2 

formula analyses between the system distribution 

among non-responders (p=0.19) and responders (p=0.16) indicated possible bias. There 

was no correlation between respondents’ age and sex and any of the results. 

 Norwegian GPs use of their EPR system deserves to be characterized as 

extensive and integrated, and the EPR system has made their clinical work independent 

of paper records. We hypothesize it may be a direct relation between the degree of 

immersion of the EPR system in clinical work and how positive the GPs rate the impact 

of their system on the quality and efficiency of their work. Although other European 

studies also have documented extensive use of EPR systems in primary care [18; 21],
 

this study, in our opinion, documents one of the most profound positive impacts of an 

information system on the clinical practice of GPs. This however does not imply that 

the functionality of Norwegian primary care EPR systems cannot be improved further. 

In an interview study many GPs expressed a need for improved decision support 

functionality [22].  These findings are in accordance with other studies recommending 

that GP systems should be further developed [23]. 

 Taking into account the poor penetration of primary care EPR systems in some 

jurisdictions, this report shows that it is possible to develop EPR systems that GPs 

perceive as useful and therefore decide to purchase, implement, and use in clinical 

practice [24; 25].
 
In an era of public willingness to spend on the implementation of 

health care IT programs, it should be noted that the Norwegian primary care EPR 

system scenario has emerged without involvement of any national health care 
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authorities or agencies and with little, if any support from national health care IT 

programs. Generalizations of the results or discussion of their possible application to 

other countries should however be done with great caution because of cultural and 

regulatory differences as well as differences in the way the healthcare systems are 

organized and financed [26]. 

 In this study we have used a questionnaire to collect data on physicians’ use of 

EPR systems, data that also could have been obtained by observing GPs. Compared 

with observational data, greater care must be taken when inferring from data obtained 

through the use of questionnaires [27; 28].
 
We however defend the use of a 

questionnaire in this study because of the aim to reach out to a sufficiently large and 

therefore probably representative sample of Norwegian GPs. We choose to apply a task-

centered questionnaire that has undergone a formal validation and that has been used in 

several other studies [10; 19; 20].
 
The fact that few data were missing indicates that the 

questionnaire was well understood and thoroughly completed by the respondents. In 

another study we collected data through observing GPs using EPR systems while 

conducting clinical work. Analyses of these data largely verify the results we obtained 

in the survey study [29]. 

 Since the hospital data were obtained in 2001 and the GP data in 2003, it may be 

argued that the former data set is too old. We have documented, and thus acknowledge 

that the EPR situation in some Norwegian hospitals has developed since 2001 [19; 20],
 

but argue that the primary care EPR systems did not change much in the period between 

the hospital study in 2001 and the primary care study in 2003. We therefore believe that 

our data depict the EPR situation in the Norwegian healthcare system at the beginning 
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of this decade and that the different timing of the studies therefore does not preclude us 

from comparing EPR use in primary care with that in the hospital setting.   

 It may also be argued that such a comparison is not valid because of 

fundamental differences between GPs’ and hospital physicians’ work. Most of the 

clinical work of GPs is conducted in one or a very few offices, at the vicinity of a 

desktop computer dedicated to the use of the GP whereas the work of hospital 

physicians is far less stationary. Likewise, the documentation work of hospital 

physicians occurs at a greater distance from the EPR system compared with primary 

care because of a more extensive use of dictaphones and transcription services. Also, 

the work of hospital physicians is regularly coupled with the use of clinical information 

systems that have been tailored to the needs of one or a few departments or that are an 

integrated part of medical devices in use at the department [9; 30; 31].
 
On the other 

hand, there is a considerable overlap between the clinical tasks of GP and that of 

hospital physicians. Irrespective of clinical specialty, ambulatory or in-patient settings, 

all physicians document, communicate and evaluate medical problems they have solved 

and clinical decisions they have made.  

 The principal finding when comparing Norwegian primary care with the hospital 

setting is that EPR systems appear much less integrated with the clinical work of 

hospital physicians. Accordingly, hospital physicians report a much weaker beneficial 

impact of the EPR system on the quality and efficiency of their work.  Finally, hospital 

physicians are much less satisfied with their EPR system compared with their 

colleagues in primary care. We have previously shown that hospital physicians’ use of 

the EPR systems increases when the paper-based patient record is removed from clinical 

workflow. Physicians at these paper-deprived hospitals report a more positive impact 
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and appear better satisfied with the EPR system [20; 32].
 
Taken together, these data 

indicate that physicians evaluate the impact and value of an EPR system from the 

perspective of the EPR system as a tool — i.e. they primarily see the EPR system as a 

device that may be used to solve clinical problems.  

 Some of the differences between primary care and hospital physicians’ EPR 

system use may be due to differences in the users’ skills and ability to use the system. 

The availability of many systems other than the EPR system may lead hospital 

physicians to put less emphasis on learning how to utilize the many functions of an EPR 

system. There were however no significant differences in computer literacy between 

GPs and hospital physicians.  

 The observed differences between GPs’ and hospital physicians’ use and esteem 

of their EPR system may also be explained by fundamental differences in how EPR 

systems are designed, developed, ordered and implemented in the two sectors. In 

Norwegian primary care, where the GP is self-employed and partly is reimbursed per 

patient, the individual who purchases the system is also an end user. Emphasis may 

therefore be laid on usability and clinical usefulness when deciding which EPR system 

to purchase. As was mentioned in the introduction, the most successful Norwegian 

primary care EPR systems were either developed by, or in close relation with GPs. This 

may explain the rapid adoption of these systems by the sector [7; 33]. 

 The ordering of hospital EPR systems is regularly conducted in the interest of 

other stakeholders than the end users [34].
 
Hospital leaders and administrators may see 

the EPR system also as a tool for improving their control over their physicians and may 

wish to use the EPR system to impose on the clinical behavior of the physicians. For 

instance, the interest in hospital workflow systems and technologies supporting clinical 
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pathways may be interpreted with this perspective [35].
 
We argue that the interests of 

stakeholders other than end-users may come at the expense of emphasis on clinical 

utility, usability and other user interface aspects, and believe that this has contributed to 

the delay in achieving EPR systems that are valued as tools by hospital physicians in 

Norway. In our opinion, this should imply that hospital leaders should secure the 

interests of the end-users when purchasing and implementing an EPR system and that 

healthcare information systems should be developed according to the principles of user-

centered design [15].
 

 

5. Conclusion 

We have argued that a physician user-centered approach to the design and 

implementation of primary care EPR systems has led to wide adoption and highly 

integrated use of the systems in the Norwegian primary care sector. The users also 

report a profound impact of the EPR systems on the quality and efficiency of their 

work. Our results should encourage the application of physician user-centered approach 

in hospital domains. 
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Summary points 

 

What was known before the study? 

 

• Although EPR systems are increasingly being employed in hospitals and 

primary care facilities throughout the world, their adoption shows great variation 

in many countries and regions  

• In some cases, employees have failed to embrace the EPR system and its 

implementation approach factors, and major successes are relatively few. 

• Costs and fragmentation of EPR systems are described as barriers to 

implementation. 

 

What this study adds to our knowledge? 

 

• The clinical work of GPs in Norway is tightly interwoven with the use of EPR 

systems that were developed by user-centered design and without public 

funding. 

• GPs are satisfied with their systems, reporting a positive impact on both the 

quality and efficiency of their work. 

• GPs are more satisfied and use their systems more intensively than hospital 

physicians.  
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